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ABSTRACT
While certain French playwrights such as Anouilh,
Glraudoux and Ionesco have gained popularity in America,
other prominent French playwrights such as Lenormand and
Montherlant remain virtually unknown.

Perhaps the former

group's popularity can be attributed to the pithy, trenchant
nature of Its dramas, while in the case of the latter
group, the psychological, poetic nature of its plays does
not appeal to American tastes.

American audiences by and

large lean toward the theatre of action, which has no
appeal to playwrights such as Lenormand and Montherlant
who concern themselves primarily with the theatre of the
w o r d, the theatre of ideas.
Montherlant is a prolific writer.

He established

himself as a novelist and poet before gaining prominence
as a playwrivht.

Early in his career he gave promise

of becoming a champion of the Catholic intellectual
movement of the 1930‘s » but his rejection of traditional
Catholicism and his preoccupation with the mores of Ancient
Rome abruptly severed any ties with religious and political
causes.
Yet, Montherlant continued to write religious plays.
This dissertation is concerned with three such plays which
iv

Montherlant calls his "trilogle catholique"*

Port-Royal.

le Maftre de Santiago and la Vllle dont le Prince est un
Enfant.
In order to present a meaningful critical analysis
of the Catholic Trilogy, the study Includes two background
chapters.

Chapter I, "The M o d e m Theatre In French

Culture," describes the literary bent of the French
people, the strong Influence of the Catholic Church In the
social and political life of the French, and the nature
of French theatre tradition.

Chapter II, "Henry de

Montherlant as Playwright," demonstrates the close relation
ship between Montherlant's life and his writing,-and
outlines the Influence of his special brand of Catholicism
on his work, particularly on his plays.
Chapter III,

"The Catholic Plays of Henry de Monther

lant," takes up each of the plays of the trilogy In an
effort to determine their Catholic nature.^
The conclusion states that In spite of the pessimism,
nihilism and rigorism evident in each of the plays of the
trilogy, there Is ample reason to accept them as Catholic
plays since they demonstrate a particular aspect of
Christianity, namely, Its asceticism.
All of the principal characters In the trilogy
discover God as a manifestation of "le neant," a concept
borrowed both from Christian and Roman philosophy,
Soeur Angllique (Port-Royal) ultimately finds herself on

v

the brink of despair, having lost her faith In God and
meni Mariana and Alvaro (Le Maftre de Santiago) give
themselves up to a life of solitude and penance In an
act of total renunciation,

for only In this desire for

nothingness can they hope to find Godi Sevrals and l'abbe
de Pradts (la Vllle dont le Prince est un Enfant) find
themselves shorn of all human comfort with the abbe
discovering in himself the very traits he unrelentingly
condemns In the youth he despises and completely mis
understands .

vl

INTRODUCTION
It Is curious that Henry de Montherlant, one of the
most prominent French playwrights of the last three decades,
remains virtually unknown in the English-speaking world.
The majority of Henry de Montherlant’s plays have not been
translated into English which explains in part why he is
not played in England and America, but it also raises the
question as to why there are so few English translations of
Montherlant,

The most weighty reasons center upon a cluster

of circumstances which could be accepted at face value were
it not that all French playwrights of Montherlant's genera
tion labor within this same framework.
The English-speaking world, and Americans in particular,
find it difficult to understand and appreciate playwrights
such as Montherlant whose work is serious, elevated, highly
poetic, static and concerned mainly with ideas rather than
with action.

This is part of the cluster referred to, and

when there is added to it the difficulties inherent in
understanding the French mind, the French culture, then the
problem is compounded.
Still another circumstance militating against the
popularization of Montherlant in America is his treatment
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of religious subjects which stress the rigorous, ascetic*
side of religion seen through the struggles of characters
whose vision Is distorted, whose minds are warped and
whose frame of reference Is conditioned by their nihilism
and pessimism.
Such subjects are not pretty.

Yet strangely enough

there Is little morbidity In Montherlant's plays, but there
Is much talk.

Here again is an obstacle to American audi

ences who look for action in their theatre.

The psycholog

ical nature of Montherlant's plays forces him to concentrate
on meaning and Interpretation rather than on action, thus
rendering his plays static in the Classical style which he
successfully attempts to imitate.
Montherlant is a prolific writeri

he has written

countless essays, numerous poems, several novels and more
than a dozen plays.

Three of these plays he classifies as

his "Catholic trilogy," and It is these plays with which
this study Is concerned.

They are Port-Royal, the story of

the dispersal of the Sisters of the Jansenlst convent of
Port-Royal in the seventeenth centuryi le Maftre de Santiago,
the story of the declining military Order of St. Jamesi
and Ijfc Vllle dont le Prince est un Enfant. the story of
life in a Catholic boarding school.
It was felt that in order to understand the context
of the "Catholic trilogy," something should be said about
Montherlant both as playwright and as Catholic.

In addition

it was thought that American readers would profit from
orientation to the m o d e m French theatre and to French
Catholicism, neither of which can be properly understood
unless there is some acquaintance with French cultural
history.

Therefore,

in order to speak meaningfully of the

Catholic trilogy, this study lays a background for Monther
lant the Frenchman, Montherlant the Catholic and Montherlant
the playwright.

Chapter I considers the French culture,

its artistic or literary nature,

its integration with

religion, or more specifically the Catholic religion, and
its enduring tastes in theatre.
Chapter II treats of Montherlant the playwright with
sufficient biographical material to shed light on the close
relationship of his life to his work.

It also treats of

Montherlant the writer and of his special brand of
Catholicism.
Chapter III delves into the Catholic trilogy with some
background material on the nature of religious art included
in an effort to establish standards for judging the Catholic
elements in Port-Royal, le Maftre de Santiago and la Vllle
dont le Prince Est un Enfant.
The Conclusion attempts to answer the question,
the plays of the Catholic trilogy Catholic?"

"Are

Perhaps it

is more to the point to state the question thusi

"To what

extent are the plays of the Catholic trilogy Catholic?"

CHAPTER

I

THE MODERN THEATRE IN FRENCH CULTURE
For countries to understand one another each must he
willing to accept not only their similarities hut also
their differences.

Between French and American cultures

there are similarities, but they are almost completely
negated by manifold differences.

Even when terms refer

to the same objects, their connotations are so conditioned
by cultural influences, that seldom do their extension and
depth result in mutual understanding.
MODERN FRENCH CULTURE
If the modern mind finds it difficult to understand
French culture it is because several paradoxical elements
make it almost unfathomable even to the French mind.

The

Frenchman accepts his culture in its world-wide extension
and in its provincial limitations in the same breath, an
anomaly that is completely baffling to the foreign observer.
But this is the way French culture has existed since the
Age of the Enlightenment, and, indeed since the courtly
days of Versailles and Louis XIV.

In his penetrating study

of France, John Cairns characterizes French culture as
articulate and lntellectuallzed, , . . accessible to
the rational mind and unmuddled by the stirrings of
folk culture.
It celebrates no hoary past and is not

overly deferential to past epochs of greatness, . . .
Though it purports to concern itself with the nature
and achievement of man, Frenchmen scarcely reflect
that its definitions and approaches are often pecu
liarly French, Or it may be that they consider it
only proper that the rest of the western world, at
least, should hunger after what France is, what she
has, and what she is ready to share,1
There is a tradition of France, a spirit of France which
extends beyond continental boundaries and reaches far-flung
regions Immersed in French culture.
But what is this French culture?

In the first place

French culture is preeminently literary,2

Since the Enlight

enment, Frenchmen pursue their reading and writing with an
avidity found nowhere else on earth— certainly nowhere in
the English-speaking world.

Not only are French men of

letters held in high esteem, but they exercise considerable
influence in national affairs.

However, the French display

a remarkable bent toward Joining together in small groups—
factions— ostensibly making battle for common causes, but
always from a confusing assortment of points of reference.
There exists a deep cleavage between the professional men
of letters and the university men.

The Acadfimie-Franqaise

has shown itself extremely conservative in its elections to
membership, while the universities lean to the left and
find themselves frequently Involved in left-wing and rad
ical political strife.
Ijohn C, C a l m s , France (Englewood Cliffs i
Hall, Inc., 1965), P. 73.
2lbid., pp. 73- 7^.

Prentice
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The twentieth century In particular has proved a
fertile ground for writers eager to respond to Prance's
perplexing exertions in the military, political, social
and religious fields,3

Such interests were generated in

the preceding century, and the hodge-podge of philosophies
and ideologies formulated then simply served as an overture
to the cacaphonous symphony of the theorists, critics and
savants of the present century.

The French quickly turned

away from classicism, and, after a brief but productive
flirtation with romanticism during the nineteenth century,
they swung toward realism.

As Cairns remarks,

the forms realism took were as different as the poetry
of Alfred de Vigny was from that of Th^ophile Gautier
or the novels of Alexandre Dumas from those of Balzac,
The striving for realism and naturalism comparable
to the exactness of science found technicians in
Flaubert and Zolai for expression of inaccessible
realities of the mind, in Baudelaire, Verlaine, or
Mallarm6.
But it was inevitable that young writers
should turn back toward the facts of that external
reality rejected by the symbolists, and about 1890
some at least began to Insist upon the social and
historical context within which alone the Individual
could find meaning and fulfillment.
So the ties
between literature and society and politics, evident
in Stendhal or Balzac or Hugo, were reaffirmed by the
nationalists Paul and Maurice Barrfcs. The Dreyfus
Affaire intensified the commitment and deepened the
divisions, separating the fiercely right-wing polem
icists around Charles Maurras and the Action Franqaise,
from the Dreyfusard humanitarians and socialists such
as Anatole France and Romaln Holland.^
3Jacques Boussard, la France hlstorlque et culturelle
(Bruxelles 1 Editions Meddens, 1965 ), PP. 267-269.
^Cairns, o£. c l t .. p. 75.
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Literary tension characterized the turn of the century
until the Impact of the War In 191^ brought In Its train
mixed but non-violent reaction.5

Before the war, young

writers were involved either in the Dreyfus Affair or in
the polemics of Europe headed toward war.

However, another

trend spurned political quarrels and engaged Itself with
existing social evils.

Still another group pursued their

careers as artists divorced from political and social
strife.

Those who sought escape from engagement with the

political and ideological bickerings of the day, content
with bourgeois letters in a bourgeois society, were rudely
awakened from their utopian dreams by the first of the
World Wars,
A number of writers chose exile rather than commit
themselves to a war they considered criminal in Its origins
and development,^

Many appeared to ignore the conflict

while others ridiculed the show of chivalry, honor and
fervor which they found so inconsistent with the depreda
tions, mass slaughter and destruction witnessed on all
sides.

Even while the war was in progress, young Prench

writers repudiated the standards and symbols of causes
they had always looked upon with jaundiced eyes.

At the

same time they cast eager glances toward the exotic Far
5Ibid.
6Ibld.. pp. 75-76.

Bast with Its mysticism and adventure.

Those who kept

their gaze closer to home enveloped themselves in crusadellke efforts to bring man to a realization of his position
and role in both the physical and social worlds.

Writers

of the post-war decade sought escape In the introspective
novel, and extended their efforts to Include the fragmented
lives of their countrymen In whom they saw a bourgeoisie
t o m between demands of a religion they had never fully
embraced and the demands of ardent nature seeking to fulfill
itself blindly and passionately.
The impact of the Russian Revolution of 1918 threw
Prance Into an alignment of camps gravitating toward sympa
thy with the Communist Movement or with the antlllberal move
ment.

The French social order was being demoralized from

at least two directions!
advance.7

Ideological disillusionment and

The stress and strain showed Itself in a class

warfare curious among the Frenchi not only was there strife
among classes, but also within classes.

Characteristically

of the French, the strife was preeminently one of Ideas
which may best be described for the bulk of Frenchmen as a
shift from surrealism to communism or the very reverse.
Writers such as Roger Martin du Gard and Jules Romaln
reached Into the nineteenth century for a suitable framework
upon which to erect their ponderous accounts of twentieth
7lbld.. p. 76.

century Prance and the prospering, shallow bourgeoisie,
caught as they were dividing their loyalties between the
glory that was France and modern technological change.®
Other writers were not content to chronicle their
times,9

From his South American exile Georges B e m a n o s

In

veighed against the pusillanimity of his countrymen, while
Henry de Montherlant refused to be dragged along by the
culture of mediocrity.10

Still others selected one or

another color of the decaying spectrum they saw about them
and strove to paint man as a purposeless, meaningless crea
ture of his times, or attempted to inject meaning and pur
pose by seeing man at his highest when his code of ethics
is based on service.
Immediately before the outbreak of World War II,
French commitment was precipitated by the Spanish Revolu
tion which saw ideologies shift with the winds, and disillu
sionment follow upon frustration at the spectacle of man
again tearing at himself from bases of belief difficult to
reconcile with the ideals of Christianity advocated by
Catholic Spain and Catholic F r a n c e . H
cause of Fascism.

Some espoused the

Montherlant was sorely tempted to

®Boussard, o£. clt.. p. 267.
9 Ibid.. pp. 267-268.
lOCf., infra, p. 82.
llBoussard, o£. clt.. pp. 255-256.
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pronounce In favor of the Fascist state, but his natural pru
dence prevented him from doing so publicly, at least to
such a degree as would compromise him with his native France,
When the outbreak of war seemed inevitable, Montherlant
Joined his voice with those seeking appeasement after having
been disenchanted by the double-dealings of the Communists,
the mass slaughters in Moscow,

the deterioration of what

had come to be called the Front populalre in France,12

All

this was superceded by the Nazi-Soviet Pact and then differ
ences faded into the national cause for Ia

Belle France at

war.
Following France's capitulation, the majority of French
writers supported the Vichy government,^3

However, this

support sprang from passivity rather than conviction.
dom was there commitment to Vichy.
hoped.

Sel

Most simply waited and

The resistance of the Communist poets proved the

one constant literary factor during the war years.

After

the liberation, there suddenly appeared a group of young
poets who concerned themselves with metaphysical problems,
dedicating themselves to rebuilding France from within.
When Vichy fell the conservative literary element fell with
it.

At the very least it was temporarily discredited.

12yycs Simon, La grande Crlse de la R6publlque Francalse (Montreal*
Editions de l'Arbre, 19^lT, pp. 137-168.
13Michel Decaudin, XXe Slfecle francalsi Les Temps
modernes (Parisi
Editions Seghers, 1964), pp. l6^-18o.
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At the close of the war, and Immediately thereafter
Jean-Paul Sartre and Albert Camus dominated the literary
scene.11*' Their stress on engagement with the present and
their preachment of personal choice and responsibility fur
thered the cause of freedom and social commitment.

The

literature of engagement was opposed by a new, youthful
movement.

The right-wing elements returned to prominence

as the left-wing saw itself falter.

Older, familiar writers

such as Romalns and Duhamel Joined the movement, while
Maurlac directed his energies toward political problems.
The once vibrant Action Fran§aise with its brilliant and
vigorous leader, Andre Maurras, languored in Maurras' prison
cell, and, as shall be seen later,15 both fell victims to
the Catholic Church’s struggle with French Republicans.
Together with the Theatre of the Absurd there arose
the anti-novel and the non-poem,16 throwing off all connec
tion with past stylistic greatness and charm so character
istic of centuries of French letters.

Quickly a reaction

set in which turned toward the glory of the past in a search
for forms calculated to carry the burden of writing con
cerned with social commitment rather than with the intro
spective, neurotic probings that were then appearing as a
l^Cairns, oj>. c l t .. p. 78.
l^Cf., infra. p. 127.
l6Decaudin, oj>. c l t .. pp. 208-213.
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counter-force to the Existentialists,
The one enduring theme which seemed to capture the
Imagination of French writers In general at the mid-century
mark was a closer look at man with his multilevel social
Implications.
CATHOLICISM IN MODERN
FRENCH CULTURE
One of the most puzzling facets of French culture Is
religion.

The population of France Is perhaps ninety per

cent Roman Catholic with only a smattering of Protestant
and Jewish minorities,17

The Frenchman readily calls him

self Catholic whether or not he Is faithful to the practice
of his religion.

He considers his baptism an indelible

mark of his Catholicity, a religion for which he would will
ingly die, but one which he frequently finds himself un
willing to live.
Referring to this un-Cathollc Catholicism Andre Sieg
fried suggests
that any lack of comprehension, any sense of mistrust,
that exists between France and the Anglo-Saxon coun
tries can be attributed very largely to this single
fact,
English speaking Protestants have equal diffi
culty in understanding and In placing confidence in
France, whether they regard her as a Catholic country
or as a country which has broken away from her reli
gious ties.
In the first case they dislike her as
17Georges Hourdln, "La Crise de Civilisation,"
Problfemes du Catholicisms Francals. La Nef, Cahier numSro 5*
Nouvelle S?rle (Paris i Julliard, 195*0, P. 22.

non-Protestanti in the second, as a nation of non
believers ,
A marked characteristic of Catholicism— and one might
add of French Catholicism in particular— is its authoritar
ianism.

The traditions of French ecclesiastical discipline

have succeeded in forming a dependent nucleus of adherents,
and have thus engendered a spirit lacking in personal respon
sibility,

initiative and social freedom.

As a result, the nation is divided among those who
accept religious discipline and respect iti those
who defend themselves by a skeptical adaptation of
the external ritual of the Church without sacri
ficing their critical libertyj and those who, in
violent reaction, have left the Church entirely.19
Probably the most satisfactory way of explaining the
religious psychology of France is in terms of two con
flicting points of view.2®

In the first place, France con

siders herself the eldest daughter of the Church.

The

history of France is often the history of the Church, not
alone of the Church in France but of the Roman Church in
general.

The Medieval Church witnessed the reform of Cluny,

one of the most significant movements of the eraj the Cru
sades, originating in France, produced the Maid of Orleans,
France's National Patron.

The battle against heresy was

l^Andre Siegfried, "Approaches to an Understanding of
Modern France," Modern Francei Problems of the Third and
Fourth Republics fPrincetoni
Princeton University Press,
1951), P. 9.
19ibid.
2® E m s t Robert Curtius, The Civilization of France i An
Introduction (New Yorki
The Macmillan Company, 1932), p. 129.
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conducted on French soil with fanatical zeal and the fight
against the Protestant Reformation was the history of
France during the sixteenth century.21

in modern times

France has continued to play a leading role in both the
history of Europe and of the Church.
In the second place, from the Middle Ages to the
present France has engaged in an active struggle with Rome.
As Curtius observes, Roman authorities and the French have
struggled with each other, and this struggle is not
yet over.
The great Revolution of 1789 meant a
collective apostasy from the Church, No other nation
has ever made such a violent break with Christianity.
France has been the source of the most violent attacks
on religion.
The surface peace which Napoleon achieved in the form
of the Concordat brought only temporary respite in the
struggle which was renewed under the Third Republic and
culminated in the abrogation of the Concordat by the Combes
Laws of 1905.

Considering these developments it seems safe

to conclude with Curtius that "France is godless and scep
tical, the land of irrellglon.

. . .

France, the refuge

of the Catholic faith 1 France the Champion of the emanci
pated reason."23
In order to understand the France of Montherlant,
2lLouis-Paul Deschanel, Hlstolre de la Politique
Extferleure de la France (Paris 1 Payot, 1936T] pp. 34-50.
22curtius, oj>, clt.. p. 130.
23lbld.
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the France of the early twentieth century, It Is necessary
to consider the movements In French culture which produced
the twentieth century.

The harvest of Irrellglon, or per

haps better unreligion, which France Is reaping today Is
not the result of overnight change.

If the general history

of France stems from conflicting points of view of attach
ment to the Catholic Church and continuous struggle with
ecclesiastical powers— particularly with the Vatican— the
beginning of the nineteenth century may be said to be typi
cal of this paradoxical conflict.
In the early nineteen hundreds religion in France
evinced two prominent trends.2^

One, a negative trend, took

the direction of state secularism, or laicisation, with its
accompanying dechrlstianization of the working-class and
peasants, together with general estrangement of the populace
from the Church.

Not to be overlooked in this same connec

tion is the gradual loss of clerical influence in civil
matters.

What can be observed here appears not so much a

simple cause-effect relation, but rather a spiral or network
of interrelated factors which over a long period of time
precipitated the crisis which was to rock the Church in 1905 .
The other trend, a positive one, took the direction of
renewal of the Christian order.

It attempted to come to

grips with pressing social problems and to work toward a
2i*,Hourdln, 02 . clt.. p. 18.

deepening of faith through personal conviction and social
action.25
The conflict born of these two movements is unresolved
even to this day.
As was mentioned above, Catholicism is the religion
of Prance.

It was also stated that practice of religion

by no means uniform throughout

is

the country. On the contrary,

Prance can be roughly divided into three major sections
according to practice or religion.26
1.

The bulk of the faithful,

practicing Catholics

can be found along a strip roughly describing the borders
and coastlands together with the ancient central province
of Auvergne.
2.

The Interior peasant lands make up roughly two-

thirds of what the French call catholiclsme salsonnler.
seasonal Catholicismj that is, the practice of religion is
linked with the most Important

events of lifei mass on

Palm Sunday and Easter Sunday,

assistance at family bap

tisms, first communions, religious marriages and church
funerals.
3.

The large cities and urban areas, called even today

mission country, where the church suffers its greatest loss,
25william Bosworth, Catholicism and Crisis in M o d e m
France 1 French Catholic Groups at the Threshold of the
Fifth Republic (Princeton 1 Princeton University Press,
T 9S 2T, PP. 25-31.
Z^Hourdin,

clt*« PP« 22-23,
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the working classes, completes the geographic picture.
Referring to the working classes, Hourdin asserts,

"C'est

cette partle de la France qul a pos 6 & l'Eglise les
problfemes les plus graves car c'est 1& que la crlse de
civilisation a fait Sclater les vleilles habitudes et les
vlellles divisions ecclSsiastiques."27
Psychologically, the working- and peasant classes In
France present grave obstacles to complete
Geography Is an Important factor.

understanding.

28

In the South, for example,

large numbers have fallen away from the Church where they
seem to be enveloped In a form of neo-paganism mixed as It
is with legend, superstition, Christian dogma, and even
some pre-Christian beliefs and practices.

In other areas,

the practice of religion Is almost totally neglected by
vast numbers, while they continue to call themselves
Catholics.

There is a common saying about French Catholic

peasants which seems to sum up their religious psychologyi
they are good Catholics, but poor Christians.
Statistics alone give a false picture of religion In
France.

In the mid-twentieth century France's total popu

lation was In the vicinity of 50 ,000,000 of which almost
*4-5,000,000 were C a t h o l i c . 29

Although the Catholic

27ibld.. p. 23 .
28curtius, op. clt.. p. 151.
29jullan Park, "Religion," The Culture of Framee in
Our Time (Ithaca, N. Y.t
Cornell University Press, 195^)»
pp. 231-32.
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population has grown since the turn of the century, the
number of priests reached the hlgh-polnt In 1913 when there
were 59,000 diocesan priests.
bered ^5,000.

In 1950 they scarcely num

The number of priests belonging to religious

orders, such as Dominicans and Jesuits, continues to in
crease, reasons for which will be taken up later,

_

The clergy have always played an Important part In
French affairs, but the opposition of the clergy to the
Third Republic proved to be one of the government's most
vexing problems— and this not discounting the turbulent
Issues the Third Republic witnessed from within and without.
It was b o m

in the strife of the Franco-Prussian War in

1870, endured the First World War and finally collapsed
with the German Occupation during the Second World War,
The clergy opposed the Third Republic,30 but it was
especially the opposition of the hierarchy to the Republic
which proved the most pressing point of conflict for the
government.

Napoleon, who had signed the Concordat with

the Vatican, was keenly aware that the religious problem in
France centered upon acceptance or rejection of Catholicism 1
belief in Catholicism or unbelief.

He further realized that

scepticism in religion produced scepticism in other matters
as well.

His successors shared this belief.

Accordingly

they sought to maintain good relations with the Vatican,
30Ibid,, p. 227.
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even going so far as to offer asylum and military assistance
to the Pope In his struggles with the Roman Republic,

Oddly

enough, the opposition of the hierarchy lessened toward the
end of the century only to regain new strength with the
separation of Church and State effected by the Combes Laws
of 1904.
In one respect the Combes Laws (1904) proved disastrous
to the Church In France, for It marked the end of an epoch-centurles of powerful clerical Influence In Internal affairs
and French politics.

It Is true that the Combes Laws

stemmed from strong antl-clerlcal feeling, and equally true
that many Representatives In the Assembly who voted for the
separation of Church and State counted themselves among
militant Catholics,31

Nevertheless, the break with the

Vatican, though not final, was a severe blow to the clergy
and to the religious orders which were obliged to seek offi
cial approval by the Republic, or suffer the loss of their
property and face either dissolution or dispersion.
For some time before the French Revolution, the Repub
licans had sought separation of church and state primarily
to free elections from the control of the clergy, since the
clergy had long been considered the allies of the rich, the
nobility and of the crown.

Throughout the nineteenth

century and even until as late as 1945, French Catholics
3lRaymond Recouly, La Trolslfeme R^publlque (Paris*
Llbralre Hachette, 1927), pp. 185-191.

openly declared against the Republic and popular government.
However, they switched their position quite suddenly In
19^5 with the advent of the Communists following the Liber
ation.

Finally, by force of circumstances they were com

pelled to do what Leo XIII had urged upon them half a cen
tury earlier, accept the Republic.32
Hourdin observes pointedly that the problems that
the Church in France faces today are the result of la
lalcltS de llEtat,33

He further declares that such laici-

zatlon has not proved a total misfortune for the Church or
for France.
En thfese, la lalcite de l'Etat est regrettable et
nous la condamnons.
En fait, elle ne date que de
la fin du XIX° sifecle et elle est la consequence
de cette coupure de la France en deux au moment de
la Revolution, peut-etre aussl d'une certaine
autonomle prise par la politique au fur et k
mesure qu'elle devenalt une discipline plus compliquee et plus precise.3^
Laicization affected French cultural life in two
principal wayst

first,

In the creation of compulsory public

education 1 and second, separation of Church and State with
its concomitant rupture of the Concordat and expulsion of
religious orders.
The Church no longer exercised an official role In the
32Hourdln, o£. clt.. p. 19.
33lbld.
3^ibld.
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government.

In fact, its Influence steadily declined in

temporal matters to the chagrin of many Catholics, but to
the satisfaction of others with greater vision and Insight.
Hourdln explains this phenomenon thusi
Le clergS s'est senti llbre, libre des pouvoirs
publics, certes, qul ne le payaient plus, mais libre
aussl des puissants du Jour dont il ne partageait
plus la s 6curit 6 6conomlque. Pour les reprftsentants
de la religion, la liberty est une grande chose.
Le
clerg$ participe d£sormals, avec exc&s meme parfols,
k la vie pauvre qui est celle de la majority de la
nation et cecl lui a conquis une part de l'estime
populaire.
Les liens avec les pouvoirs franqais fitant
naturellement distendus, ceux qul attachaient les
cathollques k Rome s'en sont trouv£ accrus et facili
t y . II est certain que le regime de la lalcitS et
de la separation des Egllses et de l ’Etat a brisfi
les d e m i e r s souvenirs du Galllcanlsme et rapprochS
du Vatican l'Eglise de Prance.
Les fidfeles se sont,
eux aussl, sentls plus llbres et plus entl&rement
responsables de ce culte ou de ces kcoles dont 11s
devaient assumer finaneiferement la charge.
Ils sont
enfin sortis, de leur ghetto.
Cela, a 6t 6 pour tous
le commencement de la grande aventure.35
If this can be called a resurgence of religion, the
problem of a steadily declining clergy augured ill for the
future of French Catholicism.

The Church long depended

on the farm districts to produce her priests.

However this

source began drying up even in the last century.

With her

new impetus in the direction of social freedom and Justice
the Church was hard put to find priests dedicated to solving
the social and economic problems of the lower classes.
Gordon Wright, treating of the situation in Prance in 1935_i
35lbld.. pp. 20 - 21 .
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analyzes the problem in the following mannert
. . . the training of the village priests was too
often narrowly theological and even obscurantistj they
were more inclined to reconcile the peasant to his
lot than to aid and encourage him to Improve it.
In
some country districts which have become de-Christlanlzed there developed a violent hatred of "the men in
black" who, it was believed had schemed to keep the
whole village sunk in ignorance and superstition.
This bitterness was fed by returning ex-peasants who
had gone off to make a living in Paris or Lyon, and
who brought back the radical doctrines of the cities.
It was fed also by the Radical or Socialist politicians
who sought the votes of subsistence farmers in the
Center and South, and of farm laborers in the areas
of large scale agriculture .36
The Church saw that its first task was to Increase
the number of its priests and to improve their quality.
The first step the hierarchy took was to broaden its out
look i

the service of the Church throughout Prance became

its a i m .37

it stepped up the education of its priests,

Prance being among the first countries to initiate a year
of pastoral theology as a terminus of seminary training.
There arose many opportunities for priests to continue their
studies through programs organized at the parish level.
All this Indicates that the Church in France was becoming
more and more conscious of its needs to secure and hold
priests willing to meet the challenges of a growing urban
^ G o r d o n Wright, "Catholics and Peasantry In France,"
Political Science Quarterly, LXVIII (December, 1953).
P. 529.
3?Aline Coutrot and Francois G. Dreyfus, Les Forces
Rellgleuses dans la socl&tfi Francalse (Parisi
Librairie
Armand Colin, 1963T. PP. 120-122,
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society at the same time that it seeks to reclaim the
peasant from his ignorant acceptance or rejection of his
religious heritage.
Social Catholicism made its appearance in 1871 when
efforts were made to solve three pressing and rather per
manent problemsi38

(1 ) living wages for workersj

(2 ) state

intervention in social legislation 1 and ( 3 ) recognition
of trade unions and workers' associations.

This last prob

lem was particularly acute, for through its resolution one
of the most significant movements in m o d e m France emerged,
that of the Worker-Prlests.
The Worker-Priest movement in fact was the outgrowth
of an earlier movement called Catholic Action which flour
ished in France from iQlb until 1871,39 and has maintained
a precarious existence even to this day through sporadic
movements centered in Paris and branching out to the prov
inces.

Catholic Action is based on the principle of like

working with like.

Thus certain advanced Catholic thinkers,

particularly among the clergy, thought that the only way the
Church could reclaim the fallen-away workers was for the
Church to go to the workers.

This the Worker-Priest didj

he took the Church to the factories and proletarian neigh
borhoods, a movement not without its dangers.
38Hourdin,

ojd.

clt.. p. 2b,

39Ibid., p. 25 .

As Bosworth

2b

shrewdly notes,
The call of the milieu today Is often so strong that
It seduces members of the Church Itself, , , , a
number of the original worker-priests refused to obey
the Vatican orders to stop factory work.
And in
company with their fellow workers, Catholic workers
often find it difficult to resist the attraction of
the extreme left in politics, , , ,^0
In addition, the Worker-Priests have met with much opposi
tion from certain quarters and the movement has suffered
reverses.

The factory workers are often suspicious of

priests sharing their plight and not a few of the relatively
small number of priests actively engaged in the movement
have succumbed to the materialism they sought to stem.
Despite the dedication of the Worker-Priests the move
ment has, for the most part, f a i l e d . T h e

same is true,

in general, of other efforts of the Church to reclaim the
working classes.

With full realization of the dangers of

the Communist threat staring it in the face, the French
clergy has stepped up its social activity, particularly
among the workers.

The need for such activity was high

lighted at the turn of the century when the workers showed
supreme indifference to the predicament the Church found
itself in when the Laws of Separation came into effect.
This indifference continues to this day.
Two World Wars have changed little in the religious
^°Bosworth, 0£. clt.. p. 326.
^ I C a l m s , o£. clt.. p. 85 .
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culture of France.

Jullen Park says that the

France of 1953 differs from the France of 1939 only
In degreei
the evils which confront her today are
not new to her but are simply the older problems
aggravated a hundredfold as a result of war and
occupation.
Certain of the new movements arising in
the French Church are flowerings of seeds planted
before the last war.
For a long time, too, there have
been minds in the Church of France which have realized
that, whatever the setbacks and however long it may
take, the "age of the worker will be fully realized ."^"2
One of the major tasks of the Church today is to undo
the damaging effects of identification with the reactionary
forces of the preceding century,

since they tended to place

the Church at the same end of the spectrum as the aristoc
racy and nobility with its implicit neglect of the middle
and lower classes.

As Park remarks,

the "harm done to the

prestige of the Church by its attitude during the Dreyfus
Affair,

. . . was incalculable.

It recovered some sympathy

after the separation, but the social cleavages were still
wide. ,,i+3
The Dreyfus Affair to which Park alludes brought the
issue of Nationalism into the foreground, and forged it
into a political force.

Dreyfus was condemned on two

separate occasions for allegedly betraying military secrets.
Factions took sides but the clouded issue was never satis
factorily resolved.
^ 2Park, oj>. c l t .. p. 235.
*+3lbld.
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A significant movement,^

working for reconciliation

of Church and State after the Combes Laws was the Christian
Youth Movement.

The Idealistic and romantic tendency of

the movement brought it under clerical censure, and in
spite of its loyalty to the Church,

it was dondemned

primarily because it identified the Church with the cause
of democracy.

Eventually, the dominant movement of the day,

Action Francalse. spelled out Nationalism as Royalism and
returned to the principles that Napoleon had outlined a
century earlier, that In the struggle against disturbing
forces no political power could conquer in France without
combining its efforts with those of the Catholic Church.
However, after much delay Rome condemned Action Francalse
for its confusion of Christian principles with political
a i m s ,^5
The condemnation of the popular movement was a step
of some consequence,

Dansette sees its Importance

in the development of religious policies in France.
It was put in motion by means similar to those used
at the time of the ralllement and met with resistance
from the same quarters.
But there were two essential
differences between the interventions of Leo XI and
Pius XI.
One is explained by the nature of the Issues
in question.
In the case of the condemnation of the
Action Fransaise, abandonment of the monarchist regime
was the indirect consequence of censures that were
^ Curt i u s ,

o£. c l t .. pp. 147-149.

^ H a r r y W. Paul, The Second Ralllementi The Rap
prochement between Church and StaFe~~ln France in the
Twentieth Century (Washington D. C., The Catholic Univer
sity of America Press, 1967), pp. 148-185.
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dictated by religious motives; It was not the direct
aim.
The other difference related to results.
Even
though the abandonment of royalism was only an indi
rect consequence, it was permanent, whereas it had
been a merely passing result of the appeal of Leo XIII.
The decline of integrlsm and the appearance of
new forms of Catholicism very different from the so
cially and politically conservative forms prevailing
right up to the morrow of the first world war are to
be explained by general factors unrelated to the
condemnation of the Action Frangalse.
These develop
ments would, however, have come much more slowly if
the Action Frangaise had not been condemned by the
Holy See and had not temporarily excluded itself from
the Church by its refusal to submit.
After the Combes Laws of 1905, Royalist Catholics
found themselves in the unusual position of a minority in
an almost totally Catholic country.^7

They differed with

Republican Catholics on more issues than on the long-debated
school problem and lalclzation.

But the return of large

numbers of members of religious orders to fight by the side
of their countrymen in 1914 appeased the discontents of both
sides, so much so that by 1944, at the time of the Libera
tion, factional differences were all but forgotten, and
Catholic Royalists played an important part in establishing
the Fourth Republic.
During this same period, a considerable number of Cath
olic intellectuals worked to hasten the reconciliation of
Catholicism and R e p u b l i c a n i s m . A t first their efforts met
^ A d r i a n Dansette, Religious History of Modern France.
Volume II, Under the Third Republic tNew York;
Herder and
Herder, 1961), pp7Tl2-^13.
^7Coutrot and Dreyfus, o£. clt.. pp. 35-36.
^8Ibid., pp. 84-85.
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with nixed reactions.

Their patriotism and devotion to the

Church were beyond question.

They pointed to the dangers

Inherent In the unhappy alliance of the Church with Franco
Spain, and earnestly recommended a close alliance between
the Church and the French Monarchy.

They denounced the Nazi

regime and condemned Franco for accepting Nazi and Fascist
aid.
Among these writers was Jacques Maritaln who openly
fought the Vichy Government, the government of Unoccupied
France.

Maritaln wrote caustically*

To assume that Vichy heralded In France the religious
renascence would be too blatant an Imposture for any
Frenchman to give It credence.
It Is good that unjust
laws be abolishedi it Is less fortunate for the Church
of France that this Justice be rendered by the armis
tice government.
It may be of doubtful advantage for
the Church to owe a debt of gratitude to a government
towards which later on Frenchmen will feel little
gratitude, and to seem the refuge as well as the com
pensation of temporal impotence.
The Church of France
Is not eager to chain herself to a state clericalism
which would ruin in the long run the spiritual revival
of which she Is proud. She knows moreover that her
freedom can be real only In a France and a Europe set
free.
It is amongst Catholics that the resistance to
German domination Is most effective, as the Gestapo
well knows. Several French Bishops have already
suffered because of their firmnessj it Is they who,
on French soil, are saving French honor,^9
The French underground during World War II united Cath
olic forces and previously hostile groups, for they saw a
common enemy In the

N a z i s . 50

French Communists who Joined

^9Jacques Maritaln, France My Country through the Dis
aster (New York* Longmans, Green and Company, 19^1), pp. 67-68.
50coutrot and Dreyfus, oj>. clt.. pp. 92-93.
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the Liberation front after Hitler began his Invasion of
Russia, affirmed that their allegiance was first to France
and that their resemblance to Soviet Communists was purely
academic.
The conjunction of these elements seemed a favorable
time for concerted action in attacking social ills which
continued aggravated after the war.

However, the unyielding

policies of the Church proved a stumbling block to any
significant reform.51

Important social reforms grew out

of movements which freed themselves from Church control
and which took on the lineaments of the Communist social
reform groups.

Among these, the most prominent were the

Mouvement RepublicsIn Fopulaire. the Jeunesse Ouvrlfere
Chrfetlenne. and the Confederation Francalse des Travailleurs
Chretiens. the anti-Communist equivalent to American trade
unions,
The gradual withdrawal of the Church from political
life together with participation of the laity and clergy
in social reform, has tended to adjust the opposition
between Catholic and secular France.

The anticlericalism

of the nineteenth century and the early decades of the
twentieth, for all practical purposes is

d e a d.

52

still

France remains a secular state» its government is secular,
51lbld.. pp. 93-96.
52Adrien Dansette, Destin du Catholiclsme Francaisi
1926-1956 (Parisi Flammarion, Editeur, 1957)» pp. 469-^71•
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unimpaired by commitment to any religion.

The Church Is

making Its Influence felt through its social workers and,
as Is always the case in France, through Its intellectuals.
The conversion, and In some Instances, the reconversion
of prominent intellectuals to Catholicism makes an Impres
sive list.

Since the turn of the century, the Church has

received back into the fold Paul Bourget, Francois Coppfie,
J. K, Huysmans, Emile Faguet, Ferdinand Brunetifcre, Paul
Claudel, Charles P6guy and Georges Bemanos.
safe, or perhaps proper," says Julien Park,

"It is never
"to Inquire

into the motives of religious conversion, much less to
sneer at them,"

Then he adds a word of cautioni

"...

in

these sensational conversions or returns, there were many
elements which were on the fringe of religioni

aesthetlclsm,

on the one hand, and social-conservative traditionalism on
the other."53
However, there is every indication that the former
emotional warfare is pass€, and that Catholic intellectuals
are confronting their opponents on their own terms in both
philosophical and scientific discussion.

The Catholic

intellectual movement is aggressive, and its hostility to
the Church has been on the wane since the Laws of Separation.
The French continue to occupy a prominent place in
the intellectual world, and together with Germany, where
there is an intense interchange of ideas through reciprocally
53Park, o£. clt,, pp. 2^9-50.
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translated theological works,

It constitutes a formidable

Intellectual bloc in the vanguard of the Church.

However,

Curtlus Issues the following warning*
To assert that France might rediscover her intellectual
unity In the Catholic Faith would seem to be too
audacious a suggestion.
There Is as much conflict as
ever between the different points of view.
Two points,
however, are clear*
Catholicism in France has an
unbroken vital power, and all the religious energies
of France are absorbed by Catholicism.54
Despite an apparent resurgence of faith.

It would be

foolhardy to assert that all is right with the Church In
present-day France.

Many of the ancient problems remain,

and practice of religion

is far from universal. Yet the

French bear the stamp of Catholicism in France.
Catholicism has made such a deep Impression upon the
soul of France that in many instances it survives loss
of faith.
The freethinker movement in France has its
own orthodoxy, combined with the spirit of an order,
a moral rlgourism, and an almost monastic hostility
to the world, which remind us of the Church. It is
only in France that we find the phenomenon of "Catholic
Atheism"* in France alone are there materialists like
Jules Soury, who read the Liturgical Office, or roman
tic Nihilists like Barrfes, who make the pilgrimage to
Lourdes,
In France, when anyone tries to establish
a new religion it is always expressed in the forms of
Catholicism*
the outstanding example of this state
ment Is Auguste Comte's "religion of humanity".
In
France there is less diffused religiosity than in
Germany, but it is clear that there is no less religion.
The difference in religious experience lies in this,
that In France the needs of the spirit are subordinated
to the striving for order and fellowship, for a clearly
defined form and for a settled standard,55

5^Curtlus, o£. clt.. p. 152.
55ibld.. pp. 153-154.
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MODERN FRENCH THEATRE
The preceding overview of French Catholicism is
necessary for a proper appreciation of the milieu in which
Henry de Montherlant conceived and wrote his Catholic plays.
It remains now to look into a specific area of French
culture--the Modern French Theatre--ln order to add the
dimension which places Montherlant in proper perspective.
This is all the more important for readers in America where
neither religion nor theatre plays the vital role that each
does in France.

Where Americans prefer the theatre of

action, the French choose the theatre of ideas.

Theirs is

a theatre of the word) ours is a theatre of action.

Even

the frothy plays of the French Boulevard theatre-the
popular theatre— conform to this pattern, albeit to a much
lesser degree.

It must be pointed out, however, that such

tastes represent a general preference! exceptions can be
found, and if the exceptions are given greater prominence
*

in this section than they rightfully deserve,

it is simply

to point out the strong contrast between what might be
called the French essential theatre and the French popular
theatre,
What has frequently been called the theatre of reassur
ance, that is, the theatre that caters to the tastes of
the times, had its roots in Diderot and Beaumarchais,
playwright philosophers of the eighteenth century.

The
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French theatre of the last half of the nineteenth century
continued this trend of the preceding century and Is uni
versally recognized as a theatre of Indolence and banality.56
Drama confined Itself almost entirely within the circum
scribed limits of the "Well-made play," with its contrived
situations, stock characters, and clever stage trickery.
It traded In the superficial, seldom If ever pausing to give
even a passing glance at what literary critics refer to as
the universal,

French plays related to life, but life

caught up In the conventions of dramatic locution and stage
machinery tantalizing a vapid public.
There was neither thought nor feeling in these plays.
The rules of construction were automatic, and imitation
followed imitation with persevering regularity.

This Is

what the public demanded, and this is what It got.
Vaudeville. comedy, and bourgeois drama seemed to join
forces in order to give the maximum of good conscience
to the ruling bourgeoisie, both in their virtues and
their vices.
Each performance persuaded the audience
that man, life, and the real were no more than what
they believed them to be. The public and its art
closed in upon each other.
Their agreement was so
perfect that the theatre did not present the audience
with an image of what it was, but of what it wished
to be— hence the innumerable basic conventions which
had almost become an institution.
Everything took
place as if the self-satisfied performance of medio
crity ennobled that mediocrity, and as if the closed
doors of the bourgeois drawing rodm, on which the
curtain usually went up, symbolized the sanctification
56jacques G u i c h a m a u d and June Beckelman, M o d e m French
Theatre from Glraudoux to Beckett (New Haveni
Yale University
Press, 19<5l), p. V.

3^
by art of the limitations of the bourgeois'
intellectual, spiritual and moral horizons,57
This kind of drama is not confined to the French
theatre of the last centuryi

Neo-classic pseudo-tragedy,

the present-day French Boulevard theatre, much of twentieth
century American realistic theatre, and, for the very
moderns the vast bulk of television drama, all follow the
same perfunctory course.
The shallow repetitiveness of nineteenth century
French theatre engendered a clearly predictable rejection
of drama as art, 58

The theatre world eventually became

disillusionedi the playwright eager to cast off his chains.
Reform sprang almost simultaneously from two quite
different sources,59
his Theatre

Llbre^O

In 1887, Andre Antoine inaugurated
w here he hoped to renew the vitality

of the theatre through realism and naturalism, and in 1891,
Paul Fort sought the same end through poetic drama in his
Theatre dJArt, 6l

Both efforts eventually failed, but they

initiated the impetus that has carried French theatre to
one of the most glorious periods in its history.
57lbld.. pp. 1+-5.
58ibld., p. 6 .
59Ibid.
60Matel Roussou, AndrS Antoine (Paris 1
Editeur, 195*0, pp. 63-96 .

L'Arche

6lJacques Roblchez, Le Symbollsme au Theatrei Lugn 6Poe et les debuts de 1 'Oeuvre (Paris > L'Arche Editeur,
1957T7 P. 86-89 .
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Theatre began its road back in 1890 i^2

cliches and

outlandish conventions were thrown out, and the reformers
Imposed order on the shambles of decadent French drama.
The two reform groups approached the problem of
renewing theatre from opposing directions.
carefully at reality.

Each looked

Antoine claimed that reality must be

imitated, while Fort claimed that it should be interpreted ,63
Gu i c h a m a u d and Beckelman observe that "The various
forms of bourgeois theatre originated in Romantic theatre,
but the Romantic theatre and its manifestoes were also at
the root of the principles of both realism and symbolic
theatre,*64

This can be seen more clearly if the term

"imitation’* be considered the central issue.
imitated?
and truth.

What is to be

The answer depends on the definitions of reality
If truth and reality apply primarily to the

social and psychological phenomena of everyday life, then
the action of the play centers upon imitation.

But if truth

and reality be considered within and beyond what appears on
the surface then there is nothing to imitate.

It becomes

the task of the dramatist to interpret, to explain (reveal),
or to fabricate (invent).

If, however, there be Imitation,

62Ibid., pp. 24-28.
63joseph Chlarl, The Contemporary French Theatre t The
Flight from Naturalism (London 1 The Camelot Press, 1958),
pp. 85-S&.
^ G u i c h a m a u d and Beckelman, 0£. clt. . p. ?.
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It Is the imitation of what is not readily perceivable, but
of a reality that lies far beyond the senses.
Paradoxically, Antoine began his reform at a moment
that proved inopportune as far as the lasting effects of
the reform are concerned.

Basing his reform on realism

and naturalism, he chose the precise moment in history
when these were coming into general discredit.

By the year

1890, naturalism on the stage had been written off as dull
and uninspiring.

Still, Antoine's reform served as a

cleansing agent for the French theatre in that he sought
to reestablish
la manifestation dramatique dans son rayonnement
d'oeuvre d'art, et de dfiployer ses efforts pour
enlever au spectateur 1 *Impression qu'il vient k
la comfidie comme on entre dans une maison de Jeu.65
This he did by putting humanity back on the stage.

He

called for a naturalness in speech and action hitherto
foreign to the French theatre.

With the "slice of life"

technique dominant in his productions, he was careful to
select stage properties and scenic elements with an eye
to extreme realism, at the same time as he established a
balance between the actor and his surroundings.

To him

the actor was the symbol of a living person in a life
situation.

He approached the theatre as he would a temple

of worship, for indeed the theatre was his religion not his
65ciement Borgal, Jacques Copeau (Paris*
Editeur, i960 ), p. 46.

L'Arche
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profession .66
The antl-naturallsts under the leadership of Paul Port
fell to extremes In their efforts to avoid the depressing
boredom of the original sllce-of-llfe theatre.67

They

stressed simplicity In scenic design at first, but gradually
they dehumanized their theatre with beautifully stylized
presentations creating a cold, barren dramatic form— If
Indeed It was drama at all.

However,

It did re-emphasize

man's metaphysical nature and his poetic bent.

It opened

the doorway for the kind of theatre that Frenchmen have
always relished, the theatre of Ideas.

In so doing,

It

reopened the way to true tragic expression on a stage where
it had once flourished.
During the twenties, French theatre veered toward a
new sphere, one which probed the mysterious depths of the
soul rather than explore the tangled problems of psychology
and conscience.

The impetus came from outside

France,

68

particularly from Pirandello who introduced completely new
types of character and action to the stage, departing from
traditional verisimilitude in order to study the inner
workings of his highly enigmatic characters.

George Bernard

66vfallace Fowlle, Dionysus In Paris (London i
Gollancz Ltd., 1961 ), p. 37.

Victor

67oulcharnaud and Beckelman, o£. clt.. pp. 10-11,

68pierre-Henrl Simon, Theatre et PestIn 1 la signifi
cation de la renaissance dramatlque en France au XX^ siSole.
Cahlers de la Fondatlon Nationals des Sciences Politlques,
No. 103 (Parlsi
Llbralrie Armand Colin, 1959), p. 108.
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Shaw, who couched his metaphysical discussions In witty,
trenchant prose, won a place In the French theatre In spite
of his outright rejection of the popular Cartesian thought
of the French,

He laid special demands on the French,

forcing them to consider novel questions touching their
morality and mores where before they had sought only clearcut

a n s w e r s . ^9

it was during this period that Henry de

Montherlant's first published works appeared, and doubtless
the Pirandelloish manner of many of his characters is an
outgrowth of the influence of Pirandello on the French
playwrights and novelists of the twenties.
In the meantime, outside of France, theatrical pro
ducers stressed physical staging where Wagner's influence
was obvious.

His dream was to create total theatre

encompassing poetry, music, spectacle, philosophy, mysti
cism— a concept far removed from the staid didactic rhetoric
delivered in repetitive conventional settings.

Further

impetus was given to plastic staging in France with the
arrival of the Ballet Russe in 1910, synthesizing to some
degree the efforts of Gordon Craig in England, Erler in
Germany, Reinhardt in Austria and Stanislavski in

R u s s i a . 70

France was to move in this direction under the skillful
hand of Jacques Copeau, the most influential spirit in the
69Robichez,

ojd .

clt.. pp. 326-331,

70simon( ojd. clt,, p. 29 ,
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French Theatrical Revolution.
stage.

He completely revamped the

He allowed free reign to designers to exercise

their creative talents and afforded actors and directors a
simple, uncluttered medium In which to express themselves.
This breath of fresh air also aided the playwright, for now
there was a cry for new plays which harmonized with the
spirit of the reform, despite the reformers renewed acquain
tance with the classics.

However, the playwrights of the

time were not up to the task, for it has been only in
recent years that scripts have overtaken the advanced ideas
of the revolutionary directors.

It would not be fair to

Vmply that theatre completely lost its appeal,71 for scores
of playwrights proved popular with the masses from 1900 to

1930, but their names are now confined to textbooks on
history of theatre.

The only playwrights of this early

period who are given any serious thought today are Alfred
Jarry for his Ubu Rol and perhaps Henri-Renfi Lenormand for
Le Temps est un songe.

Anders limits significant play

wrights to one name onlyi

"A 1'exception de Maeterlinck,

les talents authentlques de l'Spoque ne sont gufere

entendus

et exercent peu d 'influence,"72
Copeau despised the dullness and didacticism of the
7lMichel Corvln, Le Theatre Nouveau en France (Paris 1
Presses Unlversltaires de France, 1963), p. 22.
72France Anders, Jacques Copeau et le cartel des
Quatre
(Paris 1 A. G, Nizet, Editeur, 1959). P* 6 .
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French theatre.

He hoped to remedy the theatre's Ills by

a renewed Interest In the classic style, and to replace
insipid anecdotes with pieces that followed a disciplined
stage where aesthetic distance was soundly maintained and
the style of presentation elevated and truly poetic.73
Montherlant found this kind of theatre to his liking and
eventually he abandoned the novel to concentrate on the
theatre.
Copeau's return to the classic style made his reform
measures eminently practical.

It removed the costly burdens

inherent in spectacular productions where greater emphasis
was placed on costly scenery, richness of costume and
intricacy of stage mechanics them on acting.

Copeau made

insistent demands on his actors requiring of them deep
understanding of their roles and harmonious playing with
the other members of the company.75
The first season of the Vieux-Colombier was Interrupted
by the War— 1914.

Copeau returned to France in 1919 after

a five-year tour In America.

He reopened his theatre in

1921 and kept it going until 1925— four of the most signi
ficant years in the history of French theatre In this
73lbld.. p. 16.
7^Ibid., p. 6 5 .
75ibld.. p. 64.
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century .^6

During these years at Vieux-Colombier Louis

Jouvet and Charles Dullln received their training from
Copeau, and later Gaston Baty received his from Jouvet and
Dullin.77

These three together with Georges Pitoeff gave

to the French theatre between the two wars one of the most
brilliant periods in its history.

Much of what is con

sidered the finest in present-day French theatre bears the
stamp of these four geniuses of the theatre.7®
Jouvet, Dullin, Baty and Pitoeff were daring direc
tors, 79

All but Baty were actors.

the grassroots.

They knew theatre at

They continually sought new plays, revamped

the old masters, and clamored for new writers— even producing
unknown playwrights when they knew they courted certain
disaster.

One or other of these directors either Introduced

or helped to popularize Ibsen, Strindberg, Chekhov,
Pirandello or Shaw to the French.
Dullin possessed a keen sensitivity of perception and
profound understanding of the theatre .®0

He depended less

on theory than did his contemporaries, but held firmly to
the unreality of theatrical presentations, and gave
76ibld.. pp. M*-59.
77ibld.. p. 95 ff.
78simon, oj>. c l t .. p. 3 1 .
79Fowlie, o£. clt. . pp. **1-1*1*.
QOlbld.. p. 1*2.
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attentive study to the script.

He made use of highly

stylized settings and Introduced music to enhance his stage
productions.

While a great trainer of actors, he was not

dogmatic In either his Interpretation of texts or In the
demands he placed on his actors.

He worked with experimen

tal playwrights and Introduced to the stage the works of
Sartre, Anouilh and Salacrou.
Russian bora Georges Pitoeff followed Stanislavski .81
Pitoeff held that the director was a super-actor and that
his Interpretations govern the play.

For him the common

ground for actor and director was "communion" with the
text.
If Pitoeff looked on the director as super-actor, Baty
looked on the actor as a super-marionette as propounded by
Gordon Craig.

Baty, possessed of an obsessive fear that

production would be sacrificed to the literary quality of
the script, strayed farthest afield in applying Copeau's
reforms.

82

He did follow Copeau In positing the unreality

of the stage, for his plays suggested an unreal world In
which the audience might escape the demands of daily living.
As Fowlie states,

"The moral asceticism of Copeau found in

the art of Gaston Baty Its antidote where to the bare power
of the word were added the supplementary powers of acting,

8lIbld.
®2Roblchez, op. clt., p. 67.
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miming, forms, colors,
And Fowlie continues,

lights, voices, noises, silences,"83
"If Baty is remembered as the opponent

of the 'word' in the theatre, Louis Jouvet stands as its
principal defender, as the director who created essentially
a verbal theatre in which the text is given first
place,

. , .**84

Jouvet was an actor of considerable merit

and a director of great subtlety,85

He served the play

wright faithfully by studying the text closely, and proved
eager to work with playwrights on their first ventures.
Especially close was his relationship with Jean Giraudoux,
but he produced plays of Jules Romains, Marcel Achard,
Jean-Jacques Bernard and Steve Passeur.
Jouvet was primarily an actor.

He incorporated the

text as part of the character, and never ceased to express
admiration for well written texts, capable of fluency on
the French tongue ,86

Giraudoux's grasp of the French

cadence gave Jouvet particular delight, explaining in large
measure his preference for Giraudoux among his contempo
raries .
The French theatre of the fifties was dominated by
the figure of Jean Louis B a r r a u l t , 87
83powlle, op. c l t .. p. 45.

84jbid.
B^Anders, op. clt.. pp. 103-104.
S^Chiarl, op, clt.. p. 90,

8 ?Fowlie, op. c l t .. p, 50 .

His vivid imagination

kk
and ceaseless energy created a theatre which was at once
vital and forward looking.

Like Jouvet, Barrault found

himself an able playwright In the person of Paul Claudel,
although he produced a great variety of playwrights at the
lavish, well-appointed Marlgny.^8

Recently, however,

critics assert that Barrault is out of touch with the
mainstream of current theatre, particularly with what they
refer to as his mechanical robot miming.^9

Fashionable

Paris still finds it fashionable to attend Barrault's
productions in which the general feeling is that of sharing.
One of France's most popular directors today is
Jean Vllar, director of the Theatre National Populaire.90
For him, the role of the director is that of catalyzer.
He is the interpreter of the play— its meaning and signifi
cance, and it is he who manipulates the actors to bring out
all shades of meaning and significance.

His productions

are unique, vastly different from the stylized productions
of the ComSdie Francjaise.

His uncluttered stage follows in

the traditions of Dullin and Pltoeff.91

Vllar is acutely

concerned with the text of the play, which he emphasizes
through Judicious selection of props and furniture.

88corvin, o£. clt.. p. 106 .
®9chiari, o£. clt.. p. 93 .
9<>Marc Beigbeder, Le Theatre en France depuls la
Liberation (Paris*
Borcfas, 1959), p. 230,
91lbld.. p. 216 .

His
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stage is almost bare, enclosed In cyclorama and accentuated
by spotlights.
As impressive as are the contributions of these various
"animateurs du theatre," there is general agreement that
"with the plays of Glraudoux and the subsequent discovery
by the public of Claudel,

. . , the French theatre,

. .

discovered itself."92
During World War II, the Paris theatre became a
rallying point for the French and enjoyed an almost unpre
cedented popularity by using plays written during the
period.

In its attempt to negate the Nazi Influence the

Paris theatre did two thingsi

it helped maintain the rich

theatre heritage for which France is Justly famous, and it
focused its theatrical pieces mainly on exciting events'
rather than on the popular treatment of individuals, of
characters.

Generally, the new plays focused on events rather

than on people.

Fowlie again points out that

the dramatic genres are impurely mixad in the plays
of the last decade,
Glraudoux mingles the pathetic
with the ironic in every scene.
Claudel Joins the
sublime with the realistic or the trite. Anouilh
and Andre Roussin are constantly converting the
comic into the tragic, and this applies to many of
the contemporary plays that the terms comic and
tragic have lost any well-defined meaning.93
Contemporary French theatre lists as one of its
92p]*ederick Lumley, New Trends in Twentieth Century
Drama (New Yorki Oxford University Press, 1967), p. 39.
93Fowlie,

ojd.

clt,, p. 105.
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brightest achievements, the reinstatement of poetry In the
theatre.9^

Claudel, Glde, Glraudoux, Camus and Montherlant

write incisive poetry far different from the cryptic prose
of the naturalists of the early decades.
At the midpoint in this century three generations of
playwrights were still popular in Francei
before 1870, Claudel, Gide and Jarryi

(1) those born

(2) those bora between

1870 and 1900, Maurlac, Glraudoux and Montherlant) and
(3) those born after 1900, Sartre, Camus, Anouilh, Beckett
and Ionesco,
Most of these began their careers as essayists, novel
ists,

Journalists or poets and turned to the theatre only

after having become famous in other fields.

Maurlac, a

relatively late comer to the theatre has always shown him
self preoccupied with religion.

His widely read column

in Le Figaro serves as his means for projecting his views
on world problems and disorders which he invariably treats
from a religious standpoint.

"His messages and Judgments

are guided by his deep faith of a Catholic, and his plays,
also, but far more obliquely, reflect his moral and theo
logical convictions."95

in many respects, Maurlac may be

considered typical of the French intellectual where the
intrusion of religion is evident in his work,

Montherlant

9^Pierre de Bolsdeffre, Une Hlstolre Vlvante de la
LlttSrature d'Aujourd'hul (Paris 1 Le Livre ContemporaXn,
i960 ), pp. 6^ 2- 643?
95Fowlie, o p . c l t .. p. 111.
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is one such.
Henry de Montherlant reached his peak as a novelist
in the thirties and began as a playwright in earnest in
the forties,

"The pure elegance of style in Montherlant's

plays rivals the vigor and clarity with which he describes
human life and motivation,"96 and Montherlant himself
states confidently,

"Dans mon theatre,

J'ai crl6 les hauts

secrets qu'on ne peut dire qu'S. voix basse."97
Glraudoux is another novelist turned playwright.

While

Maurlac and Montherlant maintain the polished French classic
style, Glraudoux maintains the French precious style which
brings him into closer contact with the problems and foibles
of contemporary society,98

The Glraudoux-Jouvet team

produced a happy arrangement through which a harmony of
creativity and production enhanced the French stage for
more than a decade.
The third generation of playwrights concentrates on
the Existentialist theme of engagement--engagement in
problems of the immediate present, and the engagement of
the audience as active listeners attending problems arising
96ibld.. pp. 111-112.
97Henry de Montherlant, Notes sur mon theatre (Parisi
L'Arche Editions, 1950), p. 29 .
98chiari, op. c l t .. pp. 1 1 3 - 1 1 ^.
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from actual events and readily Identifiable situations.99
Sartre is well established as the leader of the Existential
ist Theatre movement! his plays and those of Camus spring
from a dialectic which embodies the Existentialist philo
sophical tenets and explores the problem of consciousness.
Camus's style Is similar to Montherlant's, but his outlook
on mankind Is markedly differenti

Camus is generally warm

and sympathetic while Montherlant Is cold and distant.
Anouilh's early work projects a bitterness and darkness
reminiscent of naturalist theatre,1°°

His later works have

a basis in naturalism but are softened by the aesthetic
distance their poetry effects.

Although very much a

theatricallst, Anouilh is picturesque and amusing even
when he treats sordid subjects.

He Is sympathetic toward

youth, and the triumph of youth in Its simplicity and love
over the scepticism and hypocrisy of age is a recurring
theme In his plays ,101

Although chronologically Anouilh

belongs in the third generation, the style and content of
his plays place him more with the traditionalists than with
the Avant-garde.
It would be inaccurate to assert that Montherlant
99Boisdeffre, oj>. clt.. p. 6 5 6 ff.
10°Helmut Hafczfeld, Trends and Styles in Twentieth
Century French Literature (Washingtoni
The Catholic
University of America Press, 1957), pp. 157-159.
101Chiari, op. clt., pp. 170-171.
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belongs to the mainstream of the theatre of Ideas.

That

Montherlant belongs to the theatre of Ideas Is without
question, but he Is far removed from the mainstream.

The

theatre of Ideas has roots in a tradition which Montherlant
embracesi it is his form which defies classification.

None

theless he is more closely allied to the theatre of Claudel,
Glraudoux and Marcel than to that of Sartre, Camus and
Ionesco.

The Avant-garde theatre, the theatre of the Absurd

with its loose structure and anti-literary style has no
appeal for Montherlant.

To him theatre is style, literary

style.
There are weighty points of agreement between Monther
lant and the Avant-garde theatre, but they are restricted
to the realm of ideas— to content— not to form.

Witness

the following comment from Montherlant's Notes sur Mon
Theatrei
Je lis, noir sur blanct
"La v£rit£ psychologlque est le propre de 1 'observateur et du penseur,
la vAritS conventionelle celui de l'homme de theatre.
Le theatre est un art essentiellement de conventioni
il obSit A des lois particuliferes, toutes diff 6rentes
de celles des autres genres llttSralres." VoilA
contre quoi je m'insurge et ce dont j'espAre bien,
par mes places, montrer la faussetA .*02
Montherlant accepts the freedom of action advocated by the
Absurdists, and their reliance on ambiguity and equivocation
to drive home a point which,

in the end may not be resolved

102fiontherlant, oj>. c l t .. p. 33.
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to the satisfaction of an uninitiated audience,
Montherlant writes again In his notes t
Quand Je 11s Shakespeare ou Racine, Je ne me
demande Jamals si c'est ou non "du theatre." J'y
vais chercher une connalssance plus profonde de l'ame
humalne, des situations pathetlques et de ces mots qul
"portent a leur cime une lueur Strange" (Victor Hugo)i
bref, quelque chose qul nourrlsse ensemble le coeur et
1*esprit. Sans doute meme ce qul est proprement "du
theatre" est -11 ce qul m'y int^resse le molns.103
Montherlant and the Avant-garde both look for "deeper
Insight Into the human soul," but the two approaches are
radically different.

Whereas Montherlant Is a psychological

dramatist writing In the classic vein, the Avant-garde
are psychological playwrights writing in a simple, direct
disarming style.

Each appeals to a limited cross-section

of the French theatre audience, for the most part the
intellectual audience.

But the overwhelming majority of

the theatre audience maintains a cold aloofness from each
form, preferring the boulevard plays and the standard re
vivals to the intellectual challenge from the Avant-garde
and from the classical plays of Montherlant.

The reason

is partly explained by Corvin In his luminous discussion of
man as he finds himself In the twentieth century.
C'en est flni du monde— et du theatre— oil tout
s'explique, oil tout se deflnlt,
Racine s'acharnalt
& ramener k la conscience clalre les fitats d'ame les
plus troubles* la demarche est inverse depuis une
clnquantalne d'annSes,
Des dlfferents plans de
conscience, le plus riche desormais, c'est celui ou
103lbld.. pp. 33-31*.
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se sltucnt les reves, les angolsses de l'homme devant
sa solitude ou devant l'absurdite du monde, le senti
ment d'une culpabilite sans cause, les puissances de
1'lmaglnaire et les deformations de la memolre,
Le
reel n'est plus seulement complexe, mals dlscontlnu.
Les divers plans de conscience d 'lnterpenStrent, se
chevauchent sans se lalsser reconnaftrei le principe
d'identlte est aboilj le meme est 1 *autre, le rlre
est larme; Le temps n'est plus sentl comme homog&ne,
uniforme, mals la duree etant liee k la subjectlvlte
d'une conscience dechiree, present et passe se confondent dans 1*immobility de 1*instant,
D'ou le
sentiment d'une derision, d'une duperle.
L'homme
ne connaft plus qu'une parodie d'existence et de fauxsemblants, Incapable d'entrer en communication^et
d'instaurer le moindre dialogue avec autrul, fut-ce
au niveau des verites le plus Slementaires.104
Roughly since about 1930* the French theatre has been
a theatre of exploration.

The trend set In motion by

Antoine and the Theatre Libre continues to flourishj works
outside this mainstream are soon forgotten in their Insig
nificance or irrelevance.

Great freedom Is accorded both

the playwright and director through which a variety of forms
has appeared expressing an equally varied series of subjects,
resulting in genuine efforts to express the human condition
through means far removed from the absurd realism of the
naturalist movement.
The key words in the modern French theatre according
to Robert Brusteln are "alienation and negation,"106
lO^corvin, og. clt.. p, 11 ,
105s, A, Rhodes, The Contemporary French Thaat^g (New
York:
F. S, Crofts and Company, 1942), p. 11.
l° 6Robert Brustein, "Nihilism on Broadway," The New
Republic. 142 (February 29, i960 ), 22,
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G u l cha m a u d and Beekelman explain their acceptance of these
terms in the following manneri
Not all playwrights, . . are necessarily nihilistic.
But all (those treated in M o d e m French Theatre) have
tried to define man in metaphysical terms and outside
of human institutions,
Giraudoux's universe or
Claudel's is no easier to live in than Sartre's or
Beckett'si man is defined in terms of his agony, and
the universe itself is seen as being fundamentally
in a state of conflict.
Glraudoux's search for harmony
is not situated "within the social unit," Claudel's
religion is hardly concerned with accepted ethics.
On the whole, the hero of m o d e m French theatre is a
character who refuses to play the game of "adjustment"
but rather tries to find himself through a higher game,
if only that of theatre itself. According to the
playwright's degree of optimism or pessimism, souls
are saved or man is brought back to man. Whichever,
the basic conflict is a vertical one in which man is
not limited to socio-psychological tensions easily
resolved through what Brustein calls "pious pro
nouncements ."107
There are numerous implications in this statement but
probably the most significant is that theatre reform in
France cannot be considered superficial.

The poetic nature

of the reform produced a definite break with the didacticism
and dullness of the 1900's.

Today's theatre of ideas in

France is as different from the theatre of Porto-Riche,
Donnay, Curel, Hervieu, Brieux— all of the early 1900's—
as Edward Albee’s theatre differs from that of Dion
Bouccicault.

Sartre discussing a pressing problem adds

weight and depth to our understanding! Glraudoux and Anouilh
suit their style to the meaning and the sense in a manner
better than any other Frenchmen have ever done,

Montherlant

107Gulchamaud and Beckelman, o£. clt., p. viii.
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and Claudel lend two kinds of spiritualism to the dramai
Claudel writes Catholic plays, Montherlant plays about
Catholics,

They choose grand topics and treat them In

well-written dialogue reminiscent of the classic period
of French tragedy.

Today's theatre-hero is one who, for

the most part, bears the elements of his struggle within
him, who need not look elsewhere for his battle ground.
This Is especially true of Montherlant's heroes who, as
will be seen, are not really great men, but men who look
upon themselves as great, thus lodging the seeds of con
flict within their Inimical natures.
SUMMARY
The preceding chapter sets the background for placing
Henry de Montherlant in proper perspective.

For centuries

the French have been avid readers, and their men of letters,
their intellectuals play an important role in their culture.
It is impossible to understand French culture without
probing into the religion of the people, the vast majority
of whom belong to the Catholic Church,

However, religious

practice and belief are two different things for the French,
much more so than for other cultures.

The Church has risen

and fallen with the fortunes of the monarchies and republics,
which have succeeded one another with baffling frequency.
A significant part of this culture has always been the
theatre, with its stress on the play of ideas, and its
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concern with the spoken word rather than action as the
focus of its drama.
In the next chapter, Montherlant's place as a person,
as an Intellectual, as a writer and as a Catholic will be
considered.

CHAPTER

II

HENRY DE MONTHERLANT AS PLAYWRIGHT
The possibility of confusing one's personal opinion
of a writer with what should be one's opinion of his writing,
may lead to some uneasiness wherein It Is felt that a
literary work ought necessarily to be the expression of a
lofty and profound personality.

Conversely, to hold that

a work should be Judged solely on Its value as a literary
entity and that the personal life of the author Is of
secondary If not of remote importance, may lead one to
miss some of the author's meaning.

When an author's life

is intimately related to his writings, a study of his life
and his thought is not only a rewarding exercise, it may
also be necessary.

Such Is the case with Henry de Monther

lant .
BIOGRAPHY
Montherlant begins his first book with the pronoun I—
and that not without significance.

All of his works are

autobiographical in that each reveals the unfolding of
the destiny of a soul highly atuned to the world of intel
lect and spirit.

The autobiography, therefore,

lb not the

account of activity so much as the revelation of profound
55
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movement in the soul.

Even in his early novels where

Montherlant recounts incidents occurring in his youth, the
accent is always on the state of mind, the state of soul
which prompted or accompanied these actions.
His candid— even Impertinent treatment of traditional
ideas and norms shocks at first encounter, with the result
that no one is indifferent to Montherlanti

one emerges

decidedly for or against this man who is more Christian
than Catholic, more Roman than Christian.

Here is the man

who, in defiance of the Gospel injunction, tries to add to
his stature the one cubit that raises him above the world
he despises, but which at the same time becomes his most
effective means of being true to himself .1
The reason for the audacity, temerity and sensuousness
on the one hand, and the sensitivity, caution, and asceti
cism on the other can be explained in terms of temperament
and upbringing.

The family fireside was a mixture of

opposites and contraries which coupled with Montherlant's
schooling and his interest in sports produced the man of
letters who finds himself pulled in several directions at
once, but a man who maintained his focus on self ,2
iHenri Perruchot, Montherlant (Parisi
1959), PP. 3^-37.

Gallimard,

2Robert Hays Sisler, Henri de Montherlant and Youth
(unpublished dissertation, University of Pittsburgh, 1961),
PP. 6-7.
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Although Montherlant's focus remains constant, his
approach to It changes with the condition of the self at
a given moment.

There are contradictions In Montherlant

and In his w o r k s , but none that he does not explain—
opportunist that he I s .3

As a consequence, numbers of his

readers find themselves shifting positions, from antipathy
to sympathy, from sympathy to antipathy, but never finding
themselves in the middle ground of Indifference.
Indifference Is foreign to Montherlant.

Further,

One of the most

trying stages of his life was the period where he found
himself drifting towards mediocrity with no anchor to
stabilize his fluctuations or star to guide him.**’ It was
only when he returned to his basic philosophy of life—
catering to self— that he regained his composure and
experienced the happiest days of his life.
Yes.

Anti-Christian?

Non-Christian?

No.

Henry de Montherlant was b o m

in Paris, April 21, 1896 ,

the son of Joseph Millon de Montherlant and Marguerite
Camusat de Rlancey,

His paternal family5 originated in

Catalonia and later, settling In Picardy, still maintained
much of their original Spanish character and appearance.
3lbld.. p. 5.
^Jean de Beer, Montherlant; ou 1 'Homme encombre de
Dleu (Par is 1Flammar1on, 1963 ) » pp. 119-124.
5l o u 1s Chalgne, Vies et Oeuvres d 'Ecrlvalns (Paris
Editions Lanore, 1952), p.- 5.

1
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M. de Montherlant was a small man with flashing Spanish eyes
which gave him a serious, severe,
appearance.
man.

If not Imposing, hard

He was a lover of art and a passionate horse

This combination of aesthete and sportsman Is also

evident In the son.

But other than this hereditary trait,

the young Meitherlant owed little to the direct Influence
of his father who remained cold and distant, entrusting
the rearing of the child to the women.
Henry's mother was the granddaughter of a Pontifical
Zouave who combined piety, attachment to the Church and to
the state with a life of sensuality that eventually led him
to his grave .6

Some of this frivolity passed on to Henry's

mother, for before his birth she was engaged in a constant
round of social activities, partying and what the French
innocently call "le flirt."

She almost died giving birth

to Henry and was almost completely bedridden for the last
twenty years of her life.

No longer able to pursue her

virogous social interests she concentrated all her affec
tions on her son, desiring nothing more than to become his
closest and dearest friend, and in general exercising over
him a benevolent tyranny.
his mother.
tion.

Still, Henry was never close to

In fact his attitude was one of secret opposi

He confesses in Service Inutile " . . .

chez nous.

. .

depuis cinq ou six ans, l'abus de conflance est devenu une

6Ibid.
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rfcgle de vie."7

Such was the Montherlant household.

Henry

rejected his mother's attentions but In later life he con
fessed that he found therein much to pique his conscience.
His maternal grandmother, an ardent Jansenist, lived
an austere, retired life surrounded with all the trappings
of somber religious conviction.

She read only in books of

asceticism, a practice uncommon enough even In present-day
France, but especially noteworthy in the Montherlant house
hold.

But this was a family of strong contrastsi

asceti

cism, rigor and mortification found alongside fiery,
passionate lovers of life.
remarks,

However, as Louis Chalgne

"Les deux milieux, si disparates, si contrastes,

se retrouvalent dans une meme concenption de 1 'honneur,"8
Chalgne explains
Henry de Rlancey, l'aieul ultramontaln et royaliste,
ecrlvaitt
"Nous servons pour l ’honneur et pour le
plalslr, non pour le profit." Et le p&re du futur
auteur du Maftre de Santiago, lorsque ce dernier eut
dlx ans, lul remit une bague & l'intSrieur de laquelle
11 avalt fait graver cette devisei
"L'honneur avant
tout."9
When Montherlant was sixteen he threw the ring away when
his schoolmates returned It to him without the inscription.
Montherlant lived with his grandmother until he was
?Henry de Montherlant, Service Inutile (Parisi
Bernard Grasset, 1935)* P. 21.
^Chalgne, o p . clt.. p. 6 .
9 Ibid.
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twenty-seven years o l d ,10 and during this time she awakened
in him an interest in Jansenism, an interest and sympathy
which are evidenced in one of Montherlant’s finest works,
Port-Royal.
Robert Sisler, studying Montherlant's life as it
reflects his views on youth, observes that the
exclusive Interest of the mother and grandmother is
interesting because it supplies a key to Montherlant's
attitude toward maternal love* while he enjoyed the
attention when he was young, he later regretted the
over-attention of these two woment
"Depuls lors,
J'ai entendu dire beaucoup que les enfants Sieves par
des femmes seules etaient mal Sieves,
Je crols bien
n'avoir pas fait exception & cette rSgle,"
The remark is significant for several reasons.
The reputation of Montherlant as a misogynist is wellknown,
He exalts women throughout his work as objects
of desire, but has only scorn and even hatred for
them when they seem am impediment to the work of men.
Nowhere does he admit an essential equality of the
sexes, Womsm is of a different essence from mam and
for Montherlant this explains the many difficulties
of relationships with them.wH
Montherlemt*s biographer and lifetime friend J.-N,
Faure-Blguet relates am interesting incident in this same
connection.

On one occasion after Montherlemt had been

established as a man of letters, Faure-Blguet asked if he
had ever knowingly borrowed passages from Sienkiewicz's
Quo Vadls?

As a child Montherlemt had read extensivelyi

Quo Vadls?was one of his favorite books, and, in imitation
of his favorite authors, he had written several rather
lOperruchot, o£. clt.. p. 21 ,
llSlsler, o£. c lt.. p. 7- 8 ,
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lengthy novels which he took quite seriously.

None, of

course, have ever reached the public, but the professional
approach of young Henry to his lifelong vocation is almost
alarming.

Faure-Biguet continues,

"II m'a rfipondu que ces

emprunts 6taient volontaires, et que les phrases qu'll
'prenalt* k Quo Vadis?6talent pour lui des phrases
fetiches,"^2

Passages with magic powers I

Faure-Biguet

goes on to explaini
Qui dlra enfln la secousse qu'a pu produire sur le
futur auteur des Jeunes Filles, la phrase presque
initlale du livrei
"Le lendemaln de ce festin ofc
P 6 trone avait discut 6 avec Lucaln, Nfiron et SSnfcque
la question de savoir si la femme poss&de une ame, , .?"
Imaglnez un petit garqon de neuf ans k qul 1'on n'a
jamais par16 de la femme qui pour lui dlrei
"Les
femmes, c'est sacr£.
C'est ta m&re, c'est la Salnte
Vlerge.
Solt surtout blen poll avec elles.
Baiseleur la main,
C 6de-leur la place dans l'omnibus,"
a q u l , jl'autre part les pretres ont apprls la valeur
de "l'ame", et qui volt soudaln que de doctes
personnages mettent en doute Justement que la femme
en possfcde une.
Et s ’ll est pr 6destln 6 k etre de
ceux qui, tout en d 6sirant la femme, n'ont pour elle
que peu d'estlme, combien toute une partle de luimeme, cristallisera sur la phrase, en apparence
inoffensive, de Quo Vadls?13
On all sides, therefore, Montherlant was conditioned for
the role of misogynist— one of his salient traits,
Montherlant met Faure-Biguet at the lyc 6e Janson-deSailly,

They became fast friends when they discovered a

mutual Interest in writing.

Montherlant was a serious

student, but at Sailly did not prove a particularly
12j,_n. Faure-Blguet, Les Bnfances de Montherlant
(Parisi
Henri Lefebvre, 19^8), p. 2U.
1 3lbld.. pp. 24-25.
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brilliant one.

He was an avid reader and It was during

these early school days that he stumbled across Quo Vadls?
a work that was to have a profound effect on his life.
According to Faure-Blguet Quo Vadls? "lui avalt donnfi le
coup de foudre pour Rome et l'antiqultS.

. ."1**

According

to Becker
this book awakened in him a passion for pagan anti
quity with Its love of beauty and frank sensuality.
The influence exerted upon him by his classical
studies was to alternate with the lessons of his
Catholic upbringing, producing throughout his life
and his work an alternation which was to lead to the
pagan sensuality of Halatesta. on the one hand, and
the asceticism of Le Maltre de Santiago on the
other.15
This opinion is reinforced by Faure-Biguet.

While the

two were at Janson-de-Sailly, they decided to collaborate
on a novel about Neronian Rome, and Faure-Blguet remarks
significantly,

"On croirait que Montherlant retrouve sa

patrle, les siens, l'atmosph&re oil 11 se sent chez lui.

Et

cela, remarquons-le, non dans la Rome chrStlenne, mals dans
la Rome palenne."1^
In 1908 Montherlant discovered an Interest that was
to last the length of his life— tauromachy.

Quennell points

out the importance of this discoveryi
^ Ibld.. p. 17 .
3-5Lucllle Frankman Becker, The Plays of Henry de
Montherlant (unpublished dissertation. Columbia University.
1959), PP. 9-10.
l^Paure-Biguet, op. c l t .. p. 22,
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Montherlant was already trying his hand at literature—
since he was nine he had been filling notebooks with
tales, embryo novels and small dramatic piecesi but
what he saw and felt in the bullring seems to have
quickened and confirmed his gifts. Once he had
registered his allegiance to the Sign of the Bull,
he had begun his progress towards literary manhood.17
Montherlant spent the summer of 1910 in Burgos, Spain,
where he had his first encounter with live bulls.18

When

he returned to France he was operated on for appendicitis.
He used his lengthy convalescent period as a means to enter
the college Sainte-Croix.

His parents could not agree as

to which school to send young Montherlant,19

m

. de Monther

lant was for the Jesuit school where he himself had received
his education* Mme. de Montherlant was for Sainte-Croix.
Henry had made friends with some of the students at SainteCroix and he was eager to intensify these relationships.
While the issue was still in doubt, he dally removed the
clamps from his Incision, thus prolonging his convales
cence.

He assured his parents that if they would send him

to Sainte-Croix he would recover rapidly.

They yielded,

and in 1911 he enrolled at Sainte-Croix de Neuilly, where
he soon became enraptured of the deep spirituality of the
environment,

Chalgne remarks

l^Henry de Montherlant, Selected Essays. ed. Peter
Quennell, (Londonj Weldenfeld and Nlcolson, 1957)* P. 7.
l^Faure-Blguet, o£. clt., p. 5^.
19lbld.. pp. 59-63.
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s ’11 eut re$u en partage line simplicity et une humi
lity que nous cherchons en vain dans son caractere,
cette dycouverte eut-elle eu pour consyquence 1 'affermlssement en lui de l ’homme, de l ’ycrivaln, du
chrytlen que semblait annoncer son premier llvre?
This first book was La relfeve du Matin. Montherlant's
recollections of his days at Sainte-Croix.
Henry soon established himself as a leader and was
elected president of the school's literary club.

21

During

the course of the year he founded a secret order called
la Famllle whose activities and secrecy vexed the school
administrators,

A train of events ensued and precisely

what precipitated the administration's drastic action is
not clear, but the prefect denounced Montherlant from the
pulpit as the ringleader of a troublesome group.

The

Superior, while maintaining that Henry was an Intelligent
student, yet pronounced him dangerous ,22 charged him with
being the soul of a conspiracy,

"le corrupteur des ames,

1 'lntroducteur du mauvais esprit,"2-^ and dismissed him from
the school.

Such a peremptory dismissal profoundly affected

the young Montherlant,

He was never to forget what he

considered a grave injustice,24 and used the incident as

^^Chaigne, op.clt.. p. 8 .

21
22

Faure-Biguet, o£. clt.. p. 74,
Chalgne, o£. clt.. p. 9 .

2 ^Faure-Blguet, op. clt.. p. 76.
2**Ibld.. p. 85.
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the basis for one of the plays to be studied in detail
later in this work, La Vllle dont le prince est un enfant.
There was a touch of irony in a remark of one of Monther
l a n t s teachers who said that by the time Henry reached
the age of twenty he would find reason to smile over his
dismissal.

Indeed, for a time, Montherlant did make a

pretense of glorying in his expulsion.

Even Faure-Biguet,

his most intimate associate, seemed to be taken in, for
he wrote,
Je suls certain de ne pas exagerer en avanqant que,
de tout ce qul s'est pasB 6 dans la vie de Montherlant
avant sa vingti&me annee, son renvoi de Sainte-Croix
est 1 'episode qui a paru le plus glorleux, celul que
pour rien au monde il n'auralt voulu manquer.25
Madame de Montherlant Intervened In the matter and
kept the dismissal from reaching her husband's ears.

In

fact she claimed that she had removed the child from SainteCroix because the school lacked discipline.26
Montherlant was to remember his days at Sainte-Croix
with more than passing attachment,

looking upon them as

his days of piety and spiritual vitality.

Furthermore it

was here that the thought of a literary career first
occurred to him.27
After leaving Sainte-Croix he pursued his studies in

25Ibld., p. 84.

26ibid,
27ibld.
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philosophy, but not without difficulty.

j>Q

He subsequently

studied law, dabbled in painting and even took dancing
lessons.

All the while he experienced grave misgivings,

suffering profound disgust with himself, and with an
existence which, to him, seemed doomed to mediocrity.
The years 1912-191^, Montherlant's worldly period,2^
gave indication that his fears were not ill founded.

He

became increasingly dissatisfied with his milieu and dis
couraged over his banal existence.

To add to his distress

his father died during the year that the Great War broke
out.

With the thought of entering the war, he put his

manuscripts in order, but his nother's importunities
delayed his enlistment until her death the following year.
Before entering, he threw himself wildly into sports.
Faure-Biguet saysi
. . . Jusqu'a l'age de dix-neuf a n s , l'auteur des
Olymplques ne fut rien molns que sportif.
L' 6quitation
et la tauromachle ne sont pas des sports.
Au college,
11 fut touJours dispense de la gymnastlque, on ne salt
pourquoi, et pendant les recreations, 11 ne Jouait
que rarement au ballon.30
In the meantime he prepared himself for a military
career by enrolling in several training clubs.

He did

ambulance work and delved into his books, reading intensive
ly In Pascal, Goethe, Nietzsche, and, through the works

28 Ibid., p. 89 ff.
29 Ibld.. pp. 96 - 102 .
Ibid.. pp. 1 3 0 - 1 3 1 .
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of Barris came upon d'Annunzio,

All of these writers

exercised profound Influence upon his formative mind.31
At the time of his mother's death, Montherlant had
already written his first play, L'Exll. but in deference
to her memory he delayed some fifteen years publishing It
since It contained many references to a strained relationship
between the protagonist and his mother. ^

Thinking that

some of these passages might be Interpreted harshly, he
kept the manuscript from the market until 1929.
While waiting to enter military service, Montherlant
engaged In social recreation work In one of the poor
parishes of Paris,33 working with the street urchins at
gymnastics.

Occasionally he was seen in religious pro

cessions, carrying a lighted candle.
In 1916 he struck up a friendship with a young South
American who accompanied him to Versailles where Montherlant
worked on La Relfeve du Matin, memoirs of his life at SainteCroix. 3^
In September he joined the army on a loose arrangement
whereby he could return from the front at his own pleasure.35
31Ibid., pp. 132-137.
32Jean Sandellon, Montherlant et les Femmes (Parist
Librairle Plon, 1950), p. 138.
33Faure-Biguet, op. c l t .. pp. 147-1^8.
3^Ibld.. pp. 157-158.
35ibld.. p. 159.
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On several such trips he attempted to locate a publisher
for La Relive, but unable to find any he put the work on
the market at his own expense.
In 1918 he was wounded by a shell burst,36 and upon
his release from the hospital he became an interpreter for
the American Army until 1919.

In 1922 he published Le Songe

a forceful novel in which he tells of his war experiences
through the eyes of Alban de Bricoule.
The twenties and thirties were Montherlant's most
productive years.

In the early twenties he renewed his

sports activities,

particularly track and football (soccer).

During this same period he served as Secretary to a fund
raising organization,

1 'Oeuvre de 1 'ossualre. whose purpose

was to raise a memorial to the war dead.
In 1923 he wrote Chant funibre pour les morts de Verdun.
and In 1932 a parallel work Mors et V i t a ,

Le Paradis A

1 *ombre des epees and Les Onze devant la porte doree are
the only works devoted exclusively to sports 1
track (1924),

soccer and

But these works went deeper than the mere

treatment of athleticst

as Becker observes,

In these works, he expressed his admiration for the
discipline of sports which are governed by a preestablished scale of values.
Sports represented an
exclusive "order" which continued the "orders" of
school and war.
This concept of a select group of
human beings, bound together by a common interest
36perruchot, ojd. clt.. pp. 19- 20 .
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and obeying a fixed set of rules, was to figure
throughout his work, particularly in his theatrical
production.37
Les Olympicues (192*0 together with Chant funfebre pour
les morts de Verdun established him as a writer in Prance.
But with notoriety came a temporary distaste for writing
causing Montherlant to leave Prance in 1925 to travel in
Italy, Spain and North

Afri c a ,

38

Later he gathered his

accounts of these travels in a trilogy entitled Les Voyageurs traques. composed of Aux Fontaines du deslr (1927),
La Petite Infante de Castllle (1929) and Un Voyageur soli
taire est un dlable (Published only in 19*+6 .)
The trilogy is not so much a travelogue as a personal
account of a crisis precipitated by suffering and despair.
These Montherlant had sought to dispel through travel and
pursuit of pleasure.

In neither did he find satisfaction.

Eventually the crisis passed, but it left a mark on him—
a mark which constantly recurs in his work, particularly
in his plays.
Others of his travels produced several volumes of
meditations and soul searchlngi

II ^ a encore des paradisi

Images d *Alger 1928-1931 (1935) and Coups de solell Afrlque
Andalousle (1950).
Montherlant writes of his retreat at Montserrat (1929)
37fiecker, o£. cit.. p. 12.
38p©rruchot, o£. cit,, pp. 21-22.
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in Pour une vlerge noire (1930).

This straightforward

text suggests a conversion, for the experiences he relates
are a departure from the empty life he had been leading
for several years.

The memories of Salnte-Croix reappear.

Having had his fill of sensual pleasure, he was prepared
to lead a more spiritual life.
De cette crise se d^gagea non pas certes un nouvel homme, mals surement un homme mellleur.
Le pre
mier pas vers une vie spirituelle, que est l'abnfigatlon des lnt^rets du monde, Je 1 'avals fait en 1925.
Je m' 6tals mis dans les condition? d ’une vie spirit
uelle, et ensulte quelque chose de semblable & cette
vie 6talt venu.
Comme l'ange de Tobie, J'avals paru
me repaftre des nourritures terrestres, quand Je
goutals un aliment du ciel.39
He wrote La Rose de Sable in 1930 in which he attacked
the abuses of French colonialism.
remains unpublished,

The work in its entirety

for Montherlant is convinced that it

would harm French interests in North Africa.

He writest

. . . ce llvre est d 'inspiration chrfitlenne, mals
n'est pas bon pour une socl 6t 6 vue en fonction de
l'ld^e de patrle .^0
In 195^ he extracted the love story entwined in Ia

Rose

de S a b l e , and published it under the title 1 'Hlstolre
d'amour de la. Rose de S a b l e .

There is a strong resem

blance between the protagonist of the story, Lieutenant
Auligny and Don Alvaro Dabo of Le Maftrc de Santiago in
39Montherlant, Service inutile, pp. 17-18.
^ O lbld.. p. 21 .
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their excoriation of French colonial exploitation.
Montherlant's words,

In

. Je souffrals de la France quand

Je la consid 6rais sous un aspect de puissance colonial et
ensuite les 6 preuves qu'elle subissalt . . ,
Shortly after La Rose de S a b l e . Montherlant returned
to France where once again he found little interest in his
former literary and social life.

Re became disillusioned

with the France he found which he saw as "le cancer qui
ronge le monde europ 6 en c'est la vanity sociale ."^2

it

was then that he decided against publishing Ia Rose de
Sable in its entirety.

He considered his political message

unsuited for French eyes, since much of what he wrote was
open to unfavorable Interpretation.

Montherlant explains

his positioni
Je suis 6 ffray 6 des progris falts, en deux ans
et demi . . . par tout ce qui n'est pas l'honnetet 6
. . . . Je me demande comment 11s pourront r 6sister
& ce qui les attaques de toutes parts, et les attaque
avec l'aide de l' 6 llte intellectuelle et social. . .
Notre pays est min 6 au dedans, attaqu 6 au dehors. . . .
La France est un fromage mou . . , On i'a reproch 6
quelquefois de n'avolr pas beaucoup d'amour, mals
J'ai de 1'indignation, qui est une forme de 1'amour.^3
And then with his usual Insight he adds,
Et enfin . . . Je renonqai k le publler du tout
comme une nation qui 6choue un de ses vaisseaux de
^llbid., p. 37 .
^ 2 ibld.. p. 19 .
^3ibld.. p. iJ-0.
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guerre pour que l'ennemi ne puisse l'utiliser.*^
In 1934 he wrote his celebrated novel Les CAllbatalres.
in which he treated the protagonist, LAon de Coantre, with
somewhat the same indulgence he had accorded Auligny.

Les

CAllbatalres won for him the Grand Prlx de LlttArature from
the AcadAmie Franqalse,

In typical Montherlant fashion he

divided his prize of ten thousand francs equally between
the victorious French troops and the vanquished Moroccan
rebels, for, he said,
Agalement,"45

"les deux cotAs on fait son devoir

Quennell further notes that

Montherlant displayed a similar impartiality in his
attitude towards current political problems, contri
buting to Right Wing as well as to Communist papers,
and surrendering his whole-hearted allegiance neither
to the Right nor to the Left.
"Cette position strlctement apolltlque" (we learn) "est admise par tous les
partis."
It has, nevertheless created some confusion,
and during and Immediately after the Second World War
exposed the writer to some unjust attacks.
Gut such
an attitude, whatever the risks it Involved, was an
essential feature of his scheme of life and work.
He
remains uncommitted , . , and since the Second World
War he has deliberately refrained from any form of
public controversy.
" . . . A partir de la d e m l A r e
guerre" (he remarks in a personal letter) "Je ne me
suls plus Jamals exprimA sur mon pays nl sur
1'actualitA en mon nom propre,
C'est jjourquoi Je
me suls dAvouA partlculi&rement au thAatre ob
1 'auteur s'efface derriAre des personnages ."46
Les CAllbatalres is not essentially autobiographical,
but as in almost all of Montherlant's other work his
44ibid.. p. 41.
b e l t e d in Qu6nnollf
^Ibid.,

pp. 12- 13 .

ojd*

^ p« 12»
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Montherlant uses L 6on

philosophy Is clearly expressed,
de Coantre as a symbol of scorn,^7

man unable to rise above mediocrity.

This is the story of a
His retirement to a

country cottage is not so much a quest for solitude as an
act of supreme pride similar to that of the protagonist of
the play Brocellande,
Between 1936 and 1939. Montherlant published Les Jeunes
Fllles. a novel in four volumes,

"a scathing attack on the

mediocrity of the m o d e m young girl and an impassioned
defense of the rights of the superior individual to realize
himself fully, unhampered by any fetters, particularly
those of matrimony ,"^8

Several experiences had brought him

close to matrimony, but in 1935 be resolved against ever
marrying and Les Jeunes Fllles is his apologetic on marriage.
He says, "La Creation artistique §tait incompatible avec le
marlage, au moins pour certaines natures."**9

He was con

vinced that he owed more to his art than the time and
affection consumed in matrimony allowed.

He thought it

unfair to anyone to ask that she share a life which offered
no better than second place to a multitude of varied
interests,
^7pierre Slpriot, Montherlant par Lul-meme (Parisi
Aux Editions du Seull, 1953). pp. 8,9.
^Becker,

0£. cit. , p. 15 ,

^ M o n t h e r l a n t , Service inutile. p, 23.

Three collections of essays delineate his political,
philosophical and aesthetic ideas, as well as his basic
views on dramatic technique.

These are Service inutile

(1935)* L 1Equinox de septembre (1938) and Le Solstice de
.luln (1940).
He served as war correspondent for the Journal Marianne
in 1940, but a light wound sent him back to Paris In 1941,50
Here he pursued his theatre work in earnest, and, as was
mentioned above, he took refuge from controversy in the
theatre,

"This medium permitted him to attain a certain

degree of artistic objectivity,

Infusing life into a wide

variety of characters, while, at the same time, expressing
his philosophy by means of the protagonist of each play,
. . , his personal spokesman.51
Montherlant began his work as dramatist at the invi
tation of Jean-Louis Vaudoyer, Administrator of the Com^die-

Frangaise.52

Vaudoyer, aware of Montherlant's Bklllful

handling of dialogue in his novels, presented him with a
copy of Guevera's Spanish play concerning the death of the
young woman married to the inheritor of the throne,

Vau

doyer asked Montherlant to rewrite the play for the Com^dleFrangalse.

La Relne Morte (1942) resulted and became with

50Becker, op. cit., p, 15.
5llbld.
52Henry de Montherlant, "Comment fut Scrite la Relne
Morte," Montherlantt
Theatre (Paris*
Bibllothfcque de la
PISlade, 1965), P . 237.
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Claudel's Le Soulier de satin the most popular play during
the German occupation.
Port-Royal was completed In 19^2, the same year which
La Heine Morte was staged for the first time at the Com6dleFransaise,

The following year witnessed the production of

Fils de Personne at the Theatre George.

The management

asked Montherlant to write a second play to accompany Fils
de Personne. since It proved too short for a full evening's
performance,

He wrote Un Incomprls, but when the Germans

ordered all theatres closed by ten o'clock, the complete
bill could not be staged and as a result Un Incomprls has
never been performed professionally,
Montherlant wrote Le Maftre de Santiago in 19^5 at
the same time as he was working with the Swiss Red Cross
for the benefit of young war victims.

L'fitolle du solr

recounts some of his trenchant thoughts on the plight of
these unfortunates.
The first performance of Le Maftre de Santiago proved
even more successful than L& Relne Morte.

Demaln 11 fera

lour appeared the following year (19^ 9 )( the same year in
which Montherlant was acclaimed In a poll conducted by the
weekly Journal Carrefour the French author most likely to
be read most widely in the year 2000.53
Celles au'on prend dans ses bras opened at the Theatre
53Perruchot, o£, cit.. p. 253.
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de la Madelelne In 1950* and In the same year Jean-Louls
Barrault staged Malatesta.
In 1951* La vllle dont le prince est un enfant was
published In book form and was hailed as Montherlant’s
masterpiece, even by the Com 6die-Fran$alse despite his
prohibition to have the play staged.

He has, on occasion,

allowed a few French and Swiss private schools to produce
the play,54 but It was still not until March of 1968 that
he permitted professionals to stage the play,55
Textes sous une Occupation, a collection of essays
written during the German occupation of 1940-1944, was
published In 1953.

The same year, he wrote a second version

of Port-Royal, and the following year It was staged by the
Com6dle Fran$alse.
Although Montherlant claimed that his revision of
Port-Royal In 1953 would be his last theatrical piece,56
he has since written Brocellande (1956 ), Don Juan (1959),
Le Cardinal d ’Espagne (i960 ), and his most recent play
la Guerre civile (1965 ).

In between times he wrote le

54-Henry de Montherlant, "La vllle dont le prince est
un Enfant 1 Postface," Montherlant> Theatre~T P a r l s 1 Blbliothfcque de la P16lade, 1965), P. 946,
55Henrl Gouhler, "Theatre populaire et Com 6dle Fran§aisei
La Vllle dont le Prince est un Enfant." La Table Ronde.
No. 2%2 (March, 1968) , p, 119,
56Henry de Montherlant, "Port-Royal 1 Preface," Monther
lant 1 Theatre (Paris 1 Biblloth&que de la P161ade, 1965)*
P. 981.
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Chaos et la N u l t . a novel which created little stir in
literary circles.
In I960. Montherlant was elected to the AcadAmie
Fran§aise, an honor to which he reacted characteristically
with apparent indifference.
At present Montherlant lives in semi-retirement in
Paris,

He continues to write and to make only Infrequent

appearances at the theatre even when his own plays are being
performed.
MONTHERLANT THE PLAYWRIGHT
Montherlant grew up in a Paris where theatre was firmly
established as a centuries-old tradition.

Although it is

true that during his youth French popular theatre was
passing through one of its recurring periods of mediocrity,
nevertheless the forces of reform were making themselves
felt and to the young Montherlant the spectacle of actors
unravelling a story held a strange fascination and favored
his natural inclination toward the theatre.

After securing

a place among French men of letters, Montherlant turned to
the theatre where he has since become one of France's most
illustrious dramatists of the last hundred-fifty years.
At present Montherlant's interest in theatre is most
accurately described as academic.

He says,

"...

voir

jouer une pifcce me donne touJours une impression moins
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forte que celle que J'eus en la lisant.*’^^

Such was not

always the case.
One of the most Influential people In Montherlant's
upbringing, his maternal grandmother, discouraged his
youthful Interest In theatre, not realizing the precocity
or talent of the future author,

Henry's family seldom

allowed him to attend the theatre, but after seeing a
production of Julius Caesar (depicting one of his favorite
periods in history) he became entranced with the theatre,
and when he was able to leave the house alone, became a
frequent visitor at the popular theatre where the plays
of d'Hervleu, Capus, Donnay, Bataille and Bernard were
showing.
Montherlant turned to theatre as playwright after
establishing himself as a novelist,^® something not uncommon
among French men of letters— Glde, Claudel, Mauriac to name
three.

But Montherlant's tastes have always been much more

varied than the tastes of his fellow converts to the theatrei
hence, there Is no surprise that his plays are basically
different from theirs.

Mauriac's use of divine grace as

deus ex machlna yields simple solutions to uncomplicated
plots.

There is conflict in Mauriaci

extent than spiritual.

physical to a lesser

But his spiritual conflict is

5?Henry de Montherlant, "L'Exlli PrSface," Montherlanti
Thdatre (Parisi
Galllmard.
Biblioth&que de la Pl^iade,
1958), p. 9.
5®Simon, 0£, cit., p. 108.

different from Montherlant*s where there is no fixity of
principle involving faith and morality.

Montherlant's

want of commitment allows him to project his plays from
the base of his choice since there are no external drives
or patterns to repress him.

Mauriac is straitened by his

commitment to cultural forces and customs, whereas Monther
lant’s freedom provides him with greater dramatic respon
sibilities. 59
ments,

Fernand Vial extends this point and com

"Religious principles never penetrate his conscious

ness and still less his conscience.

His philosophy is domi

nated by the conviction of the validity of opposite and
irreconcilable

points of view."60

Since Montherlant

studies problems from so many angles he is free to alter
his viewpoint from one play to another without inconsistency.
Montherlant has explored a wide variety of problems—
particularly those involving contradictions--which spring
from his apparent indifference, or better detachment from
worldly concerns, a detachment which in turn is a product of
his pessimism and scepticism.
mellownessi

Age, however, has brought

the impetuous author of Le Songe is unrecog

nizable in the calm, reflective attitude of La Vllle dont
le prince est un enfant.
59Ibid.. pp. 108-109.
6 0 p e m a n d Vial, "Montherlant and the Post-War Drama
in France,” American Society of the Legion of Honor Maga
zine, XXII (Spring, 195171 p.”"£3.
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When In December of 19*4-2 the Gom^dle Frangaise staged
Montherlant’s first public venture, La Relne Morte. the
French literary world welcomed this expansion of the talents
of a writer whose name had become a household word.

For

the French generation which grew up between the two wars
the mention of Montherlant was likely to provoke heated
discussion.

Some reverenced him, others despised him, but

none were indifferent to him.

In the eyes of most such a

controversial figure gave great promise, and It was gener
ally conceded that Montherlant was probably the most natur
ally endowed French writer of his generation.6l

Boisdeffre

remarks that all France expected much of Montherlant, but,
he adds,
11 a perdu, trfes vite, la fraternity des hommesj 11
s ’est complu, puis d£ifiy dans une solitude hautalne,
et l ’orgueil a peu & peu fait le vide autour de l u i .
II y avait pourtant en lui de quol falre, mieux q u ’un
grand ecrivain, un grand homme.
Then he hastens to pose the question,

"Pourqoul done n'est-

11 devenu que le plus grand de nos rhetoriqueurs?"63
The answer, of course,

is that Montherlant Is Monther

lant, an oversimplification that will be clarified in the
following pages.
Generally speaking, Montherlant’s theatre concerns
6lPierre de Boisdeffre, Metamorphose de la li t e r a t u r e
de Barrfes & Malraux (Parisi
Editions Alsatia, 1950), p. 277.
62lbld.
63lbid.
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Itself with reconciliation of contraries.^

Despite his

failure to maintain a firm grasp on both characters and
situations In his attempted reconciliations, Montherlant's
plays are reminiscent of the classic theatre of Corneille
and Baclne through his forceful, uncluttered style and
simplicity of action.
Giraudoux,

Montherlant's prose, like that of

Is often more lyrical than that of his contem

poraries who write In verse,

Claudel for example.

It is not surprising, therefore, that critics look
upon Montherlant as an anachronism.

Jean Datain devotes

an entire book to Montherlant as a man of the Renaissance,65
living full-square in the twentieth century.
agrees with this Judgment,

Montherlant

He shows no interest in poll-

tics--a rarity for the French.

Spiritually he is of another

age, for although having been brought up in a Catholic home,
educated by priests, his views on morality are more closely
akin to those of pagan Rome than to any other age in
history.

His ethic is that of natural man, free of all

restraint, all constraint.

As a man of letters, he owes

nothing to his contemporaries, Barrfes excepted,66
Montherlant Is a more complex individual than the mere
6^Simon, 0£. cit., p. 109,
65jean Dataln, Montherlant et 1 'heritage de la Renais
sance {Paris 1 Amlot-Dumont, 195^7,
66solsdeffre, o£. c i t .. pp. 313- 314.
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word "anachronism" suggests.
enigma.

His whole frame of mind is an

He laughs at the world, but he takes himself quite

seriously.

His scorn for the world, however, does not go

so far as to Ignore the reading public.

He wants it to

read what he writes because he feels that it needs to know
what he says about victims of society.

His public remains

with him because it knows that there is nothing personal
in his contempt and that his barbs are aimed at groups
which stand aloof in the ivory tower of self-sufficiency
and which read criticism in much the same way that many
churchgoers hear pastoral censure and apply it to others.6?
But to concentrate on Montherlant's pessimism is not
to understand Montherlant.68

His impertinence, his auda

city must be considered alongside his positive attributes,
and these more especially as they apply to his plays.

True

one can never lose sight of Montherlant's basic orientation
summarized in the dictum "Be true to thyself", but its
manifestations in such a complex character are not the
product of conformity to traditional mores, but more so the
product of consistency with one's inconsistency.

Monther

lant views man as a vacllatlng entity constantly striving
toward some form of self-realization.
as G u l c h a m a u d and Beckelman remark,
67lbld.. p. 318.
68simon, oj>. cit., pp. 111-112,

In his own life, and
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In the course of his works, the effort Is sometimes
taken seriously, sometimes shown as Illusory, some
times considered for Itself beyond all Judgment, Man
Is not fundamentally political or charitable or
religious or capable of love.
All those character
istics are secondary.
He Is first and above all a
being who strives toward a chosen Image.
The hero
Is he who strives the most vigorously, the most stead
fastly, and often with the most cruelty.°9
Montherlant's concentration on the soul removes his
theatre from the realm of action and sets It squarely In
the realm of psychology.70

He Is not concerned with the

metaphysics of character nor of the situations In which
the characters find themselvesi

he is concerned with their

reaction to the obstacles which hinder their progress toward
their objectives.

The whole of Le Maftre de Santiago is

the story of Don Alvaro Dabo's struggle toward an objective
whose truth or falsity Is of secondary Interest to the
audience.
In this play and in several others, since the character
is concerned with the metaphysics of his situation, Monther
lant Is also concerned with it, but only because it is
consistent with the character to be so.

Don Alvaro's

struggle is not against God, but with what might be called
the field of faith as psychological reality and the con
flicting state of soul where humility and pride combine
within the same person to produce anticipated ambiguities,
69Gu i c h a m a u d and Beckelman,
7® Ibid.

ojd.

cit. , p. 109,
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Montherlant Is not looking for consistency with human nature
where there are always Inconsistencies, surprises, contra
dictions .
Montherlant was well aware that such an approach
exposed him on the one side to fall Into a pit alongside
the naturalists and their imitators, and on the other, by
ignoring the findings of science, limiting himself to time
worn themes under thinly disguised story lines.

In his

early plays Montherlant sought
d'etre a la fois un moraliste, c'est-a-dire celui
qui fitudie les passions, et un moralisateur, c'esta-dire celui qui propose une certaine morale.71
His later plays and their accompanying explicatory
essays?^ show clearly that his prime concern is the study
of character and not the inculcation of a moral.
the lessons are there.

Still

It Is difficult for a play of any

kind (particularly the kind of play that Montherlant writes)
to avoid expressing or Implylntr an ethic, and almost im
possible for a viewer not to make a value Judgment on the
ethic that he observes.

In this respect, Montherlant

reaches back to the tragedies of ancient Greece where the
struggles are generated by inner conflicts.
difference, however.

There is a

The Greeks' struggles resulted from

7lMontherlant, Theatre. (PlSiade), pp. 107-108.
72cf, Montherlanti Theatre (Parisi
Bibliotheque de
la P16lade, 1965).
THis is a collection of Montherlant's
plays, his critical essays and critiques of prominent
French critics.

a revolt against some external code,

"with the result that

the audience often has the Impression of being asked to
approve of certain values rather than be moved by the
pathos of the conflict Itself,"73
Such a struggle against a self-induced moral code Is
Montherlant's own struggle although he may claim that his
plays are not autobiographical.

This may be true, but it

can be said with equal truth that he Is never far from his
characters.

If the characters do not necessarily express

his Ideas— Ideas found throughout his many notes and essays
they perhaps express something deeper, Montherlant's Inner
conflict.

The lack of consistency In Montherlant's char

acters Is not something that Montherlant Is unaware ofi
It Is something he creates deliberately In order to show
the human side of personality.

It Is not easy to tell

where Montherlant's sympathies lie, nor is it easy for an
audience or~reader to be sure where his own sympathies
should lie.

There are times when Montherlant turns against

his own characters— Alvaro in Maftre, Ferrante In La Relne
morte. Georges Carrion In Demaln 11 fera Jour,

This Is

Montherlant's way of moralizing.
His topics, Montherlant treats in the same way.
Is a touch of cruelty in some of his themes.

There

Un Incomprls

recalls the Greek comedies In their ridiculing of topics
73Guichamaud and Beckelman, o£. cit.. p. 101,
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treated with grave respect In an earlier tragedy,

Monther

lant treats the same theme seriously in Fils de Personne
for which Un incomprls was intended as companion piece,
Brocellande is Montherlant's idea of a comic character.
When he discovers that he is a distant relative of St. Louis,
King of France, Brocellande repudiates everything connected
with his past life in a frenzied sense of mockery.

One

cannot help feeling the same derision in Montherlant for
Brocellande.
If Montherlant does all these things, it is apparent
that his aim as playwright is quite different from that of
other playwrights of 'his generation.

As Hobson says,

"He

does not try, like Marcel Aym6, to construct an ingenious
storyj nor to be witty,

like Rousslni nor to build a

coherent poetic universe, like Salacrouj still less, like
Sartre, to establish a new philosophy of existence. "7**

His

plots are simplei he concentrates his energy in the direction
of depth— a probing into the soul, searching for the manysidedness of the individual.
says Montherlant,

"Les tragedies des Anclens,"

"sont celles non seulement des membres

d'une famille, mals aussl des divers indivldus qu'il y a
dans un meme etre."75
7^Harold Hobson, The French Theatre of Today> An
English View (London*
George G. Harrap and Company, 1953),
P. 173.
75Montherlant, Notes sur mon theatre. p. 10.
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Montherlant explains further*
Une pl&ce de theatre ne m'int^resse que si
1 'action extyrleure, rtduite & la plus grande
simplicity, n'y est qu'un pritexte & 1'explora
tion de l'homme* si l'auteur s'y est donn6 pour
tache non d'imaginer et de construire mycaniquement une intrigue, mals d'exprlmer avec le maxi
mum de vyrlty, d'intensity et de profondeur un
certain nombre de mouvements de l'ame humaine,7o
How does Montherlant obtain "le maximum de vyrity"?
One of his most effective ways is found in his novel
approach to the drama.

The self-pity afflicting so many

of his characters he offsets by having the character gain
a victory over self—

a victory which has all the markings

of the sacrifice of a hero, a martyr.

His most interesting

characters, therefore, act more in compliance with a
negative code of ethics than from rebellion against a
traditional,

ingrained system of morality.

77

This approach is due in part to Montherlant’s stoicism
which makes him turn his back on the world of reality and
toward an imaginary world which he can use as a background
to accentuate the interior feelings and states of conscience
of people in a struggle with themselves.

Through this

modified view, the audience is able to see into the charac
ter's basic evil propensities.

It is not so much that

Montherlant presents a false world as a different world
76rbid., p. 31.
77Pierre Trotignon, "Le Stolcisme de M. de Montherlant,"
Le Theatre Populalre. No. 21 (Novembre 1, 1956), p. 19.
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from the sham and pretense he finds In the world of reality.
In other words, Montherlant works within the free-moving
panorama of an imaginary theatrical world,

Trotignon

explains the same thing in a somewhat different way.
Nous nommerons done stoiclsme cette pretence fictive
de H. de Montherlant & son monde imaglnaire, cet
entrechat de liberty illusoire qu'll esqulsse a la
limite extreme de chaque action, serrant un peu plus
fermement les noeuds qui le ligotent au r6el.?o
But Montherlant is not always successful in reaching this
imaginary world.

True, working in the realm of the imagina

tion furnishes him the opportunity to pretend differently
from other writers, but when he attempts to add dimension
to his concretized characters, his reconstruction becomes
vacuous, the apparent result of stratagem ,79
Frequently Ignoring logical evolution of character,

fto

Montherlant is Shavian in his search into inner reality
and surrounding complications.

He appears interested

primarily in developing a smooth line of exposition In the
unmasking of a soul caught in the throes of an agony, the
exaggerated dimensions of which are not always apparent
to even the most attentive, scrutinizing critic.
this Is what Montherlant means when he says,
aucune rfegle pour falre une bonne plfece.

78Ibid.
79Ibid.
80Ibid., p. 27.

Perhaps

"11 n'y a

Mais 11 faut

89
beaucoup de malice. "81
Nonetheless, Montherlant's fictitious stage-world
fails because he uses the same traditional relationship
between his fictitious conscience and the real world.
Trotignon believes that "Montherlant fuyait dans l'imaglnaire pour 6chapper aux menaces du concret ."82

But there

lurk in this imaginary world numerous threats which,

in

the theatre tend to crop up as mean and petty character
traits.

By taking refuge in an imaginary world, Monther

lant's plays reveal their creator's deep-seated hostility
to the world of every day reality.
Montherlant's pessimism is the result of feeling rather
than thought, an area which aligns itself with the French
nihilistic tradition.83
world and misery in man,

Montherlant sees confusion in the
Man's purpose then becomes to

alleviate his own misery and this he can do only through the
enjoyment of pleasures which satisfy his senses.

But the

man of intellect, according to Montherlant, rises above
this sea of nothingness, above the turmoil of mediocre
existence, and grasps the meaning of his nothingness,
Man's conscience must be his guide, but a guide sufficient
to Itself without the trammels of codes and dogmas
imposed from without.

Such a tendency opened wide the

8l

,

Montherlant, Notes sur non theatre. p. 9

8?

Trotignon, o£. cit., p. 19 .

®3simon,

■• P* 111.
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gates of Irony where Montherlant could discharge his
arrows at whatever stood In opposition to his views.
Eventually cynicism and scepticism gained control and
Montherlant's trips to Africa and his acquaintance with
the nihilist poets of the Middle East fixed these dark
frames of mind in his soul,®^
Not all of Montherlant Is dark* there are gradations of
the darkness of spirit extending to light gray.

In one of

the notes appended to Fils de Personne. M o n t h e r l a n t
cites criticism by Thlerry-Maulnler and Henri Lenormand
who advance the theory that Montherlant's heroes in sacri
ficing not themselves but others Is an operation akin to
exorcism.

By exorcising the weaknesses of others, Monther

lant's heroes feel that their own weaknesses are also
exorcised,

Actually Montherlant goes beyond this theory

by Introducing the bullfight as a ritual in which the mata
dor slays his own evil propensities by killing the bull. 86
If Montherlant's characters are willing to cause others to
make costly sacrifices,

it Is no less true that frequently

his characters sacrifice to others that part of themselves
which Is most human and has the most relevance to their
psychological makeup, even going so far as to sacrifice

8^Beer, o p . cit .. pp. 123- 131 .
S^Henry de Montherlant, Fils de Personne (Parisi
Galllmard, 1 9 ^ 0 , Note IV, pp. IQO^tOTT.

86chlarl, o^i

* f pp« 222 *
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their happiness,

Indeed, their very quest for happiness.

Among Montherlant's characters, such an attitude is
contagious.

They see in others their own faults, despise

them for the same, because they realize that this is what
they are really like, but not what they wish to be.

Monther

lant's great skill in psychological drama manifests Itself
in the ironic way in which these petty characters make a
show of sacrificing something they do not want in the first
place, but in the end they stand revealed as they really
are in their deception and pseudo-moralizing.

La Vllle

dont le prince est un enfant is a case in point.

The set

ting in a Catholic school gives Montherlant the opportunity
to penetrate into a religious atmosphere where all is Judged
in terms of a rigid moral code.

But Montherlant goes far

beyond the pervasiveness of any moral codei

he reaches

out to psychological motivation and achieves a fusion of
opposing forces within the character of the AbbA de Pradts,
who under the guise of saving one of the students, Soubrier,
from the pernicious influence of Sevrais, has the latter
expelled, only to learn that Soubrier himself has been
sent away by the Superior so that he can be free from the
Improper attentions of de Pradts.
in the same position as Sevrais.

The AbbA finds himself
The irony of it is that

in trying to make Sevrais pay for his weakness, de Pradts
receives the same payment he had Issued to Sevrais.
has lost--the same object in the same manner.

Each
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What G u l c h a m a u d and Beckelman call the "dialectic
of sacrifice"®^ appears often enough in Montherlant to be
regarded as a trait.

Many of the playwright's characters

get a fixed but warped view of themselves since they see
only their qualities, their virtues, and are blind to all
the destructive forces within themselves, particularly the
most destructive of all, self-love.

Montherlant makes

this the central conflict of many of his playsi his char
acters find themselves unable to reconcile their Ideals
with truth— at least truth as Montherlant sees it at that
moment.

He is not being untrue to his arti his vision of

truth changes from one play to another, but it is not so
much truth that interests him at any given moment, but
the impact that truth viewed from a superimposed psychology
exercises on personality.

This is one of Montherlant's

cleverest dramatic devices and some of the best moments in
his plays are the exploitation of characters in just such
predicamentsi

Brocellande, Ferrante, AbbS de Pradts,

Alvaro, Georges Carrion in their continuous soul searching
are Just such creatures,
Montherlant's technique is so entwined with his con
cept of character that the two cannot logically be separated.
Despite his scepticism and his rejection of the world as
society, his acceptance of the concrete world makes him
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'Guicharnaud and Beckelman, o£. cit,, p. 108,

sympathetic toward whatever exists (ontological being) as
part of the totality of being.

The imaginary world that

he Imposes upon his theatre prompted him to design some
characters which never existed as such, but which took
their form and shape from the fruitful imaginings of his
own mind.

This prompted Montherlant to write,

"II n'est

pas un des personnages de mon theatre avec lequel Je ne
sois d'accord.
d*eux,"88

. .je ne suis aucun d'eux, et Je suls chacun

Such an attitude allowed him to enter into a

dual relationship with his characters, exhibiting an
approach unique in twentieth century drama.

His attention

Is engaged by his attempt to design characters who resemble
living people only in their agitation and Introspection.
He attributes to convention the acceptance of well-rounded,
well-drawn characters, for they are not found in life.
Character is therefore Montherlant’s chief concern.
Most of his plays involve historical people whom he has
reconstituted to serve his dramatic ends.
writing is simplet

His process of

he looks into an historical event and

sets out to explain it.

His purpose is not so much to

show what happened as to show the meaning of the event in
terms of the psychological makeup of the character.

"Je

fals dire a chacun des personnages ce qu'll doit dire,
6tant donnfc son caract&re.

Aussi 6crit-on que Je me

^ M o n t h e r l a n t ( T h e a t r e . (Pleiade),

p. xlv.

9^
contredls."89
What disturbs some critics more than the contradiction
implied in Montherlant's delineation of character is the
lack of motive the characters have for acting as they do. 90
Given Montherlant's talent and his penchant for psycholo
gical study, his characters for the most part will be well
drawn.

Still there is often a lack of proportionate moti

vation between the character and his actions.
Ferrante kill the Queen?

Why does

Is it for state reasons?

Possibly.

Bub Ferrante must realize that the Queen dead will be more
powerful than the Queen alive.

Is it because of pride?

Is he humiliated for having revealed his soul to her and
in consequence fears that she will no longer hold him in
esteem, nor even believe in him?
Insane cruelty?

Is it possibly out of

The answer cannot be gathered from the

play, but the puzzle, vexing though it be, is nonetheless
dramatic.
Georges Carrion undergoes a profound change from Fils
de personne and Domain 11 fera Jour, but the change like
that of Ferrante or Malatesta is not a logical change, but
a change resulting from forces closely paralleling those of
the human condition.
Montherlant keeps the action of his plays simple,
89Montherlant, Notes sur mon theatre, p. 33.
90Gabriel Marcel, L 'Heure Theatrale 1 De Glraudoux a
Jean-Paul Sartre (Parisi
Plon, 1959). PP. ^3“79» passim.

the structure tight.

Almost all of his plays center upon

one Incident, conforming rigidly to the unities not because
Montherlant feels that he must (this would be reason enough
for him to violate every rule imposed on him), but because
he feels this to be the most effective means for probing
deeply into the souls of his characters.91

In the classic

vein of the Greeks and of the Golden Age of French tragedy,
his plays are static and the narrative takes up at a point
close to the moment of decision or recognition.

In La

Relne morte Montherlant focuses on an aged king whose
political life is destroyed by a son's secret marriage.
Port-Royal begins shortly before the Archbishop's appearance
to expel the Sisters from the convent.

Although very

little action occurs on stage In the course of Le Maftre
de Santiago a great deal of soul searching Is laid bare
to the audience in a relatively short time, so that the
audience has the feeling that much action has supervened.
Nothing seems to result from the interior investigations
of Montherlant's characters until the very end when the
accumulation of repetitions of the basic static situation,
the basic conflict, brings about a climax in a release of
the pent up tensions.
In Port-Royal Montherlant quickly establishes the
basic conflict, shows the convent divided into the brave,
91Chiari, oj>. cit., pp. 220-221,
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constant sisters, and the fearful, traitorous ones.

The

memory of Mfere Ang611que gives strength to the constant,
but blinded by pride they really do not understand why
they resist the Archbishop, and the reason for their final
dispersal Is as much a puzzle to them as it Is to the
audience.

But it Is this very enigmatic quality seen

through the trials and sufferings of the sisters that is
at the core of the dramatic conflict of the play.
Montherlant's probing Is more Incisive in Ja
morte where he focuses on two characters only,
Castro and Ferrante.

Relne

Ines de

Although the final act of disgrace

(Ines* murder) is Incomprehensible the reason for Ferrante's
and Ines' sufferings is apparentt their ill will and mutual
disdain are evidenced throughout the play.
typical Montherlantian charactersi

They are two

their consciences

vac 1late not because they have no moral code, but because
a code is precisely what they are constantly searching for.
And yet they are not opportunists in the strict sense of
the word.

It might even appear that Ferrante's decision

to murder Ines is as surprising to him as It Is unintelli
gible to the audience,
G u i c h a m a u d and Beckelman seem to offer the best
explanation.

In this respect, they say

Montherlant has much the same attitude as La Roche
foucauld in the seventeenth century, who did not deny
the courage of certain acts but Investigated the
motives behind the attitudes of courage and charity.
And he discovered that ethics Is not a motive but a
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result, that there are essentially no moral Inten
tions, only bursts of passion justified a posteriori
by the characters' rationalizations or the outer
sanction of appearance.92
Chronologically La Heine morte was followed by Fils
de personne. In which Montherlant turned from tragedy to
satire, but his approach to character Is the same.
preface he states,
quality humalne,

In the

"Fils de Personne est un drame de la
Un pfcre rejette son fils— et le rejette

peut-etre vers la mort--parce que eelul-cl est de mauvalse
quality,“93

Georges Carrion relinquishes his Illegitimate

son to his frivolous,

Impertinent mother, who loves the

boy, Glllou, for what he is.

The only love Carrion can

muster for the boy is for what he should be.
conflict of the play.

Carrion,

Here is the

lawyer that he is, con

centrating on Glllou's childish eccentricities can see no
worthy future for him, and Instead of admonishing the child
and offering him encouragement, abandons him to his fate,
and even worse, succeeds in turning Glllou against his
fellow-men and against his country.

There is something

of Ferrante in Georges and something of Montherlant In all
of his characters,

"certalne cruaut6 consclente, une

luclditS qul ne prete guSre & 1 *Indulgence, une duretfi
enfin qul est la forme Spurfie de 1 'amour."9^
9 2Gulchamaud and Beckelman, ojg, c l t .. pp. 1 9 ^- 1 9 5 .
93Montherlant, Fils de personne. p. 17.
9^pierre de Bolsdeffre, oj). clt.. p. 307.

In the sequel to Fils de personne. Demaln 11 fera jour.
the public generally thought that Montherlant had rejected
the lesson of Fils. and typically of Montherlant he lets
them think as they would.

The setting Is 1 9 ^ .

Georges

Carrion will not allow Glllou to enter the Resistance move
ment, but Insinuations that Georges collaborated with the
enemy dictate that he allow Glllou to enlist, and In the
first battle he Is killed.

To Montherlant, Carrion repre

sented the French bourgeois during the Occupation.

He Is

a perfectionist, a man without fault In his own eyes.

He

abandons his son because he can no longer find it In him
to love something with defect.
this play,

There is really no hero in

Carrion diminishing constantly in his own

eyes as the war progresses, ends despising himself where
before he had reserved such sentiments for others.

Yet

his blindness in his own regard compels him to project
upon Glllou the contempt he feels for himself.
Le Maftre de Santiago more clearly than any other of
Montherlant's plays shows his detachment from, and his
contempt of the world.

The play's severity Is found not

only In its form, but also in Its profound themei

depiction

of a soul that rejects all material goods, rigid In Its
detachment from earthly things.

Further, there exists an

Intractable air of unreality In both characters and
situation.

It Is reminiscent of Corneille where the pas

sions which make up the stuff upon which free will exercises
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its domination are denounced almost before they appear.
The play
of Santiago,

demonstrates the agony of

the expiring order

Don Alvaro, like other of

Montherlant's

characters before him, hates mankind.

He seems to relish

whatever tends to destroy man, especially those personal
elements within man to which he caters and which in turn
destroy him.

Mediocrity is something Alvaro, like Carrion

and Ferrante detest.
ment differsi

But in Maftre Montherlant's denounce

Marianna, Alvaro's daughter, rises to her

father's spiritual stature in an act of total renunciation.
La Vllle dont le prince est un enfant shows a side of
Montherlant only suggested in his other works.

For the

first time, he selects a realistic setting and a totally
different group of characters,
of characters

although

found in earlier works.

some bear thenames
Again there isno

tragic figure, no tower of strength, no monster of pride,
no tenacious unbending will.

There are only students and

teachers in the confines of a French boarding school.
Montherlant has abandoned his Ferrantes, the monster of
pride, his Malatesta, a ridiculous, stupid child of mature
years, for active adolescents caught up in a questionable
friendship, who dream of chivalry, purity and sacrifice
and who naively mix their blood in a ritualistic sealing
of friendship and show a maturity in many respects well
beyond their years.
La Vllle is a story that moves.

When the AbbS de
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Pradts decides to show confidence In the two boys, Sevrals
and Soubrler, he unwittingly sets off a chain of events
which results In a harrowing experience for all the
principals.

An Innocent, but misinterpreted meeting of

the boys, the dismissal of Sevrals by de Pradts, and
the subsequent dismissal of Soubrler by the Superior because
of the dangerous alliance between the youngster and the
Abb4, all precede the necessary and highly dramatic
explanations of both de Pradts and the Superior in the
final scene.
MONTHERLANT'S STYLE
Although Montherlant took up playwriting only after
he had established himself as a novelist, his early works
show a flair for the dramatic style.

The conversations

In his novels are highly dramatic despite their literary
elegance, and as dramatist Montherlant retains his taste
for literary style, a quality which adds luster to, rather
than detracts from his plays.

To the French ear they are

not so heavy as a private reading of the text might suggest.
Some writers thrive on complexity of makeup, being
pulled in one direction and another, open to every
Influence, so much so that they lose their distinctness of
approach, their stylei there Is no basic consistency, no
fixity of method.

This need not prove an obstacle to

effectiveness as witness the writing of Andrfi Gide,

Other
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writers being more deeply concerned with self and the
expression of their Individuality, are Indifferent to outside
Influences and tastes, and make a point of constraining
their readers to follow them In the pursuits which they
consider of primary Interest,

Montherlant belongs to this

group.
His independence as a person Is reflected in his inde
pendence as a writeri there Is only one rule for him, to
do as he pleases.95

Yet his classic ear and his mastery

of words produces a lyrical yet Impassioned compact style
reminiscent of the age of Corneille and Racine without the
deficiencies that their rhetoric frequently imposed on
their texts.

Even though Montherlant Is frequently given to

lengthy speeches In his plays, these do not alter the
basic construction of the text since Montherlant adheres
to the principle of static theatre (after the Greeks) where
violent action is injected by means of reports and explana
tions, and Is not depicted on the stage.

There are scenes

In Port-Royal where two Sisters stand face to face and
discuss at length their agitation, returning to offstage
happenings with a regularity that could become tiresome
under a less skillful hand than Montherlant's ,

The s c e n e ^

between Cisneros and Jeanne In Le Cardinal d'Espagne
^^Montherlant, Services inutlles. p. 27.
9^Henry de Montherlant, Le Cardinal d *Espagne (Parisi
Gallimard, i960 ), IIj 111, pp. 100-133.
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contains extremely little physical action, and most of It
simply demonstrates Jeanne's waning mental powers.

The

Cardinal and Queen sit facing each other during the better
part of this lengthy scene.

Still It Is one of the most

dramatic In Montherlant's repertory.

But Instances such

as these only bear out Montherlant's basic concept of
theatre* a play should expose the Inner drives, the passions,
the dilemmas of soul at the moment of crisis.9?

Monther

lant feels that the most satisfactory means of depicting
such states Is through elevated language,
public's hesitation to agree with him,
writes,

"appellent

In spite of his

"Les gens," he

'froide' une plice qul est blen icrite.

II leur faut beaucoup de points de suspension."98

in other

words, he Is not attempting to create naturalistic dialogue*
he Is attempting to write In the manner of the classicists,
When he Is criticized for minor discrepancies of style he
lashes out
La dramaturgic m o d e m e lnterdit les monologues,
les apartis, les tirades.
Mals notre theatre
classlque est pleln de monologues, d'apartis, de
tiradesi
11 folsonne meme de seines entlires ou
l'on ne parle que par tirades, Notre littirature
m o d e m e lnterdit qu'on ripite k peu de distance le
meme mot* mals Haclne ne s'lnqulite nullement de
ripiter le meme mot , . . De meme pour les assonances,
aujourd'hui prohlbies. . . On passe trente ans de
sa vie d'icrivaln k changer des nomine en alnsl q u e .
97Montherlant, Notes sur mon theatre. p. yit
98ibld., p. 19.
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Puis on s'apergoit que les "Maftres" n'ont Jamals
eu de tels soucls, et qu'on a 6t 6 blen bete. . .99
Montherlant, therefore,

prides himself in the purity

of his style* irate critics and a clamoring public will
not dictate methods and approaches to him.

Many critics

agree with Montherlant, among them Lemarchand who writes,
Ce qui fait que pour beaucoup d'entre nous le
langage de Montherlant paraft— ce qu*ll est— k
peu pris unique en ce sl&cle, e'est qu'il continue,
rajeunlt, enrlchlt le langage Jeune et vlf, aussl
61olgn6 de la sol 6rose que de la pr 6closlt£, que
parlent, k travers toute notre literature, les
auteurs d'humeur et de passion.
If Montherlant is anything, he is a writer of passion,
because he is a man of passion, and his public life— what
little there is of it— at times so shocking to his country
men, may in part be due to Montherlant's playing a role
he thinks best suited to what the public expects of him.
Louis Chalgne who, on occasion has taken Montherlant to
task expresses this feeling aptlyi
Je n'ai Jamais sans regret par16 avec s 6v 6rlt 6
de Montherlant.
Parml mes afn 6s imm 6dlats, 11 est
de beaucoup l' 6crivain le plus prestigieux,
Est-ce
notre faute s'il s'est presque toujours plu a ruiner
la haute ld£e et la noble image que nous nous 6tlons
falte de lui . , ,?101
At the same time that such an expression explains in
some measure Montherlant the man,

it also explains in large

99lbld.. pp. 26-27.
lOOLemarchand, "Port-Royal." Theatre de Prance (October
5, 1955), PP. 16-17.
lOlChaigne, 0£. clt.. p. 41.
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measure Montherlant the writer.

If there Is one thing

more than another on which critics agree about Monther
lant It Is that he Is unique among French writers.
of his contemporaries are rhetoriciansi

Most

the tripping

quality of Glraudoux and Anouilh Is to the French style what
Sean O'Casey's lilting prose Is to Irish rhetoric.
lant Is not a rhetorician.
novel, Le Songe.

Monther

The only exception Is his

Henri Perruchot, commenting on Monther

lant’s style says,
. . . Montherlant est un Acrivain de la grande race.
On peut meme avaneer, en 6tant sur de ne pas se
tromper, qu'aucun de ses contemporalns ne se sera
fait de l'art d'Acrire une conception plus haute
que la slenne.
II poss&de un style, une langue qul
n'appartiennent qu'a lui,l °2
The ease and vigor with which Montherlant writes both
his novels and his plays makes his style move even in the
most static situations,

The Influence of Barres on

Montherlant is obvious,103 but probably of greater signifi
cance, at least as far as style is concerned, is D'Annunzio,
Montherlant himself says,
ment.

"D'Annunzio m'a donnfi le mouve-

Men style Stalt emmaillot 6 j soudain, comme touchS

d'un charme, 11 fit craquer ses bandelettes et se mlt a
marcher.I0**

It Is strange that D'Annunzio exercized such

102perruchot, o£. clt., pp. 105- 106 ,
103Georges Tronquart, "Montherlant et Barrfes," La
Table Bonde. no. 155 (November, i960 ), pp. 96-117.
104paure-Biguet, ojg, clt.. p. 152.
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Influence on Montherlant since Montherlant read the Italian
poet only in translation.

But Montherlant is precise*

his

youthful style had been somewhat wooden, but suddenly in La
BelAve du matin it began to leap from the page.

At once he

tightened his style, and from then on he persistently worked
to make his writing lean and tough in the same way that
an athlete trains himself to harden his muscles and maintain
his conditioning.

Although Montherlant wrote with ease,

he never ceased editing and polishing his work, in accord
with his definition of style*
littAralre,

". . . du style naturel

. . . un style parlA attentlvement revu par

la littArature."105
Montherlant's plays are not nearly so poetic as his
novels, although there is rich Imagery in most of the plays.
He felt that the tightness of style obviated poetic expres
sion.

Such a statement may come as a surprise to one who

reads Montherlant's plays where he finds an abundance of
poetic Images and lyric expression.

But contrasted with

his early novels, his plays are almost devoid of poetic
expression.

Montherlant explains his change of attitude

in a letter to Henri Perruchoti
J'ai horreur du theatre "llttAraire", du theatre
"poetic". Or, A partir de 19^1, Je n'ai plus Acrit
que des piAces.
J'ai pris garde d'en bannir touts
"poAsle", ou de n'introduire dans une piAce qu'un ou
105Henry de Montherlant, Textes sous une Occupation
(Paris*
Gallimard, 1953), P.
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deux Sl^ments de po€sle, pas davantage. . . . Mals
Je pense qu'& cot 6 de cela, qul est volontalre, 11
s'est pass 6 en mol un ph 6nom&ne lnvolontairei
la
substitution de l'esprit de reflexion k 1 ’Inspiration
poStique. 10°
However, Montherlant cannot escape the poetic style.
In the letter he refers mainly to poetic Imagery for the
poetic style is in evidence even In Montherlant's last
plays, Don Juan. Le Cardinal d'Espagne and Brocellande.
Joseph Chlarl sums up Montherlant the playwright thusi
On the purely dramatic plane, Montherlant Is the
most gifted playwright alive, that Is to say he Is
the one who has the power to grapple with a great theme
and to produce a great play.
He knows what he can do
and what he cannot do i he Is like Picasso, who has
both the genius and the confidence which enable him
to paint under the glare of arc lights and surrounded
by film technicians,
Montherlant knows what he can
do with themes which are within his imaginative
experience and, as he is an artist of great integrity,
he confines himself to them.
He meets his audience,
not like a cheap conjuror who clouds by tricks and
words the limitations of his trickery, but like a
perfect athlete who has scrupulously trained for his
performances, or like a medieval knight spiritually
and physically prepared to fight a deadly duel, or
better still— to use a simile more akin to Montherlant's
temperament— like a bullfighter who stands in the
arena, in the glare of light, knowing that when
"the moment of truth" comes, he can only rely on his
skill and courage to face the creative instant which
turns death into a work of art.107

106perruchot, oj>. clt.. p. ll^f.
107chlari, oj)i clt« | p • 222

•
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MONTHERLANT *S CATHOLICISM
When speaking of a writer two things must be remembered,
the person and the author,

A certain distance always sep

arates the two, but one is generally a reflection of the
other.

In order to shed some light on Montherlant the

Catholic, this section confines Itself to a consideration
of Montherlant the author.

His works speak for themselves,

and besides there is an abundance of material written by
the author himself to explain,
his writings.

Justify, extend and interpret

In Montherlant there is considerable

ambiguity— usually intended.

Often, however, he finds it

advisable to append notes to his plays to clarify their
meaning or to explain his intent.

On occasion he writes

explanatory essays, particularly when irked by caustic
critics who, he claims, do not or cannot understand his
works,

Montherlant is a severe and competent critic of

his own work.

After reading his explanations, one is

certain what Montherlant Intended, although the meaning
may not be apparent In the original script.

In addition,

Montherlant's basic honesty and sincerity make his comments
all the more fruitful since he has nothing to gain by
cunning and deceit.

The world already knows where It

stands in his eyes— he is totally indifferent to it.

There

fore when he says that a play means such and such, he can
be believed.

A word of warning.

On occasion Montherlant's
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wry humor impels him to Jest.

But the Jest is obvious.

However, he is generally serious when he speaks of his
religious views.
This section, therefore, makes no attempt to Judge
Montherlant the man, but rather to make an assessment of
his Catholicism, his Christianity, as seen in his work.
One of the distinguishing marks of contemporary
French theatre is its tendency to shift its moral and
ethical orientationi most modern playwrights do not accept
traditional standards of morality.

As was mentioned ear-

ller^OS the French Catholic Intellectual is Catholic in
name only.

His Catholic home and education backgrounds

are part of a rich cultural heritage, but for many intel
lectuals the Church's appeal resides primarily in its
ritual and pageantry, not in its spiritual vitality.
Montherlant's Catholicism is more an adherence to
family tradition than the result of personal conviction.
He makes this clear in the Preface to La Relfeve du Matin.
where he says that he finds
, . . ce Christ dans mon heritage et Je l'accepte
avec le reste, par point d'honneur et par pi£t&,
comme on accepte la succession de ses parents, ne
vous apportat-elle que des ennuis. Pour rompre avec
ce vleui GSnle du foyer 11 me faudrait des raisons
irr 6futables. Je ne les ai pas.109
108Cf., supra.. p. 12.
109Montherlant, La Relfeve du Matin. "Preface", p. 23,
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Hie attachment to Christianity Is a matter of honor, not
a question of allegiance to faith In a theological sense.
In an article In l£ Nouvelle Revue Francalse. Montherlant
speaks for Alban, his hero of Le Songe. In much the same
way he speaks for himself.
Alban's mlndi

He explains that doubt clouds

he Is not certain that there Is a God, but

If there Is ", . . c'est le dleu des chrStiens plutot que
Jupiter ou Bouddha."HO

Practice of religion, according

to Alban, Is not hypocrisy even when one doubts Its funda
mental tenets.

Such was the manner of Marcus Aurelius and

Ciceroi

ces hommes y trouvent leur mleux int^rieur

"...

aussl blen que la gouvemement de la clt 6 i et par Ik meme
Je me refuse a y voir une hypocrisle,ill!

And Montherlant

sums up both his views and Alban's with a quotation from
Aurelius Cotta's Nature des Dleux. ". . . un bon cltoyen
accepte la religion des anciens et la pratique, parce qu'elle
est le fondement de la c l t 6 . " H 2
tion Montherlant observes,

With remarkable penetra

", . , on ne saurait soutenir

qu'll, Alban, soit un catholique exemplairej on peut sou
tenir qu'll est un exemplalre du catholique."113
H O H e n r y de Montherlant, "Notes relatives k la religion
et aux passions," La Nouvelle Revue Francalse (May 1, 1923),
p. 760.
U l lbld.. p. 761.

112Ibld., p. 759.
H 3 ibld.. p. 757.
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As with many other French Intellectuals, Montherlant
was captivated by Barr&slenne Catholicism,!^ whose appeal
Is primarily to the mysterious and Its revelation through
dreams and mystical experiences % It Is akin to the athlete's
respite from the rigors of training or to the mystical
feeling that might come over a sensualist at the peak of
his pleasure.
In a sense, Montherlant Is a pragmatic Catholic.

He

is more impressed by living examples of religion (both
good and bad examples) than he is by the Ideal teachings
of the Church.

Having been blinded by so many uncommitted

Catholics he equates Catholicism with poor Christianity,
and the scandalous lives of Catholics lead him to conclude
that to be Catholic is the opposite of being Christian.
His Nletzschean views make him see Catholics adhering to
a code of violence and lust, rather than their avowed code
of charity, humility and purity.

Paradoxical as it may

seem, In spite of his lack of faith in the Christian God,
he is still sympathetic to his Church,
Perhaps one of the reasons for this sympathy Is
Montherlant's understanding of Christianity.

He realizes

that It is a religion based on love and detachment from
material things.

In the following passage he frankly

admits that Christian motives for action are repugnant
ll^plerre-Henri Simon, ProcSs du H 6ros (Parisi
tions du Seull, 1950), pp. 43-46.

Edi

Ill
to himi
Avant 1925 Je m'accommodais d'un grossler amalgame
du paganisme avec un catholicisme ddcoratlf et fantalslste, d'oil tout chrlstlanlsme dtait absent* Je m'en
flattals 1*Imagination * Je faisals joujou avec JAsusChrist.
Ensulte vlnt le temps des "voyageurs traquds",
emplumA de quelques blasphemes postlches, a l'espagnole,
Je tlral la barbe au Pftre Aternel.
Et v o i d qu'elle
me resta dans la main.' J'en fus d'abord un peu effrayA.
Mals lui, me cllgnant de l*oell*
"Elle est fausse,
Je la mets & cause des lmportants qul sans cela ne
me prendraient pas au sdrleux." Puls, se passant la
main sur la Joue, 11 ajouta d'un air satisfalti
"N'est-ce pas <jue Je suls encore Jeune? Et J'ai du
m£rite, pour sur, avec les prlAres que Je dols suppor
ter, et les 61us module s£rie, auxquels Je suls blen
oblige d'ouvrlr la porte." Par cette hlstorlette
{Invent 6e de toutes pieces) Je veux dire que Dleu est
a ses heures un veritable gosse.
C'est pourquol Je
sals blen que Je m'entendral touJours avec lul.
Malntenant Je ne pr 6tendais plus avoir de la fol du
chretlen, mals du chretlen J'avals dans une grande
mesure les sentiments* Je me tenals A l'dcart de la
religion, mals Je la respectals* . , .115
He separates himself from Christianity* he knows the Gospel
but does not accept Its doctrine of self-abnegation,
humility, and the philosophy of life summarized in the
Sermon on the Mount.

His spirit of Independence precludes

any acceptance of a code which might show the least sign
of weakness.

Harold Hobson arrives at the same conclusion

in this way*
. . . because love, In the larger sense of compassion,
Is a feeling to which Montherlant is a stranger, those
pages of his which are designedly Christian have always
been Incomplete.
His Christian characters, like Don
Alvaro, either have not known love, or, if they have
been acquainted with It, one has never been sure that
U S M o n t h e r l a n t , Service Inutile, pp. 23-25.
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Montherlant dl£ not Intend It to he In them a sign
of weakness.
In an extensive footnote which needs to he quoted In
Its entirety, Montherlant explains why he abandoned the
Christian religion.

This text first appeared in 1929 in

Pour une Vlerge Noire and details some of Montherlant's
basic religious convictionst
^Je n'al pas la foi, mals, quoi que Je fasse, le
bapteme me malntient catholique.
Cet abus du mot de
l'Egllse, Je ne veux pas en profiteri
Je suls, c'est
1 'Evidence, & l'ext^rleur du Catholicisms. De 1&,
Je le regarde, dans des dispositions variables, et Je
prends de lul ce qul convient a ma vie splrltuelle
et 4 ma vie pofitlque, y comprls une certalne pratique
religieuse.
Bref, J'use de lul humainement.
Je crols avoir de lul une vue plus salne et plus
dlgne que celle que J'en prenals, ou plutot que Je
voulals m'en faire, autrefois.
Le Jugement est la
seule chose qul rajeunlsse en vleillissant, Mals
surtout rlen ne vaut de quitter un objet pour le
blen voir, et J'en sals quelque chose, ayant passS
ma vie h sortir d'ou J'Stals entr 6 . Et Je vois que,
s ’ll m ’arrlvait quelque Jour d'etre foudroyS par la
"grace", Je me mettrals dans une ligne que Je serais
tentS d'appeler la llgne de coeur du chrlstlanlsme,
parce qu'll me semble la voir courlr, comme la s&ve
dans un arbre, au coeur du chrlstlanlsmei
elle est
une tradition qul va de l'Evangile a Port-Royal, en^
passant par Saint Paul et par Saint Augustin (ne frolet-elle pas Calvin?).
La devise que Je lul donne est
le cri de Bossuetj
"Doctrine de l ’Evangile, que vous
etes sSvSre."' et sa figure celle de la vole qul touJours se rStrSclt.
Chercher & concilier Pan et JSsus-Chrlst sera
toujours un exercise souverain pour vous falre Jouer
1 ’Imaginative, si vous n'etes pas croyanti cela mSne
A s'exciter l'esprit et se fouetter le sang, avec les
biographies de tels papes marquSs au sceau de la Bete,
Sllxlrs Incomparables, qul vous redresseralent un mort,
les N 6rons aupr&s d'eux sont trop simplets.
Mals si
H^Hobson,

clt., pp. 189-190.
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l ’on crolt.' L'Egllse catholique mSlant J£sus-Chrlst
aux patrles, JSsus-Christ a l'argent, JSsus-Christ au
sport, que sais-Je, donnant pour dames d'honneur a
J&sus-Christ les trols Concupiscences en habit de
fete, c'est^un spectacle tjui vous rempllt d'une poSsle
trouble et acre, si vous etes au dehors, mals qul
vous flge si vous vous mettez seulement un Instant
dans la peau d'un homme qul alme le crucifix, H ?
There Is no equivocation here.
to Montherlant's position.
It succinctlyi

There Is no doubt as

Philippe de Saint-Robert puts

"Montherlant a qulttfi la religion sur la

polnte des pieds, sans blasphemes, ni lnsultes . . ,"118
Montherlant identifies certain contradictions In common
Catholic practices, but there Is a more basic contradiction
of which Montherlant is aware, that between the spirit of
Christianity and the spirit of the world.
the spectrum of contradiction,

At one end of

Is reason— or genius— with

its demands for beauty and grandeuri at the other end faith—
holiness— with its concern for self-sacrifice and love of
God and neighbor.

These two extremes produce the natural

genius and the saint and in the great In-between Is the
vast spread of Christian culture.

It Is evident that

Christianity fosters strong contrasts,

particularly by

persistently proclaiming Its priority over the secular world
and in so doing makes it possible for these contraries to
endure.

This explains for the most part why so many extremes

exist In Christian culture,

for Christianity has fostered

H ? M o n t h e r l a n t . Service Inutile, p. 25.
USphll i p p e de Salnt-Robert, "Montherlant et le Catholiclsme," La Table Ronde. No. 155 (November, i960 }, p. ^2.
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their growth by continually pointing out the opposition
inherent in the two spheres of reason and faith.

Further

more, the authoritarian position of the Church has created
a clientele among Its members which accepts out of a spirit
of fear what it would often reject from conviction.

In a

sense, poets and intellectuals have frequently raised
themselves above the authority of the Church and created
for themselves a new world, a world which it Is necessary
to enter if one is to Judge them fairly.
not religious t r u t h . H 9

a

Poetic truth is

crucial problem arises, however,

when boundary lines are crossed and two autonomous forces
clash.

But as Holthusen observes, the conflict is not

Irrevocable.
There are aspects of genius which are beyond
the saint's Judgment— which are, in fact, a refutation
of saintliness.
The saint's role Is that of breathing
spiritually into the nostrils of an all too worldly
Christendom, of imparting the vitality of faith to
the body of Christian culture.
Finally, however,
Christian culture requires more than saintliness» it
requires genius.
Nor is the genius simply endured
for the sake of culture.
Indeed, Christian culture
needs, demands, and above all loves the genius.
It
follows then that our search for the Christian poet
is illusory unless Joined by the quest for the greatest
poet .120
Montherlant is, of course, aware of the conflict
between what can be called the natural man and the man of
H 9 H a n s Egon Holthusen, "What Is Christian in a Christ
ian Literature?" Christian Faith and the Contemporary A r t s .
Finley Eversole, Editor (New York* Abingdon Press, 1962),
PP. 93-9^.
1 2 0 l b l d . . p. 95.
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the Gospels.

He finds a fundamental basis of agreement

which suggests acquaintance with Thomas Aquinas' dictum
that grace builds on nature.
Nous n'avons .Jamais 6t$ un chrfitien authentique,
Mals
nous avons touJours 6t 6 quelqu'un pour qui le_bien
et le mal existent, et qui a adorfi la morale naturelle
a travers les formes de la machine catholique. . .
La morale chrStlenne pratique 6tant le plus souvent
la morale tout court, Je 1'admire, et m'efforce de
la suivre .121
Claudel frequently uses human means to bring man to God.
In Partage de M i d i . Mesa comes to an understanding of his
sufferings by considering Christ's sufferings on the Cross.
In Montherlant's Malatesta, the Pope pardons Malatesta
because of the pleas of his wife, through which he is brought
to some realization of the love of God.
is betrayalj

In one play there

in the other devotion, but each reaches the

supernatural through the natural.
Of course, good and evil are relative for Montherlant.
Good is what appears good or at least Justifiable.
moral code exercises sway over Montherlant.

No

He cannot see

how an Individual can maintain his freedom and at the same
time lend obedience to a code.

His nearest approach to

the spirit of Christianity is his love and sympathy for
the poor, the unfortunate,

the down-trodden.

His feeling

may not be what the theologian calls Christian charity,
but it Is a sincere pity.

His entire book Le Sable en R o s e .

121m ontherlant, La Relfeve du Matin.

"Preface", pp. 22-23.
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shows just such sympathy for the oppressed Arabs of
Colonial France, at the same time as It weaves a story of
sensual love, shocking In Its boldness, but tender In Its
compassion.
Holthusen, continuing his analysis of Christian
literature, assists the modern mind to understand writers
like Montherlant,
. . . the poet, as poet acts from a different
primal source of Insight Into the world than does
the religious man, be he priest, layman, or saint.
The latter penetrates the mystery of God by way of
the life of prayer, love and suffering.
But for the
poet, bliss and despair are his life and work* His
happiness Is that of a master craftsman.
His
weeping and gnashing of teeth are signs, not of
readiness for repentance, but of being shaken by
those creative powers which the theologian defines
as "demonic." This Is not to say that the poet is
an aesthete or a formalist or a man of mere sensi
bility, or that he Is able to attain at will a
cynical distance from the prayer he writes, the song
of praise, or the cry from the depths.
The poet has
material, content, ideas.
He Is an ethically and,
at times, a politically responsible human being.
He
is, when he writes, present in his whole person with
numerous nonaesthetic Interests,
Hence, if he Is
Christian his poem is an expression of his faith,
though It Is first of all an expression of his love
of language and of his struggle with the angel of
language ,122
Montherlant is a poet with a passion for writing.
Service Inutile. after describing a delightful period
spent in his favorite occupation, writing, Montherlant
concludes,

"Que la divinity, si elle existe, trouve son

122g 0 it;husen. op. olt• ■ P. 9^.
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bien dans tout celai

11 y est."123

Montherlant glories In the aesthetics and the disci
pline of writing.

Yet, In both his plays and his novels,

there Is something lacking In his aesthetics.

His heroes

often prc 7e distasteful and often there Is no apparent
Justification for their mode of conduct.

Such Is not to

be explained In terms of Montherlant's Imagined world of
pseudo-Christianity,

for even the tragedies of Ancient

Greece promote a willing suspension of disbelief.

If it

Is difficult to accept Montherlant's theatrical world,

It

Is probably because his Christianity bears only a vague
resemblance to the original.

As Hobson statesi

"There is

nothing in Montherlant that cannot be found in Christianity,
but there is an enormous amount in Christianity that cannot
be found in Montherlant, . ,"124
As was stated in the section on Montherlant the play
wright, his imagined world affords him great liberty of
movement.

However, without the solid foundation of a

Christian moral code underlying the structure of his plays,
Montherlant finds it difficult to be convincing and to
answer the basic questions implicit in his texts.

In the

Postface to Le Cardinal d'Espagne. he writesi
Le problfeme que J'ai 6voqu£ principalement dans cette
pl&ce est celui de 1 'action et de 1 *Inaction, touch 6
123Montherlant, Service inutile. p. 42.
124Hobson, o£. clt., p. 192.
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dans Service Inutile dfcs 1933. ©t plus tard dans Le
Maftre de Santiago. II me semble qu'icl 11 d 6vore
tout le reste.
Car 11 n'y a pas de problAme plus
essentlel pour
un homme que celul de decider sises
actes ont un sens ou n'en ont pas.125
The play Is deeply concerned with this problemi It Is at
the core of the dialog throughout, but In the last analysis
the play proclaims that there Is no meaning in man's actions.
Perhaps the disquiet In Montherlant's profoundly poetic
spirit Is partly explained by his inability to find meaning
in man.

But there Is evidence of a quest.

In many of his

works he poses questions which proceed from the very depths
of his soul.
Catholic?

Am I a Catholic?

Why am I not a better

Will I ever return to my faith fully?

Am I not

a better Catholic than those who claim to be good Catholics?
His first works gave promise of another Glde, Claudel
or Maurlac.

Apologists probed his writings searching for

a new defender of the faith and Just at the precise moment
when they thought they had found their champion (in works
such as Aux Fontaines du D6slr and Les Olymplques. both
works of deep spiritual understanding) Montherlant imperti
nently rejected their confidence and proclaimed his heritage
as

issuing not from

ordre du Tlbre

dont

Catholicism,

"mals comme tenants d'un

leCatholiclsme fait p a r t l e , " ^ 2 ^

Although the Catholic spirit permeated Montherlant's
125Montherlant, Le Cardinal d'Espagne. pp. 212-213.
126Henry de Montherlant, Le Paradis & 1 'ombre des
6p6es. (Parisi
Editions Bernard Grasset, 1924), p. 106.
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studies at Salnte Croix, the core of the curriculum was
the Greek and Roman classics.

The richness of these two

traditions, Catholicism and the classics, form the base
of traditional European private education, but their
opposing foci are capable of effecting a conflict within
the soul that posits certain dangers,
ism turns toward mant

Graeco-Roman human

It centers upon nature and seeks to

cultivate the powers of body and soult It calls for keen
sensitivity,

independence of mind, and absolute commitment

to principle,

Christianity Is significantly differenti

life Is a transitory thing, the first rule is self-denial,
and the greatest virtue is charity which combines love of
God and love of neighbor Into two facets of the same
disposition.
The resulting conflict between God-centered and mancentered Ideologies has plagued man from Christianity's
inception.

The struggle Is evident in Montherlant.

Many

of his works show this conflict, this dichotomy clearlyi
Le Belfeve du Matin is replete with examplesi

it overflows

in Le S o n g e . Les Olvmnlaues and Les Bestlalresi it shades
off somewhat in Aux Fontaines du dSslr. in Service Inutile
and Les Jeunes Fllles only to reappear In Le Solstice de
.luln and even more so In Le Maftre de Santiago.
In his early works, Montherlant tempered his dual view
of religion, thus giving a degree of assurance to Catholic
observers who relied on his keen Intellect and devotion to
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family tradition to bring him around.

They were mistaken.

When Les Olymplques appeared, he left no doubt as to his
position.

It was clear that he rejected the Scriptures

and that he gave a naturalistic, pagan Interpretation to
Catholicism.

In Les Olympiaues he puts one of the characters

on guard against the Christians with,
heureux et refuse-leur toute plti<$,

"Tlens bon, reste
Comme le Christ qu'elle

s'est cholsie, si l*humanit6 est cruclfifie, c'est q u ’elle
veut blen.

Et tu peux toujours lul crier, comme avec bon

sens les pharisiensi

Tu n'as qu'& descendre de ta crolx."127

That Montherlant found greater freedom of expression
In paganism than in Catholicism is evident In his portrayal
of Inspiring deeds, themselves the outgrowth of pagan
institutions.

Christianity has not been able to produce

similar effects in Montherlant.

Probably the best

explanation of this anomoly is Montherlant's nihilism.
Both the Christlan and the nonbeliever may look upon the
world with a contempt which is the product of sad experience,
disillusionment or from a consideration of the fleeting
quality of Its attractions.

The thought of death, a frequent

occurrence in Montherlant's plays, can be for both Christian
and pagan a means of detachment from the world, but the
Christian practices detachment in order to attach himself
to something— to God.

Self-denial, for the Christian is

127Henry de Montherlant, Les Olymplques (Parisi
mard, 195*0, p. 1**7.

Galli-
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not so much a practice as a frame of mind.

In fact, the

Christian, by attaching himself to God, shows that he is
seeking the greatest good he can possibly conceive, that
the detachment from self and from the world is proof of his
love of God and his genuine love of self.

Most of Monther

lant’s tragic heroes (Alvaro, Ferrante, Jeanne, Cisneros—
even Soeur AngSlique) have a certain "horreur de la vie,"128
a severity reminiscent of the stoics and of an antiquated
atheism.

The Christian must love life.

But because of

the vanity of the world, he chooses in favor of Christianity
with its promise of the fullness of life as opposed to the
fruitless mediocrity of the world.

Like many of Montherlant's

heroes, the Christian tries to put the world out of his
thoughts, out of his heart,

because he feels that there is

in his heart no room for both God and the world.

Not that

anything in creation is evil in itself, because for the
Christian all is good, all comes from the hand of God.
In Service inutile. Montherlant mentions that he can
call to mind only one verse from the Bible, a book which
he looks upon as a demoralizing force in Western culture*
"J’al regard^ la terre et elle 6tait du vide et du rien,
et le clel, et 11 n'y avait point en lui de lumifere,"129
But this is God speaking, decrying a world which has
128Henry de Montherlant, "Ferrante et Alvaro," Monther
lant * Theatre (BibliothSque de la Pl€iade, 1965), p~ 683.
129Montherlant, Service inutile,
p. 61 * Jeremiah. IV

"Chevalerie du NSant,"
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forgotten Him, a world without Him.

This is the world of

Montherlant's heroes, particularly the world of Jeanne.
But as Jeanne looks within herself and around herself she
sees a world completely different from the world the Christ
ian knows.

She finds nothing.

And Cisneros, the Cardinal,

concedes to Jeanne after their Interview,

incidentally one

of the most dramatic scenes in all of Montherlant,

"Ceux

qui ont regard^ ce qu'elle appelle le niant et ce que J *appelle Dieu ont le meme regard."130

This is precisely what

the Christian cannot admit.
Such an attitude is strongly reminiscent of extreme
Jansenism--more than a touch of which Is found in Monther
lant.

His Jansenism is severe combining as it does the

Jansenlst quest for oblivion and the pagan exaltation of
self.

However,

it must be added that severity in the

Catholic Church is not limited to the Jansenistsi

there

are parallel examples in St, Paul, St. Jerome, even in
the gentle Bossuet, and In the American convert, Orestes
Bronson.

On the other hand it Is Just as easy to Isolate

examples of sweetness and tenderness»

St, Theresa of

Llsieux (not her counterpart of Avila, nor her co-reformer,
St. John of the Cross), John XXIII, St. Francis de Sales
and St. Vincent de Paul to name a few.
Just as with the saints, Montherlant’s heroes do not
130Montherlant, Le Cardinal d 'Espagne. Ill, 2, p. 6?.
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find death fearsome.

They long for It as a release from

a world they despise and a condition of their entry into
eternal bliss.

Death is their inescapable fate but one

accepted in the design etched by Christ in his thirtythree years on earth.
characters say.
to his nephew.

At least this is what Monthei'lant *s

In Le Cardinal d ’Espagne. Cisneros says
"L’avenir dlra que Je suis mort avec une

s£r£nit€ chr^tlenne."131
Much of Montherlant’s facility in creating Christian
characters lies in his readiness to establish common ele
ments between his own life and the Christian’s.

Although

he rejects the basic common element, faith, he sees notable
similarities, and these he injects into his most passionate
characters, so that on the surface their actions and dis
positions often appear fundamentally Christian,

The

Christian ought to despise the world* Montherlant and his
characters despise the world.

The Christians accept

absolutes* Montherlant and his characters do the same, but
with certain Important alterations.

It is necessary at

this Juncture to establish whether this acceptance of
absolutes conforms to the Christian view.
On the surface, Montherlant’s characters speak the
language of Christians, of mystics.

But there is the

ever-present element of nihilism so contrary to the
13lMontherlant, Le Cardinal d ’Espagne. Ill, 2, p. 1?0.
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Christian spiriti

the rejection of the world by Ferrante

through selfish motives is one instance.

The same applies

to Alvaro, Marianne, Cisneros, Jeanne, AngAllque.

Their

rejection of the world is primarily an act of selfsufficiency rather than a quest for God.

They know what

they are to renounce, but not what they are to hold fast.
Again the best example comes from Le Cardinal d'Espagne.

In

the poignant scene between the Queen, Jeanne, and the
Cardinal, Cisneros, he says that it has been reported to
him that she does not attend mass.

She answersi

LA REINEi
On vous a dlt que Je n'allais pas A la
messe.
On ne vous a pas dit que Je vais
quelquefois A ma chapelle quant 11 n'y a pas
la messe.
Quand 11 n'y a rien, comme dans
ma vie.
CISNEROSi
Dans votre chapelle 11 n'y a Jamals rien,
II y a Dieu, toujours.
LA REINEi

Dieu est le rien.132

And later in the same scene the Queen says
. . * 11 y a deux mondes, le monde de la passion,
et le monde du r i e m
c'est tout. Aujourd'hui Je
suis du monde du rien, Je n'alme rien, Je ne veux
rien, Je ne rAsiste A rien. . . , plus rien pour mol
ne se passera sur la terre, et c'est ce rien qui me
rend bonne chrAtienne, quoi qu'on dise, et qui me
permettra de mourlr satisfalte devant mon ame, et
en ordre devant Dieu, meme avec tout mon poids de
pAchAs et de douleur . . . ,133
Such an attitude is far removed from Christianity,
but it conforms to Montherlant's Christianity,

Blanchet

132m ontherlant, Le Cardinal d'Espagne. II, 3, pp. 117118,
133lbld., p. 132.
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sees certain basic flaws in Montherlant's characters which
he feels are a reflection of Montherlant's own personality.
He writesi
. . . ses personnages cathollques nomment Dieu ce que
lul-meme . . , appelle le n6ant, pourvu qu'il ^ulsse
enfin exprimer par leur bouche ce qui en lul-meme
crle si fort.
Quol done? Le besoln d'un dApassement
de soi et d'un au-del& de toutj la tension vers un
absolu qui la soustrale aux contlngences, le s6pare
des m^diocres, le ravisse au-dessus de lul-meme, . . .
et peut-etre A lul-meme.
Dans le cathollclsme,
c'est cela qu'il almej dans les personnages chrfitiens
inventus par lui, c'est cela qu'il met.lj^
Another close similarity between Montherlant and
Christianity is the frequent use of the terms "le rien,"
and "le nfiant."

These words occur repeatedly in the

writings of the great mystics, but the meaning they attach
to the term "nothing" is quite different from Montherlant's
meaning.

For the mystic God's presence is pervasive, but

more importantly in the present considerations, it is
transcendent.

He is everything beyond creation but He is

nothing that man can know fully.

Jeanne is an atheist in

the same sense that Montherlant Is an atheist, that is,
in a practical sense not in a speculative sense.
lant recognizes thlsi

Monther

". . . le nihilisme ath£e de la

relne Jeanne, qui est un peu le mien propre.

. ,"135

In

the context of the play, Jeanne stands revealed as one for
13^+An dr 6 Blanchet, S. J , , La llttSrature et le spiri
tual 1 Classlques d'hler et d'auJourd'hul. Vol. Ill (Paris t
Aubier, Editions Montaigne, 1961), pp. 2^3-264.
135Salnt-Robert, o£. clt.. p. 45 .
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whom God does not exist, does not count. Is really nothing,
a void having no bearing on her spiritual life.

Father

Blanchet explains this Idea of nothingness furtheri
Le mystique chrStien s'6prouve, lul aussl, comme
"vide" de tout, mais ce vide est aspiration k la
plenitude ou plutot plenitude qui s*Ignoret comme
prlv6 de Dieu, mals sa souffranee est crl vers la
Presence, et ce crl est dfijSi I 1oeuvre de la Presencei
"Tu ne me chercherais pas . . . "
La "nult" oii se
reclut la relne--avec quelle volupte maladivel-n'a rien de commun avec celle d'un saint Jean de la
Croix, laquelle est attente de la luml&re et dej&
exefes de lumlfere.136
The differences In St. John's "Dark Night of the Soul" and
Jeanne's night of sensual reverie are poles apart.

But

Jeanne's sentiments belong to the core of Montherlant's
basic view of man.137

More will be said on Montherlant's

view on Self later In this section.
In a letter to Philippe de Saint-Robert, Montherlant
states 1
Le Chrlstlanlsme est pour mol un fait que J'approuve
en partie, et en partle r6prouve. Mes ouvrages
expriment tour a tour mon approbation et ma reproba
tion . . . .
Toute mon oeuvre est une oeuvre ou
Joue la dissociation, fondfie sur le prlncipe
h6raclit£en de l ’harmonle des contraires et de
1'equivalence,
Mon attitude k l'egard du christlanisme peut paraftre "etrange" & ceux qui ne comprennent pas blen la base philosophlque de mon oeuvre.
Elle est 1 'aboutIssement Inevitable de cette philo"
ux (extremement rares) qui ont blen vu

136Blanchet, o£, clt.. p. 258.
137Cf., supra.. pp. 80-87.
138saint-Robert, o£. clt.. p. 46.
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In many m o d e m writers whose works focus on man's
spirit, faith and doubt are not mutually exclusive.

There

Is a force In French writing, epitomized In Claudel, which
accepts the traditional approaches to man's relationship
to God with a tenacious and rigid devotion, an approach
which the majority of Catholics adhere to as the only
realistic approach.

Their beliefs are based on what is

referred to in theology as the "probable opinion of prudent
and enlightened theologians,"

What is Catholic for one

generation is Catholic for all generations.

But there is

another force which grapples with truth as it appears in
the caleidoscopic manifestations of the Self,

For them,

the Self in all its ramifications is concrete reality.
Therefore, some aspects of truth change, and the questions
arising in each soul demonstrate this change irrefutably.
Here is where the poet feels that his insight promotes the
greatest understanding of the human condition, and he looks
at these manifestations of truth no matter what their
origin— Christian, Judaeic, Oriental,

Evil, sin and the

meaninglessness of life are tangible to him, and there is
a sympathy for the godless, for the lost spirit.
Christian writers feel free,

Even

indeed responsible to probe

into these areas and to determine their own bases of reality.
In some instances, authors considered outside the pale of
the Church, such as Baudelaire and Camus, are looked upon
by others as belonging within the group of Catholic authors

12 8
because their works always suggest some communication with
the Church, with the Christian,

Montherlant is often

placed in such a group because of his preoccupation with
paganism, bullfighting and sports.

Although the differences

existing among writers included in this group tend to dis
join what might be called a movement, there are remarkable
similarities.

There is always the concern with pagan

antiquity, classicism and with the Renaissance,

Gide and

Montherlant find common ground in what Gide calls 1 'acte
gratult.139

More consistency can be found in Gide's approach

to Christianity although there are at least two distinct
periods in his lifei
life within it.

his life outside the Church and his

But his concept of 1 'acte gratult main

tains him in readiness for any movement of the imagination.
There is built into his concept the idea that no two beings
are alike, and there are constantly changing differences
woven into the same being.

This is all the more apparent

in Montherlant where Heracleitean differences seem the
only reality.

If such a view is formulated in the mind,

how much more fruitful is it when it reigns in the imagi
nation, as is the case with Montherlant,

As has been

repeatedly pointed out, Montherlant's heroes wish to be
cut off from the world, and in effect really are.

Gide

139L€on Pierre-Quint, Andr 6 G l d e t L 1Homme. Sa V i e ,
Son Oeuvre. Entretlens Avec GlTTe et Ses Contemporalns
(Paris 1 Librairie Stock, 1952), pp. 104-ll4,
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summarizes this view when he says
Je halssals les foyers, les families, tous lleux ou
l'homme pense trouver un repos, et les affections
continues, et les fid4lit6s amoureuses, et les
attachements aux ld£es— tout ce qui compromet la
Justicej Je disals que chaque nouveautS doit nous
trouver touJours tout entler dlsponibles,1^0
That Montherlant leans toward Gide's view is evident
in his acceptance of Jansenism, his sympathy toward which
he clearly expresses in Fort-Royal.

He delineated the

foundation for his own breed of ethic In Service inutile,
an ethic based on attachment to honor and Integrity. 1^1
His philosophy rests on the belief that he is different
from the rest of mankind and entertains the desire to be
far removed from its vulgar, mediocre pursuits.

Still he

finds no refuge in the more cultivated segment of society,
from which he remains aloof, looking on as an observer,
firmly protected from contagion by a fortification of
individuality and rejection.
Such an attitude not only estranges Montherlant from
secular society, but also Induces a spirit which is
irreconciliable with Christianity.
of man.

Self becomes the measure

Since the outside world offers no psychological

refuge to Montherlant, his contemptuous glances at it serve
only as a rebounding surface from which he returns into
l^OAndrfi Gide, Les Nourrltures Terrestres (Parist
Galllmard, 1921), p. 7$.
l^lSee Montherlant, Service inutile. 1935 Edition,
pp. 26^- 269.
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himself, where he can probe his Imaginary world unhampered-expanding It, ordering It, exploiting It.

Contempt for

the world is so strong in Montherlant that there Is never
a genuine encounter with reality, there is always an avenue
of escape.
In spite of this non-Christian exploitation of self,
Montherlant, as was mentioned above, I**2 is strongly
influenced by Christian asceticism.

Almost all of his main

characters evince a remarkable detachment from material
things, a detachment, however, that does not prevent them
from seeking some measure of approval from the very world
they despise.

As Alvaro says,

"Le parfait mSprls souhaite

d'etre mSprisS parce qu'il mfiprise, pour s'y trouver
Justlf16."1^3

Montherlant's sef1-sufficlency needs the

world If for nothing more than to have an object of deri
sion, a testing ground for Its derision.
Still Montherlant's basic philosophy centers upon
gratification of self.

He says,

. . . vie naturelle, vie lnnocente, souvent partagSe
avec les seules betes, prenant touJours tout mon
temps, et 6tant touJours de loislri ne falsant Jamais,
et n ’Scrlvant Jamals, que ce qui me plalsait, et au
moment ou PPla me plalsait; et ne comptant avec

personne.l^
For the Christian, self-seeking is always contrary to the
1^2cf,, supra.. p.
1^3Montherlant, Le Maftre de Santiago. Ill, H i ,
^ ^ M o n t h e r l a n t , Service Inutile, p. 27.

p. 112.
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life of grace to which he is committed.

In Theatre1^5,

Montherlant makes mention of a moment of ecstacy where no
trace of prayer is involved.

Without prayer, however, the

ecstacy he speaks of is more likely the rapture of an art
connoiseur before an inspiring painting.
is a differencei

Even here there

the connoiseur is not so concerned with

self that he forgets the painting* the painting is the
cause of his exhilaration.

Montherlant's ecstacy is a

form of contemplation that does not contemplate, a form of
prayer that does not pray.

There is a ring of falseness

about such an experience since it is circumscribed by the
Self.

Commenting on this experience Blanchet says that

it is reminiscent of a man "enchafn6 a son mol, et qui tot
reprend conscience de ses chafnes."1^6
Contemplation without God is a theological misorientation.

But for Montherlant the Self is the real proving

ground.

His attitude is suggestive of some rather famous

lines of John Henry Cardinal Newman, lines which caused no
less stir than do many of Montherlant's texts relating to
the same subject, and astonishingly enough in the same
vein.

Here is what Newman wrote in A Grammar of Assent.
I am what I am, or I am nothing.
I cannot think,
reflect, or Judge about my being, without starting
from the very point, which I aim at concluding.
My

1^5Henry de Montherlant, "La Charity." Montherlantt
Theatre (Bibliotheque de la Pl6iade, 1965),
672^
l ^ B l a n c h e t , o p . clt.. p. 264.
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Ideas are all assumptions, and I am ever moving in a
circle.
I cannot avoid being sufficient for myself,
for I cannot make myself anything else, and to change
me is to destroy me.
If I do not use myself, I have
no other self to use.
My only business is to ascer
tain what I am, in order to put it to use.
It is
enough for the proof of the value and authority of
any function which I possess, to be able to pronounce
that it Is natural.
What I have to ascertain is the
laws under which I live. My first elementary lesson of
duty is that of resignation to the laws of nature,
whatever they are; my first disobedience is to be Im
patient at what I am, and to indulge an ambitious
aspiration after what I cannot be, to cherish a dis
trust of my powers and to desire to change laws which
are identical with myself.1^7
Montherlant could write "finis" to such lines; they are a
summary of his philosophy of life.

He resolves his dilemma

in quite a different manner than did Newman.
finding himself was finding God.

For Newman

For Montherlant finding

himself {at least as seen In his writings) is finding only
additional uncertainty.
Montherlant was aware that man*s natural powers cannot
maintain him at the heights.

Without grace man falls back

upon himself, and In such a condition It is solely with
the force of his Intellect that he can return to the
rarefied atmosphere of natural contemplation? there is no
other force assisting him, no grace to add a dimension to
his natural power of contemplation.

In a letter to Faure-

Biguet Montherlant says,
J'ai dans le caract&re ce genre d'filfivation qui tient
1^7john Henry Newman, A Grammar of Assent (New Yorki
Doubleday Image Books, 1955T* PP. 272-273.
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a 1 1Imagination plus qu'a l'ame, et qui trompe cer
tains hommes en les transportant au-dessus d'euxmemes d'une fagon factice, pour les laisser, quant
elle retombe, rSduits a ce qu'ils sont.1^8
"Seduced to what they are,"

This is essentially why

Montherlant’s characters fail in the end.

Underneath all

their psychological probings, they are looking for an esoapej
their fundamental premise of withdrawing into Self has
within it the elements of its own destruction.

Even the

notorious Don Juan of Montherlant recognized this dilemma*
"II y a en moi une exaltation et une passion qui ont besoin
de recours k Dieu, meme si Je ne crois pas en Dieu,"1^9
Perhaps this is as good a summing up of Montherlant's
philosophy of life, his Catholicism as anyi

"I must take

refuge in God, even though I do not believe in God."

1^8paure-Biguet,

ojd.

clt., p. ?6.

1^9Henry de Montherlant, Don Juan (Parisi
1958), H I , vl, p. 163 .

Gallimard,

CHAPTER

III

THE CATHOLIC PLAYS OF HENRY DE MONTHERLANT
In the Preface to Port-Royal Montherlant writes,
"Port-Royal achfcve cette

'trilogie catholique' qui comprend

avec lui le Maftre de Santiago et la Vllle dont le Prince
est un Enfant."1

It is the purpose of this chapter to

study these three plays in an effort to determine their
catholic elements.
Given Montherlant's controversial nature and his selfstyled agnosticism, the task of investigating the catholi
city of "la trilogie catholique" becomes a necessity and
a challenge.

Just what is Catholic in these plays?

are they Catholic?

How

And why can they be considered Catholic

if there is anything Catholic at all in them?

These are

questions that this chapter seeks to answer.
Before advancing to a consideration of the "trilogie
catholique" it might be advisable to pause over the critical
implications of the word "Catholic" in the phrase "Catholic
trilogy."
It is almost universally accepted among critics and
Catholic critics in particular that there is no such thing
as Catholic literature,

Catholic art per s e .

Martin

lHenr^ de Montherlant, "Port-Royal» Preface," Monther
lant i Theatre (Parisi
BibliothSque de la Pl^iade, 1965),
p. 982.
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T u mell, writing on the philosophy of religious literature
(more especially on the philosophy of religious poetry) says
The problem of literature and belief is a complex
one. The writer tries to give his reader an imagina
tive interpretation of the world as he sees it. or
what is often called his "vision".
The core of the
problem is the relation between beliefs intellectually
held and the writer's sensibility, or mode of feeling.
We only get a truly Christian work of literature when the
writer's whole outlook is Informed by his beliefs,
when we do not feel (as we do with so many contemporary
Catholic writers) that intellectually held beliefs
are either being imposed on experience from without,
or are only very imperfectly assimilated into the
experience.2
In effect, what T u m e l l is saying, and what most
critics hold, is that no writer deliberately sets out to
write Christian (Catholic) literature.

The proselytizer

or polemicist may have such an end in view, but not the
artist.

According to Turnell, Christian literature can

proceed from any source as long as the sentiments it
expresses conform to and give insight into truth.

Yet it

is conceded that such insight generally flows from a spirit
imbued with Christianity.

Turnell explains it thusi

It is commonly but mistakenly assumed that the
primary function of religious poetry is to provide
the reader with some form of transcendental experience,
and literary critics have contracted the bad habit of
describing almost any poetry with a religious theme
as "mystical".
Poetry is a human activity.
We expect
religious poetry to Interpret life in terms of religion
certainly, but we also expect religion to conserve
the natural human instincts. Now one of the most
disquieting things about m o d e m religious poetry is
2Martin Turnell, Modern Literature and Christian Faith
(Westminster, Maryland*
The Newman Press, 1961), p. 2,
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the failure of the poet's religion to do precisely
that.3
Maritain, the eminent French philosopher, expands
this theme.
If you want to make a Christian work, then be
Christian, and simply try to make a beautiful work,
into which your heart will passj do not try to “make
Christian."
Do not make the absurd attempt to dissociate in
yourself the artist and the Christian.
They are one,
if you are truly Christian, and if your art is not
isolated from your soul by some system of aesthetics.
But apply only the artist to the worki precisely be
cause the artist and the Christian are one, the work
will derive wholly from each of them.
Do not separate your art from your faith.
But
leave distinct what is distinct.
Do not try to blend
by force what life unites so well.
If you were to
make of your aesthetic an article of faith, you would
spoil your faith.
If you were to make of your devotion,
a rule of artistic activity, or if you were to turn
desire to edify into a method of your art, you would
spoil your art.
The entire soul of the artist reaches and rules
his work, but it must reach it and rule it only
through the artistic habitus. Art tolerates no
division here.
It will not allow any foreign element,
Justaposing itself to it, to mingle, in the production
of the work, its regulation with art's own. Tame it,
and it will accomplish nothing good.
Christian work
would have the artist, as artist, free.
Nevertheless art will be Christian, and will
reveal in its beauty, the interior reflection of the
radiance of grace.
For the virtue of art which reaches
It and rules it directly, presuppose that the appetite
is rightly disposed with regard to the beauty of the
work. And if the beauty of the work is Christian,
It is because the appetite of the artist is rightly
disposed with regard to such a beauty, and because
in the soul of the artist Christ is present through
love. The quality of the work is here the reflection
of the love from which it Issues, and which moves
the virtue of art instrumentally.
Thus It Is by
reason of an intrinsic superelevation that art is
3Ibid., pp. 18-19.
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Christian, and it is through love that this super
elevation takes place.
It follows from this that the work will be
Christian in the exact degree in which love is
vibrant.
Let's make no mistake about lti what is
required is the very actuality of love, contemplation
in charity.
Christian work would have the artist,
as man, a saint,^
Maritain lays down no guidelines for judging the
"actuality of love," nor for Judging the saintliness of
an individual.

Such a Judgment is humanly impossible.

Therefore, the critic is necessarily confined to pronouncing
Judgment on the artist's work, and for this end he sets up
certain criteria that a religious work of art must possess
in order for it to be genuinely Christian,

But again these

criteria are simply the products of the critics' own under
standing and appreciation of religious principles,
lant feels that he, himself,

Monther

is best qualified to judge

the Catholic nature of his playsj5

nevertheless,

on

numerous occasions he has presented the texts of his plays
to the clergy and hierarchy in order that they might
scrutinize and pass Judgment on his work.6
The bulk of Montherlant's work (plays and novels) is
^Jacques Maritain, Art and Scholasticism and the
Frontiers of Poetry (New Yorki
Charles Scribner's Sons,
1962), pp."56-67.
5Henry de Montherlant, "Response A des Critiques,"
Montherlanti Theatre (Parisi Blbliothfeque de la PISiade,
1965). pp. 680-682.
6Henry de Montherlant, "A Monsieur l'Abb6 C. Riviere,"
Montherlant» Theatre (Parisi
Bibliothfeque de la Pl6iade,
1965). PP. 8^-7-^50^
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serious,

intensely dramatic,

Indeed tragic.

This presents

yet another difficulty, for in his plays he Juxtaposes
contrary elements and attempts to fuse them, though they
stand poles apart.

As Glencross pointedly notes,

in true

tragedy
What is contrary to Christianity Is the "glorification
of the human spirit" Joined with "some measure of
antipathy to the power which he [the Christian ]
opposes," And for the Christian the power that he
opposes, whether it be psychological or physical is
always the power of God,
The Christian cannot accept
the glorification of human defiance of God's will.7
Glencross analyzes the paradoxes found in Christian views
on suffering and death.

He says,

The question which is the more manly and noble,
to resist necessity or to accept it meekly is . . ,
the question that is at the back of the whole contro
versy.
That it is more cowardly and weak to accept
in the Christian way is perhaps implied, but what is
significant is that resistance to necessity is seen
as a glory or a virtue in a man.
The implication is
that the forces that overthrow man are evil and if
the Christian likes to call them God, the more fool
h e .8
Then Glencross touches the heart of the problemi
The truth of the matter is that there is here a
perfectly true intuitioni
death is evil.
The
positive statement of this is that a man of some
virtue should not die.9
Then he addsi

"The glorification that is involved in a

7a. F. Glencross, "Christian Tragedy," A Christian
Approach to Western Literaturet An Anthology (Westminster
Marylandi
The Newman Press, 196l"f7 p. 65 .

8lbld., p. 66.
9lbld.
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tragic death Is always that of virtue over the powers of
evil; the antipathy and struggle is the traditional one
of virtue with evil.*'!0
Christian hope is another element militating against
true tragedy.

According to Glencross, hope

is no more a compensation for death than Macbeth's
courage or Cleopatra's disregard for the mundane
world Is a compensation.
It Is the very presence of
spiritual value that makes death's victory so tragic.
MacBeth, Cleopatra and the Christian score off death
because they have stood by a spiritual value In face
of necessity.
Glorification of the human spirit and
cosmic pessimism is there for all of them.
It is only
if one imagines that the Christian can see beyond
his death that It becomes untraglc and farcical like
Milton's Satan.11
The conclusion which Glencross reaches is particularly
apt in Montherlant's case, for his "trilogie catholique"
deals with Individuals who always have God In view, but
whose analysis of their relationship with Him Is always
askew.
Although it Is the teaching of Christianity that
there is no suffering that In the last analysis, is
wasted, or that there is any evil in the world that
finally and under God is an evil, yet to the individual
Christian it does seem to be Just the opposite.
The
Christian in practice cannot make the last analysis.
In theory or in hope, some formulation or some vision
of the world as it is in God's eyes can be made, but
in practice, when it comes to death the cry is always,
"My God, My God, why hast thou forsaken me." Yet the
perfect Christian keeps to his cross as Macbeth keeps
to his sword,12
IQlbld.. p. 6?.
H lbld,. p. 68.
12ibld.

1^0
Granted then that Christian art is difficult to produce,
that Christian literature difficult to write and Christian
tragedy a near impossibility, there still remains the
task of evaluating Montherlant's "trilogie catholique."
It might be added in passing that precious few works in
the literature of the Western world conform to Maritain's
injunctions.

Therefore what we are seeking is insight into

Montherlant's trilogy to discover what in it is Catholic
(Christian) and to what extent it is Catholic.
In Montherlant's notes there is found, standing
alone, a simple quotation from the Persian poet Saadit
"Je te loue, 0 Seigneur.' de nous avoir refuse l'exacte
connaissance du blen et du mal, et de 1 'avoir gard6e pour
tol."33

This idea if one of Montherlant's guiding princi

ples and it is evidenced in each of the major characters
in "la trilogie catholique."
His view of life is succinctly stated in these same
notes where he makes a rapid analysis of his feelings
toward mankind as precipitated by recent international and
interpersonal relationships.

Then he concludesi

Ce sentiment (bonne entente) repose chez moi sur
quatre basest
1. Ma philosophic, que chacun a raison,
2. Mon amour de la Justice, 3* Mon gout pour la
g6n§rosit6 chevaleresque,
Mon esprit fair play
(combinaison de 1*esprit d'6qult§ et de 1'esprit
chevaleresque) .
13Henry de Montherlant, Carnets XXIX & XXXV (Parist
Le Choix, 19^7), p. 37.
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Ce sentiment fonctlonne aussl dans ma vie prlv6e,
ou Je tends touJours a d4fendre les raisons de mon
adversalre, voire de mon enneml, plus chaudement que
les ralennes propres, et ^usqu'4 m'en falre quelquefols un tort vlf 4 mol-meme. Mettons, si on veut
le ravaler, que cet 41an vers mon adversalre est chez
mol une vraie manie.l^
Perhaps It can be said without unfairness at this
point that this Is Montherlant's Christianity and If we
are to find an exemplification of Christianity In his plays,
these are precisely the things to be on the lookout for.
As Preface to le Maftre de Santiago. Montherlant uses
his essay on Greco's painting of Julian Romero, Commander
of the Order of Santiago,

He statesi

Les deux suppliants du "Romero" sont le r4el, car,
ces expressions que leur prete le peintre, 11 est
plausible qu'a quelque moment ils les ont eues telles
strlctement que les voiclt et en meme temps ils
transcendent le r6el.
Ils sont humalns au possible*
et en meme temps 11s r4fl6chlssent le divin.15
This is precisely what Montherlant attempts In each of his
playsi

to show the human side of his characters with a

touch of divinity attached.

Montherlant is interested In

individualizing his characters, but not at the expense of
sacrificing universality of appeal.

"Au dela des situations

partlculi&res, ce a quoi Je m'attache touJours, c'est 4
tralter des probl4mes qui se rapportent 4 la nature
l^Ibld.. p. 39.
15Henry de Montherlant, “Sur le Tableau du Grecoi
Julian Romero," Montherlanti Theatre (Parisi
Blbliotheque de la PI4 lade, 1965), p" 594.

11*2
permanente de 1'homme,"16
According to Henri Gouhier, a key to understanding
Montherlant's concept of human nature— of tragedy In human
nature— Is the constant presence of misunderstanding, misapprehensIon.
”. . . nous constatons que dans l'unlvers traglque
de Montherlant, 11 y a des malentendus de 1*homme
avec lul-meme, que ces malentendus postulent une
certalne structure de 1*existence humalne dSfinie par
le mot de Saint Paul*
"Dieu seul connalt le secret
des coeurs."l?
Gouhier suggests that everything In Montherlant's
tragedies happens as though there were some secret of the
heart, and that this remains hidden except from God who
knows the Innermost recesses of the heart.
Gouhier says,

Moreover,

It Is difficult to write a tragedy "de 1 'homme

cach6"l® without understanding that a man's secret thoughts
are hidden from all except God.

And he continues,

"De fait,

Henry de Montherlant n'Schappe nl ne cherche a Schapper
a la loglque qui postule la presence d'un TSmoln absolu
sous les Illusions de la connalssance de sol."19
All of Montherlant's characters, according to Gouhier,
l^Henry de Montherlant, "Presentation de Malatesta,"
Montherlanti Theatre (Parisi
Bibliotheque de la PlSlade,
1965), P. 5 ^ .
l?Henrl Gouhier, "La religion dans le Theatre d'Henry
de Montherlant," La Table Ronde. No. 212 (September, 1965),
p. 6.
l8lbld.
19lbld.
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possess what Cisneros In le Cardinal d'Espagne calls
" 1 'exaltation."20

And Gouhier concludesi

"Et ceci dolt

nous faire comprendre pourquol la question de la religion
dans ce theatre ne se confond pas avec celle de la religion
de son auteur. "21

On the surface this may seem to negate

what Glencross, T u m e l l and Maritain say about a religious
work flowing from a sainted soul.

On the contrary.

It

is not necessary, nor even desirable that Montherlant be
each of his characters, nor that each speaks for Monther
lant.

Given his understanding of human nature, and given

the characters he treats,

it is a tribute to his genius

that he can present characters in the throes of this conflict
between the human and the divine.
The difficulty that m o d e m Christians encounter in
Montherlant is his view of Christianity as a principle of
extension.

The Christians in his plays are completely

detached from the things of this world, but even more
astonishingly they are detached from themselves.

They

experience a liberation which frees them from passion, but
a liberation which furnishes them with the opportunity of
completely annihilating themselves.

This is the way

Montherlant sees the Gospel applied in the life of his
20Montherlant, Le Cardinal d'Espagne. IIi H i ,
P. 131.
2lGouhler, op. clt.. p. 8.
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tragic figures.22
Another disturbing feature to m o d e m Christians is
Montherlant's use of classic Greek and more particularly
classic Roman figures as prototypes of his tragic char
acters.

For Montherlant, the modern Catholic (and for him

this means the Catholic from the time of the Renaissance)
has little vital faith.

Such a Catholic

n'a guere que de la superstition.
Sa fol veritable,
c'est la foi dans la gloire, et ses dleux, ce sont
les grands hommes de 1 'antiquity romaine (disons blent
romalne.
Le Renaissant italien dSdaigne les Grecs).
C'est chez ces grands hommes qu'il cherche des examplesj
des encouragements dans ses entreprises, a se remfimorer
les obstacles qu'lls vainqulrentj des consolations
dans ses €preuves, & en retrouver de semblables chez
euxi la Justification de ses penchants, de ses extra
vagances et de ses crimes,
Malatesta meurt sans un
mot d ’appel vers le Dieu des chrfitiensi ceux qu'il
appelle, ce sont des h€ros de l'antlquitS.
Ce sont
eux ses soutlens et ses saints.23
And in earlier notes, Montherlant says enigmatically,
"Passer dans le christianisme et en sortir, a peu pres comme
les auteurs classiques, qu'il faut avoir connus et avoir
o u b l i 5 s . " 2 4

Montherlant of course avows that he has left

the Church,25 but perhaps some of the frank admissions of
Paul VI and of the more liberal element in the Church of
ag g l o m a m e n t o find him closer to the Church than ever
22ibid., p, 10.
23Montherlant, "Presentation de Malatesta," (Pieiade),
pp. 5^5-5^6.
24wontherlant, Carnet XLII et XLIII (Parisi
1948), p. 102.
25Cf., s u p r a , pp. 111-113,

Le Cholx,
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before.

There is a similar rejection of superficiality by

both the churchmen and Montherlant, and the Italian
Renaissance Catholic which Montherlant scourges and with
whom he identifies the m o d e m Catholic,
by the Church,

is also rejected

There would be common agreement on Monther

lant's statement that
. . .I'idSal de l'italien de ce temps-la. (Renaissance)
£tait, . ."l'homme universel".
Mals on touche vite
les limltes de ces hommes universels.
Dans leur
conception de la gloire Je retrouve ce caractfcre
superficlel qui est . . .^celui de toute la Renaissance
italienne, et qui me la gate un peu.^o

that

The conclusion to be reached

at this point would seem

of suspending Judgment as to

the Catholic nature of

"la trilogie," and

let the plays speak for themselves at

the same time as we give consideration to what the play
wright says of his plays and to what critics versed in
religious literature say of them.
LA TRILOGIE CATHOLIQUE
Montherlant writes in Notes sur Mon Theatre,
Quand on m'a demand^ de faire le scenario d'un
film sur Ignace de Loyola, Je me suis aper$u qu'une
des raisons lnconsclentes pour lesquelles J'avals
pu mettre en sc&ne le Janslnisme, dans Port-Ro.yal.
6tait qu'il n'y avait personne aujourd'hui pour
representer et dSfendre cette confession^— personne
done qui voudrait m 'Influencer, me controler,
m'embrigader, me forcer a dire autre chose que ce
^^Montherlant, "Presentation de Malatesta," (Pl£iade),
p. 146.

U6
que Je voulais dire,27
Lemarchand finds that Montherlant succeeded admirably
in writing his play without constraint.
Dans ce Port-Royal, Montherlant, avec la plus
belle aisance et Justesse, retrouve, rfiinvente la
langue si belle et animfie, si pure et expressive—
et toujours si vivante, dramatiquement vlvante— de
ces polSmistes religieux de XVII sifecle, nourris de
bonnes lettres et dlvorfis d 'indignation au spectacle
des injustices qui leur sont faltes,
IndiffSrentes
a celles qu'lls peuvent coromettre pour peu que le
g£nie s'en mele, cela devient la langue des Provin
ciates
It should be kept In mind that Montherlant's Port-Royal
is not simply a polemic tour de force, but also a highly
dramatic, skillfully written play.

As Gautier remarkst

"Je crols bien que voilA Port-Royal la meilleure pldce
de Montherlant— la plus haute, la plus noble, la plus sobre,
la plus pure, la plus homogftne, la plus ramassSe,
courageuse— la meilleure.

la plus

. ."29

Montherlant conceived the idea of writing Port-Royal
in 1929,3® but kept this idea germinating until 19^0 when
he began the play, which he completed In 19^2.

In the

Interim he began Don Fadrlque, a religious drama which he
^ M o n t h e r l a n t , Notes sur Mon Theatre, pp. 19-20.
28

Jacques Lemarchand et Jean-Jacques Gautier, "PortRoyal." Theatre de France (October 5, 1955). P. 17.
29Ibid.
30
Henry de Montherlant, "Du Cot6 de la Souffranee,"
Montherlant 1 Theatre {Parist
Blbliotheque de la Pl6iade,
1965), PP. 1079-1060.
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had planned originally as part of his "trilogie cathollque,"
but which he subsequently abandoned and for which he sub
stituted le Maftre de Santiago.

He rewi'ote Port-Royal In

1953 completing his "trilogie cathollque," "qul comprend
avec lul le Maftre de Santiago et la Vllle dont le Prince
est un Enfant.

L'ordre de chevalerie,

le college, le

couvent.
Montherlant's study of Jansenism began a life-long
interest In what he looked upon as a kindred spirit:
Dans le Jans6nisme je trouvals aussl des solitaires,
des rigoureux, des dissidents, et une minoritSi
cette famllle Stalt et ne cessera jamais d'etre la
mienne.
Comme celle des moines, elle n'^talt pas
en trop bons rapports avec la soci6t6.
Et puls, m'eutelle 6t6 molns proche, le monde me paraft assez
riant pour que j'y reste, mals assez vain pour que
Je me sente le frfere de quiconque se retranche
de lul, et quelle que soit la raison de ce
retranchementi
a mes yeux elle sera touJours
secondalre.
Enfin, dans le Jansenlsme je trouvals
un Ordre, et J'al racontfi d£ja comment, en 1919,
J'avals 6t§ travalllS par ce concept d ’Ordre.
C'est alors que, frappS du caractere dramatlque
de malnt Episode de Port-Royal, je r^solus d'Scrire
un Jour une pifece sur cette m a l s o n , 3 2
The convent of Port-Royal came into historical promi
nence in 1602 when there entered the convent a young girl
of eleven later to become Mere Ang^llque, superior of the
religious house which had gained notoriety for Its life
^ M o n t h e r l a n t , "Port-Royali

Preface," (PISlade), p. 982.

■^Henry de Montherlant, "Sur Port-Royal." Montherlantt
Theatre (Parisi
Biblloth&que de la P16lade, 1965), pp. 6<55WT.
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of ease and comfort where once the life of seclusion and
asceticism had flourished.33
The Papacy ordered the convent closed In 1708 and the
following year the last of the Sisters took their departure.
As Laudenbach wryly remarksi

"Un des tr£s grands chapftres

de l'histoire de l'esprit framjais s'achevalt, corame 11
arrive parfols en France,

par une bouffonnerie pollclere."^

At the point where Montherlant takes up the action of
his play, he finds the convent divided into the brave and
constant sisters and the fearful and traitorous.

The

memory of Mfere AngSllque gives strength to the constant,
but blinded by pride they really do not know why they
resist the Archbishop.

Their trials and sufferings form

the dramatic element of the play.
The Church authorities for some time had been making
unsuccessful efforts to compel the Sisters of Port-Royal
to sign an oath which condemned the propositions of
Jansenius, Bishop of Ypres, who held that human nature was
utterly corrupt and completely unable to accomplish good,
and that Christ died for the predestined and not for all
men.

The convent of Port-Royal had been reformed on these

principles and the Sisters looked upon them as essential
^ R o l a n d Laudenbach, "Montherlant est de Port-Royal,"
Theatre de France (October 5. 1955). p. 19.
^ Ibid.
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to their mode of l i f e . 35
The play opens with a visitor to the convent, father
of one of the Sisters, pleading with her to sign the oath.
She steadfastly refuses.

Then we are given an insight into

the turmoil and division within the convent as the Sisters
await the arrival of Archbishop PSrSfixe.

The confron

tation with the Archbiship is cordial at first, but
when the Sisters persist in their refusal, P6r£flxe is
adamant, condemns the Sisters and orders their dispersal
to other convents where they are to live in confinement
and penance.

The play ends with the arrival of the black-

robed Visitandine Sisters who are to take over the convent
and effect its reform.
The plot of Port-Royal is extremely simple.

Montherlant

is primarily concerned with his characters, and the play
is essentially a probing into the inner workings of the
souls of certain Sisters,
and Sister Franqoise.

in particular of Sister AngSlique

"Le sujet," Montherlant writes

de cette plfece est le parcours que fait une ame
conventuelle vers un certain 6v6nement dont elle
prSvoit qu'il cr6era en elle une crise de doute
rellgieux, et par ailleurs le renversement d'une
autre ame conventuelle qui, sous l ’effet du meme
6v6nement, passe d'un htat a l'6tat oppos§.
La
Soeur Franqoise est mlse, a 1'improviste, devant
"la lumi&re". La Soeur Ang^lique s'achemine, d'un
cours loglque et pr6vu, vers "les Portes des
TSnfebres,"
^ M o n t h e r l a n t , "Du Cot6 de la Souffrance," (PlSiade),
pp. 1079-1083.
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L'archeveque PSrSflxe est le catalyseur de ces
mouvements, qui ne sont pas les seuls.
Car c'est
lui aussi qui, par l*6v£nement qu'il cr6e, d6couvre
la trahison de la Soeur Flavie, et fait 6clater
l'enveloppe de froideur dont s'entourait, a l'Sgard
des etres, la Soeur Ang6lique de Saint Jean.36
Montherlant tries to strike a balance between the
combined forces of Church and crown, and the Sisters,

The

former intrepid, brooking no opposition! the latter deter
mined in their quest for that freedom of expression totally
unacceptable to the Church to which they belong,

Galland

remarks *
Cette tension entre des etres de race spirituelle
oppos^e, peut-etre nScessaire k la marche du monde
terrestre, se retrouve, sous une autre forme k
l'lnt^rieur meme du catholicisme. La, les pelnes
inflig^es, comme les pelnes subles, sont le creuset
oil se pur if lent les ames qui seront, plus tard, les
mieux tremp£es.
Montherlant va Jusqu'A falre dire
a la M&re Agn£si
"L'Eglise a plus maintenu ses
v6rit£s par ses souffrances, que par les v§rlt£s
memes," L'orthodoxie de cette pens^e est contestable,
mals elle est le clef de voute de la "trilogie
cathollque" de Montherlant.37
Montherlant has noticeably softened the character of
PSrfifixe who,

in historical accounts shows himself a firm

and even insulting interrogator.3®

For the most part,

Montherlant's F6r6flxe treats the Sisters kindly, fatherly.
When Soeur Ang^llque says softlyi
Les hommes qui nous pers^cutent doivent etre l'objet
^^Montherlant, "Port-Royal»
-^Georgette Galland,
(October, 1955), p. 95.
-^Montherlant,

Preface," (PISiade), p. 983*

"Port-Royal." The French Review

"Port-R o y a l i

Preface," (Pl€iade),

p.

98^.
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special de notre tendresse et de nos prl&res.
P6r§fixe replies in kindi
Mol, vous pers^cuter.' Je vous proteste q u ’il n'y a
que moi et une autre personne de la Cour qui empechent qu'on vous persecute d'une autre sorte,
Pourquoi me craignez-vous? On s'est fait icl une
habitude de tremblement, , , Je veui que vous m'aimiez.
Vous ne serez que meilleure de tout ce qui s'est
pass£.39
But at the same time, P6r6flxe personifies an aspect
of the Church which, according to Galland "prend la sym^trie
pour ordre, vfiritfi et Squilibre dans la diversity pour
dgsordre, laideur et erreur."^®

Dramatically the Arch

bishop is as necessary to the Sisters as is the Superior
to de Pradts in La Vllle dont le Prince est un Enfant.

As

Montherlant explains it,
l'un et 1 'autre Jouent le role bienfaisant du sacrificateur dans les religions antiques.
Les monlales
sont bSnies parce qu'elles souffrentj elles le savent,
elles le dlsent.
L ’archeveque est b6ni parce qu'il
est 1'instrument de leur souffranee; il ne le salt
pas, et ne le dit pas, parce qu'il est un homme super
ficial t mais 11 souffre quelque peu de ce qu'il fait,
et 11 le dit,
De chaque cot6 on pourrait reprendre
une parole des supSrleurs dans la Vllle. , .i "C'est
en souffrant de nous, et nous faisant souffrlr, qu'il
a sentl qui nous sommes." Ce "qui nous sommes", dans
la bouche du sup^rieur, recouvre une r£alit6 tant
humalne que religieuse, et de meme c'est ce qu'il
recouvrlralt s '11 6tait prononcS par des personnages
de Port-Royal,
^ H e n r y de Montherlant, Port-Royal (Parisi
th&que de la PlSiade, 1965), pp. 1062-1063.
ko
Galland, oj>, clt. . p. 95.

Blblio-

^ H e n r y de Montherlant, "Une Justification de PortR o y a l ,'' La Revue de P a r i s . N . 62 (March, 1955), P. 32.
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Montherlant certainly realizes that his characters suffer,
and he wonders what effect this might have on his audience
since they will object that both M&re Agn&s and Soeur
Ang^lique cannot conceive of God nor feel his presence
except in a spirit of Joy or at least in some expression
of their freedom of spirit,

"La souffrance," Montherlant

replies,
pourrlt Ang£llquej elle la mfene Jusqu'au doute»
l'lr^el n'est plus qu'un reve, c'est la terre qui
est la r6allt6.
Mais, m'fitant aventur^ a faire dire
par un personnage de ma pifecei
"L’Eglise a plus
maintenu ses v^rltSs par ses souffranees, que par
les v^ritSs memes", et cette phrase ayant £t6 ensulte
approuvSe par d'excellentes personnes ecclfislastlques,
Je m'aventurerai a dire, avec l'espoir slnon d'une
semblable approbation, du moins de ne reijevoir par
trop de dementii
11 me semble de peu d*importance
qu'une ame pSrlsse si A ce prix la chr6tient£
progresse ou seulement survlt, Je veux diret
si le
Dieu des chr^tlens continue d'etre dans le monde un
Dieu vlvant, et Je m'imagine sans peine la Soeur
AngSlique, au plus profond de son dftsarrol, s'€crianti
"0 Mon Dieu,' si vous exlstez, vous savez que ce qui
naft & votre profit de nos souffrances vaut bien
que par une de ces souffrances Je me perde.*'^2
Mere Agnes "suit de prfes son modfele historique,
Palsible, soumlse, non sans onctlon, mais capable a 1 'occa
sion de vigueur.

, ."43

Her true character is brought out

in her closing dialog with the Sistersi
La M&re Agnes, (a une Jeune soeur),
Je vous
demande pardon, ma Soeur, si Je vous ai Jamals
offens^e.
En raison de roes infirmit6s, permettezmoi de ne me mettre pas a genoux une seconde fols, et

^2ibid,
^3Montherlant, "Port-Royalt
p. 984.
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de vous le demander seulement les mains Jolntes.
(Elles s'embrassent. Puls la Mere Agnfcs se
retire dans le fond, ou elle est embrass£e par toutes
les soeurs, qui lul baisent aussl les mains.
During the hours of anxiety and suffering, the wrong
fully ambitious Soeur Flavle plans her betrayal of the
Sisters,

But In contrast to her Infidelity and duplicity,

and as the situation in the convent worsens, the young
Sister Franqoise passes from a simple and Innocent faith
to a faith that is militant and mystical.

She Is not

overly concerned with signing the oath at first, but as
she sees the steadfastness of the other Sisters and the
traitorous behavior of Soeur Flavle coupled with what she
feels to be the true spirit of Christianity exhibited by
the Sisters she becomes emboldened.

When PfirSflxe condemns

her along with the rest, concluding with
L'Archeveque:
ch6e.

, , .Vous aussl vous serez retran-

She replies j
Je ne serai pas retranchfie de Celui qui est en
mol.
I/Archevequet
Vous en etes retranchSe dfija plus
que vous ne croyez.
La Soeur Franqoiset MonselgneurJ
Est-ce vous
qui me dltes cela? Notre-Selgneur a parlfi au D6mon
plus doucement que vous ne parlez a vos filles.
II
n'y avalt que M, Bail, a ce Jour, pour nous menacer
de l'enfer, nous rapprocher des sorcleres, des
poss$d£es d'Auxonne!
Cela passalt cependant.
Mais
11 suffit que notre pasteur nous parle pour nous
^Montherlant,

Port-Royal. (PlSiade),

p, 1062,
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faire pleurer.* SI vous Stiez un calviniste, encore,
ou un Stranger, que sals-Je.* un Anglais, un Espagnol
. . . Mais vous, notre Perel*5
Her strong faith is not only contrasted to the weakness
of the opportunistic Soeur Plavie, but to the darkness and
despair which descend upon Soeur Ang^lique who is engulfed
in a sea of doubt, feeling herself abandoned by God
("Qu'ai-Je fait pour etre a ce point abandonee?" )*6 and
staring Hell in the facei

”, , .me v o i d tout Juste devant

les Portes des TSnebres, , , .
The lengthy scene between Mfere Agnes and Soeur Ang6lique is one of the most dramatic and beautiful in all of
Montherlant,
Agnes,

Soeur Angfillque lays her soul bare to Mere

Her temptations against faith, intensified by

recurring dreams of imprisonment, darkness and despair,
force her to reveal a sensitive religious spirit, but one
which forges ahead on sheer volition with no supporting
faith and no ability to pray.

Mere Agnfes, stable and

gracious, tries in vain to comfort the troubled Soeur
Angfillque in her concern over her sleeplessness, her worries,
her lack of faith and her disturbance over the importunities
of both the civil and religious authorities.
La Mere Agnesi
Je suis bien rSsolue de ne plus
m'affecter de telles malencontres, par 1'experience
*5lbld.. pp. 1059-1060.
*6lbid., p. 1074,
* 7 l b i d . , p. 1035.
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que J'al qu'un quart d'heure de temps devant Dieu
efface beaucoup de choses qui paraissalent de grandes
choses, et qui en fait ne sont rlen.48
But In the end, all emerges Just as Soeur AngAlique fearsi
she Is sent, along with eleven others, from the convent
to a life of complete seclusion (If not Isolation) and
penance,
Although writing of such thoroughly Christian women,
curiously enough, Montherlant sees their roots Implanted
not so much in the Church as in pagan R o m e i
Port-Royal fait retour aux sources duchristlanlsme prlmltlf, comme les vleux-Romains faisalent
retour aux sources de la Rome primitive.
A Port-Royal on a . ♦ . les pieds sur la terre,
comme dans la vleille socl^tfi romalnet 11 y a aussl
loin de l'esprit posS de Port-Royal a celul des mys
tiques, qu'il y a loin des Romalns a l'esprit m£taphysique des Grecs,
On est robin et procSdurier
comme dans la vleille soci6t€ romaine.
On a cette
trlstesse et cet amour de la trlstesse qui me touchent
sur les visages romalns qu'on volt aux bustes, . . ,
On a l'orgueil et l'esprit d'exclusion qui de tout
temps ont caract€ris6 la vleille sociStl romaine.^9
Perhaps this is Montherlant's way of saying that his char
acters are only human, for indeed the Sisters in their
detachment, their consecration were no more than human.
Again he writesi
La cfilebre lettre de la M&re Agn&s a son neveu
Le Maftre, sur son marlage projetS, a une duretS
romaine. , . Et terrlbles tels aveux d'AngSlique de
^8Ibid., p. 1024.
49Henry de Montherlant, "Port-Royal et le purltanisme
Romain," Montherlanti
Theatre (Earlsi
Bibliotheque de la
PlSiade, 1965), p. 1085.
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Saint-Jean, sur la faqon dont elle traitalt certaines soeurs qu'elle n'avait pas a la bonnei son
remords en est court. . .50
But Montherlant carries his comparison of the Sisters to
pagan Rome almost to the extreme,

"A Port-Royal," he says,

on rejette les o m e m e n t s et les astragales,
Mais on
garde tout un cot6 petit qui a une estampille tres
romaine.
On interprfete les songes, on croit aux
signes et aux prodiges, on attend des livres saints
ouverts au hasard cela meme que les Romalns attendaient
des sortes verglllannaet une prediction de l'avenir.
Les soeurs enterr^es- avec aux mains des suppllques a
la divinity, en style de procedure, cela semble
appartenlr au plus antique rituel funeraire du Latium.
Chez ces ames generalement hautes, il y a une part
de superstition sordide qui a une odeur de Trastevere.
Et m'aventur^-je trop en rapprochant le d6pe$age des
Messieurs post mortem de pareilles operations adorees
des Romalns? . . .
Je ne serais pas trop surprise
qu'on eut demande aux entrailles de l'abb6 de SaintCyran de saints presages.51
Individual characters are, nevertheless, very much
the products of their environment.

Even condensing the

story of a lifetime into a play of three hours, Montherlant
still paints a picture of real people.

True he has

selected the most dramatic moments of their lives, but
moments which show the finished product.

The Sisters'

lives have been founded on order, a condition which endears
them to Montherlant.

Laudenbach sees this clearly.

Depuls toujours, depuis Sainte-Croix de Neuilly,
depuis bien avant meme, il aime l'ordre, religieux
ou militaire* ^oui, l'ordre. A Port-Royal, il n'est
pas d£pays6, meme s'il ne comprend pas qu'on puisse
50lbld.
51l b l d .. pp. 1085-1086.
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s 'adresser au d e l .
II alme aussl, tout autant que
l'ordre, ceux qui disent non.
II n'est pas mondaln.
Les bavardes, les comraeres, 11 d€teste <ja. Ce
solitaire qui ne se mele au monde qu'avec maladresse
et timidltS, comment n'auralt-ll pas eu un peu plus
que de la curiosity pour ceux qui se sont retrenches
du monde et qui bravent ses edits? Prudent pour ce
qui est du gouvernement de sa vie, 11 pr^ffere pourtant les lmprudents aux comptables, , , , chez lul
& Port-Royal, et que ces filles etonnantes, folles,
salntes, sont ses couslnes ou ses nieces, , . Elles
1 'enchantent, l'amusent, lul plalsent beaucoup plus
que les femmes savantes^qul de nos jours font de
l'economle polltlques.^
Montherlant, then,

Is sympathetic toward the Sisters

of Port-Royal, to their cause, even though,

in the final

analysis, he is unable to understand how they can address
themselves to God, submit themselves entirely to His will.
But he does understand their problem.

He makes the great

struggle of the play not Jansenism, although it Is evident
where his sympathies lie, but rather the signing of the
Formulalre.
Church.

The Sisters are clearly devoted to their

Indeed, they cannot conceive of themselves as

separated from it.

But, as Rey states,

their movement with their whole hearts.

"they believe in
Not to sign would

make them guilty of disobedience, but to sign would take
away from them their reason for existence."^3
These are the issues in Montherlant's Port-Royal.

22.

^Laudenbach,

"Montherlant est de Port-Royal," pp. 21-

^ J o h n B. Rey, "The Search for the Absolutei
The
Plays of Henry de Montherlant,"
World Drama, Vol. 3
(September, i 960 ), p. 189.
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It Is not a question of heresy * heresy is a frame of mind,
one totally foreign to the spirit of the Sisters.

Maulnier

makes this clear.
M. de Montherlant a done su voir que son sujet,
ce n'etait pas le d6bat de la liberty humaine et de
la predestination, mais la passion de fld61it£ qui
oppose aux autorit£s r6unles de l'Etat et de l'Eglise,
pourvues de tous les moyens de la contrainte temporelle
et spirltuelle, une minority de faibles femmes
opprlmSes. Lk est la "pathetique" de la situation,
pathetique qui s'apparent! '
lul des Dialogues des
Carmelites de B e m a n o s
Montherlant claims that he has given both sides a
hearing.

But his spirit of falr-play aligns him with the

Sisters.
Quand on lit les Constitutions de Port-Royalv ou
les vies de telles religieuses, on ne peut pas n'etre
pas salsl de respect.
II ne s'agit pas de dire la
c'est la vfiritS. Mais de voir que, une ligne logique
etant suivie depuis un certain point de depart— le
christianisme originel,— c'est a cela qu'on aboutit,55
However, Montherlant does admit that although the
lines he has given to Mfcre Agnfes are consoling and edifying,
still they effect very little spiritual envigoration in
the Sister's anxious souls.

He recognizes that their

anxieties are Increased by their very femininity, their
poor health and the difficulties inherent in living a com
munity life.56

These are not Montherlant's Inventions.

5^Thierry Maulnier, "Le Theatre 1 Port-Royal." La
Revue de Paris. No, 62 (January, 1955)• P* 1^9.
55Montherlant, "Du cotS de la souffranee," (Plfilade),
P. 1079.
56ib l d .. p. 1808.
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He supports his position by returning to primary sources*
II faut voir dans les Vies 6dlflantes l'Apulsement
oil nombre d'entre elles se trouvalentj il faut lire
la lettre ou une soeur anonyme dScrit les effets que
lui cause la seule visite de L'Archeve<jue P6r6flxe
dans la malsont 11 faut lire dans le meme ouvrage la
description, par une des soeurs de Port-Royal, d'un
office c6l6br6 pendant que les Visltandine gouvernaient le monastftre de Paris, une fols parties les
douze "rebelles", et ou les religleuses, prosternfies, pleuraient tant "que le sol du Choeur fut tout
trempS",. , .pour mesurer ce que continrent de
souffranee ces lieux et bien d'autres lleux.57
The Sisters of Port-Royal lived in constant fear, and
it is this fear, Montherlant says, that is the key to
understanding their plight.
. . . la peur interc&derait auprfes de Dieuj et, pour
Soeur Angfilique, elle devrait interdder auprfes de
notre f^roce prochain,
Voila. qui entre bien dans le
renversement des valeurs apportfe par le christianlsme.
La religion qui a mis le slgne plus partout ou il y
avalt le slgne molns. et inversement, serait infidele
A son gSnie si elle ne permettait pas a l'homme de se
faire un mfirite de sa peur.
Que cela soit consolant,
et par la^soit habile, on n'en disconvlent pas, et
mettons meme qu'on y adhfere, car les consolations ont
leur prixjians les temps diffidles,
II y a toutefois
de quol rever.58
To stun upi

Without ever raising the key theological

issue, Montherlant never leaves it in doubt.
seen, in the play, the effect of grace.

There is

There is a parade

of sisters— some timid, some strong, some weak, some con
fused.

But by the end of the play we are given a fairly

accurate picture of both the Church and the Convent.
57lbld.
58i b l d .. pp. 1082-1083.

Each
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has attacked the opposition and defended Its positionj
both are scarred, and In their own ways, both victorious.
The Sisters demonstrate their heroism, their spiritual
Integrity, their firmness,

The Church emerges as a soli

citous father with a touch of rigor tempered by logic and
common sense.

Yet It cannot escape the humiliation Incurred

by allowing others to glimpse the feet of clay beneath
the purple robes.
HOW CATHOLIC IS PORT-ROYAL
Montherlant says that he became acquainted with Jansen
ism through works which presented only a caricature of the
true Jansenism.

He adds that this distorted view was his

sole basis of Judging Jansenism until he came across SainteB euve’s work.59
J'avals d6pass6 alors le cathollclsme a l'ltalienne
qui fut celul de ma premiere Jeunesse et J'Stals entrS
dans la sympathie et le respect pour le chrlstlanlsme
prls au s&rleux.
La dficouverte du vral Port-Royal
(dficouverte) falte dans le climat moral d'Alger, dont
la grosslAretA, par contraste, le faisait paraftre
plus mervellleux encore) me montra ou 6talt ma voca
tion.
Toute la source Smotionelle en Atalt contenue
pour mol dans cette simple phrase de Sainte-Beuvei
"Port-Royal ne fut qu'un retour et un redoublement
de foi A la dlvinitA de J f i s u s - C h r l s t ,"60
There are those, of course, who would deny to an
unbeliever such as Montherlant the possibility of writing
59charles Augustin Salnte-Beuve, Port-Royal. 7 vols.
(Parisi
L, Hachette, 1867-1871),
60Montherlant, "Sur Port-Royal." (Plfilade), p. 66^.
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a Catholic play.

But as was noted above, who Is to Judge

another's spiritual worth?

Again there are those typified

by Jean 0rcibal6l who have delved deeply into the historical
Port-Royal and compared the historical texts with Monther
lant's play.

They would seem to allow Montherlant no

poetic license, no adjustments of historical perspective
in order to present Port-Royal as he sees it.

What Monther

lant is trying to do is, not to write history, but to show
the meaning of an historical event.

Indeed, Montherlant

adds copious notes gratuitously to the text of the play,
but obviously he is unable to include the whole of history
written on Port-Royal.

Furthermore, he is well aware of

his bias, for he admits it frankly.
Avant de la (Port-Royal) commencer, la question
que Je me posaii
"Ne me trompd-Je pas? Suls-Je fait
pour cette oeuvre?" m'dvoquait le rellgieux novice
qui se demande s'il a bien la vocation.
Maintenant,
la contrainte de ne faire sortir de moi, dans cette
piece, que ma part chrdtienne, ou de mdtamorphoser
en dlans rellgieux mes dlans humains, me semblait
parente, elle aussl de celle des solitaires, qui
plidrent dans la discipline cathollque des dlans et
des reveries qui, deux cents ans plus tard, se fussent
rdpandus en ddbordements a la Sand et a la Rend (l'idde
est de Sainte-Beuve). Et du travail et des mouvements
de 1'inspiration Je revais cju'ils n'dtaient pas sans
analogie avec ceux de la G r a c e . °2
Montherlant’s Port-Royal expresses the Sisters' intense
desire for purity coupled with almost unbridled pride.
6lJean Orclbal, "Angdlique de Saint-Jean devant les
'Portes de la nult'," La Table Ronde. No. 155 (November,
I960), pp. 201-20?.
62wontherlant, "Sur Port-Royal." (Pldiade),

p. 668.
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True devotion, for the Sisters, and In particular for Soeur
Angfilique, consists in total self-abnegation and the rooting
out all traces of earthly attachment,

They live as though

in exile, looking upon the world as something far removed
and worthy only of their contempt,

Soeur AngSlique's

agitated spirit leads her to despair, and she lives in
constant fear.

Port-Royal shows us the Christianity of

silent renunciation, the Christianity of anguish, the
anomaly of a species of humble pride, of timidity and firmness--these consistently colored by the gloom of Jansenist
views on grace and predestination.
Bordonove seems to give the most seasoned evaluation
of the Catholic nature of Port-Royal.

"II est Strange,"

he writes,
qu'un Scrlvain qui se declare volontiers incroyant
ait pu 6crire cette tplfece], L'h£r 6dlt 6 n'explique
pas tout. Non plus que 1'education. Non plus que
la psychologie. Non plus que 1'intuition, voire le
gSnie,
II y a aussi cette falm de paix et de silence,
cette soif dfivorante de puretfi que l ’on retrouve
partout dans cette oeuvre, quelquefols suggfirSes,
quelquefois hurlfies a la face du public,
II y a ces
nostalgles lnexplicables, inlassablement rSpStfies.
Montherlant affirme qu'il ne peut "raisonnablement"
croire,
Est-ce avec la raison que l'on croit? En
lul le christianisme a poussS ^rofondfiment ses
raclnes.
Des Gv&nements, des etres inconnus ont coup€
1 'arbre* mais les racines subsistent, vlvaces et
r^surgissent ga et 1&, C'est une chose strange que
L'Exil, par quoi s ’est ouverte la carrifere de ce
dramaturge, renferme le sujet meme de Port-Royal.
II Scrlvait dams L'Exlli "On m'a exll£ de ma patrle
profonde.'" Les soeurs de Port-Royal sont, elles aussl,
exilSes de leur patrie profonde,
L'oeuvre entifere de
Montherlant, et non seulement son theatre est placfie
sous le signe de l'exili c'est la quete acharnle d'on
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ne salt quel royaume de Jeunesse perdue, d'on ne salt
quelle assembl 6e de purs, d 6vots de 1 'Amour Immuable.
Etrange, Strange pente chez "un lncroyant." Mais
fol sans don, caricature* SI Port-Royal contient un
message, c'est celui-cl.°3
Montherlant, then, has written a Catholic play, one
In which Catholics are opposed to one another, each follow
ing his own conscience.

To those who may object that

neither the Sisters nor the Church authorities acted as they
should, still It must be accepted that some people act this
way and since Vatican II It Is much easier for Increasingly
large numbers of Catholics and non-Cathollcs alike to
discover In the Sisters' adamant refusal to be swayed from
their resolve and in the Church's unswaylng adherence to
tradition and to authoritative control, the emerging Cath
olic with his quest for freedom and his deep concern for
his spiritual life, as well as to have a deeper appreciation
of the current efforts of the Church to abandon its position
as a closed society and to channel its efforts In the
direction of a movement Joining with people of good will
of every persuasion to further the kingdom of God on earth.

63Georges Bordonove, Henry de Montherlant (Paris*
Editions Unlversitalres, 195^), P.

16^
LE MAlTRE DE SANTIAGO
Montherlant observes that there is a strong historical
and psychological relationship between le Maftre de San
tiago^

and Port-Royal.65

In fact, he candidly admits in

his notes,
, , . bien des mois apres avoir termini le second PortRoyal, J'ai rfiallsS que J'avals avec lul rScrit le
Maltre de Santiago. Les religieuses devant l'archeveque et sa suite, c'est don Alvaro devant don Bernal
et les "chevaliers de terre".
C'est la lutte entre
ceux qui prennent tout a fait au s&rieux, et ceux qui
ne prennent pas tout a fait au sfirieux, et la dSfalte
ineluctable, toujours et en toute circonstance, des
premiers.“
However, the two plays are different 1

le Maftre de Santiago

is simpler and of less significance historically.

Monther

lant takes the same object, but reverses the situation.
Port-Royal opens with the father of one of the Sisters
attempting to persuade his daughter that she does not belong
in a cloister, while le. Maftre de Santiago closes with a
father leading his daughter to the cloister.

Furthermore,

there is in Port-Royal the impetuous desire for reform
while in le Maftre de Santiago, the reticence of the knights

6^Henry de Montherlant, Le Maftre de Santiago In Mon
therlan1 1 Theatre (Paris 1 Biblioth&aue de la PISlade.
1 9 6 5 J , PP. 386- 662.
65Montherlant, "Du cotfi de la souffranee,'* (PlSiade)
pp. 1079- 1080.
66ib l d .. p. 1080.
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of the Order,67
In Montherlant's play, don Alvaro Dabo finds himself
the lone remaining member of the Order of Santiago who
still possesses its original spirit.

He lives in disgust

for the world whose love of ease and comfort has replaced
all notions of rigor and asceticism.
Don Bernal desires that don Alvaro's daughter, Mariana,
marry his son.

Since Alvaro is penniless, don Bernal

suggests that he go to America to make his fortune and
secure a dowry for Mariana.

Don Alvaro flatly refuses and

the play centers upon his rationalization of his reasons
for refusing.
The Knights try to appeal to Alvaro's missionary spirit
by telling him of a projected holy war to win the Indians
to Christianity, but Alvaro sees in such conquests only
vain-glory and futility, for he is convinced that the
colonies are destined to be lost and that all human effort
is doomed to failure.

At the same time he sees a challenge,

but one that could lead to his eternal damnation because
of the grave risks of committing the most grievous of
sins, that of pride.
At this point, a pretended messenger announces the
King's wish that don Alvaro undertake the mission for the
glory of God and for his personal well-being.

Alvaro is

6 ?Henry de Montherlant, "Le Maftre de 5antla«o» Post
face," Montherlanti
Theatre (Paris 1 Bibliotheque de la
PISiade, 1965).
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about to accept when Mariana shows him the temptation into
which he has fallen, and in order to win him over, she
declares that she will give up the idea of marriage and
live in seclusion with him so that together they can grow
to understand that the world and life are nothing.
As was mentioned above 68 le Maftre de Santiago Is
severe in form and theme, depicting a soul that lives in
contempt of the world and completely alien to its allure
ments and completely detached from its spirit.
But Montherlant sees something more,
Santiago." he writes,

"Le Maftre de

"est le drame de l'amour de l'homme

pour une vie haute et pure, dont le dieu des chrfitlens
n ’est que le prfitexte,*69

Then he adds,

"Toutes ces pieces

Maftre. Malatesta. L'Exll. La Heine Morte. Fils de Personne
sont des places sur l'amour."70

It is not only that his

characters are detached from something» they seek to attach
themselves to something.
Granted that don Alvaro is severe, rigorous.
is Montherlant's view of the Gospels.

But this

In a critical essay

written in 19^8, Le Blanc Est N o l r . of which more will be
said later71, he attempts to prove that don Alvaro's words,
68cf., supra.. p. 9 8 .
69Montherlant, Notes sur Mon Theatre. (PlSiade), p. 65 .
70lbld.. p. 66 .

71Infra.. pp. 170-173.
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so shocking to many m o d e m Christians, are In reality so
many paraphrases of Sacred Scripture and of Sacred writers,72
Montherlant contests his French audiences' ability
to Judge what Is Christian In his plays.

He ridicules the

laughter which usually follows Mariana's line,

"Je

l'accuelllerai (riches) comme tine fipreuve, et Je m'efforcerai de la surmonter,"73

And Montherlant continues

poignantlyi
Alnsl rfiagit une socl 6t 6 qui se prfitend chrfitienne,
a un sentiment aussl authentlquement chrStlen,
aussl b a ba du chrlstianlsme et du catSchlsme.
Par ce"”seul trait, cette soclStS montre qu'elle n'est
pas quallflfee pour Juger de ce qui est et de ce qui
n'est chr^tlen,7^
Montherlant would be happier with his audiences If
they were to discover what, to him, are the true shortcom
ings of his characters,

"Je constate dans le Maftre de

Santiago," he explains,
une assez vlve absence de 1 'amour de Dieu,
Ce n'est
pas par amour de Dieu que Mariana, au trolsl&me acte,
desabuse son pfere, et Jette tout au feu de ses gent11s
proJets de "toi et mol", c'est par amour de son pfcre,
c'est par amour de l'etre humaln.
Et ce n'est certes
pas par amour de Dieu qu'elle suit son pere au couvent,
Fascinfie, enveloppAe, envoutfie par lul, elle accepte
tout ce qu'il veuti
a la fin elle y met un peu de
72Henry de Montherlant, "Le Blanc Est Noir," Monther
lant i Theatre {Parisi
Bibllothfeque de la PlSlade, 1965),
pp. 676 -679 .
73Montherlant, Le Maftre de Santiago. I I 1 11 1, P. 639.
7^Henry de Montherlant, 4"Le Maftre de Santiago Est-11
ChrStlen," Montherlant» Theatre (Paris 1 Blbllotheque de
la Plfiiade, 1965), P. 675.
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transcendence, mais cela est courti et Je pense q u ’il
y aura bien des larmes quand le rideau sera tombl.
AJoutons que, d'une faqon toute feminine, Mariana,
en entrant au cloftre, y a fait entrer avec elle son
flancSi
"Grace k lui Je connafs la pleine mesure du
sacrifice.
Comment ne I'en aimerals-Je pas pour
touJours? " 7 5
Not only is the general public unable to probe the
inner meanings of le Maftre de Santiago. but the critics
themselves run the gamut from adulation to repudiation.
Typical of the latter,

is the reviewer for the London Times

who calls le Maftre de Santiago "the most poetic and the
least dramatic of M. de Montherlant's Christian trilogy."76
The review continues!

"It is an exquisite medallion of

Spanish piety in its great period, a noble meditation of
the El Greco portrait that inspired the writer.
everything,

It is

in fact, except a play,"77

The reviewer finds no characterization of Mariana and
claims that her actions are clearly predictable and her
renunciation of the world is no surprise at all.
no validity as a human

being.

"She has

"78

Henri Massis of the Acad 6mie Franqaise, on the other
hand sees Mariana quite otherwise.
. , . Montherlant • . . , dans le Maftre de Santiago
75ibid.,

p.

6?4.

76MHenri (sic) de Montherlanti
The Christian Vein,"
Times Literary Supplement. (May 27, 1955), *1,
77ibld.
7®Ibid.
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*

a cr 66 1 'admirable figure de Mariana et qul a mis dans
sa bouche les plus purs accents de charltA divine
que poite alt jamais fait entendre.' Comment trouver
des paroles de fol si ardente sans en sentir en sol
bruler la flamme?79
A careful reading of the play and of Montherlant's
copious notes, suggests that Montherlant, himself,

is

probably the best Judge of the spirit of the characters,
and the best Judge of the meaning of their actions.
The problem at this point is to select from Monther
lant's voluminous notes, the most satisfying and the most
representative.

However, two essays of Montherlant (both

of which have been cited above) deserve special attention .80
In the first he writesi
Quant A Alvaro, qu'est son amour de Dleu, sinon
1'amour pour 1'idAe qu'll fait de soi? Et, lorsqu'il
aime enfln sa fllle, c'est encore k travers cette ldAe,
c ’est-A-dlre a travers soi, qu'il l'aimej 11 l'aime
du Jour, et du Jour seulement, qu'elle preserve sa
puret 6 k lui. Alvaro est un conquArant d£gout£ qui
se prAfAre a toute conquete.
II rend graces a Dieu
de le dAbarasser des hommes. Son Dleu est nSant plus
qu'amour.
II pique de-ci, de-la, le nom de Dieu sur
un fond qui n'est que celui d'un Alceste haut et las,
lequel pourrait etre aussl bien bouddhiste que
catholique, . .81
Montherlant violently rejects any notion suggesting
that Alvaro is a false Christian.
?9Henri Massis, "Filiations," La Table Ronde. No. 155
(November, 1950), p. 95.
QOMontherlant, "Le Maftre de Santiago Est-il ChrAtien?"
(Pl6iade), pp. 67^-67*57 and "Le Blanc est Noir," pp. 676- 679 .
QlMontherlant, "Le Maftre de Santiago Est-il ChrAtien?"
(PlAlade), p. 67^.
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. . . tout ce que J'ai Scrit £tant 6crlt et malntenu,
je vols dans la suite du chrlstlanlsme nombre de
chr 6tiens semblables & Alvaro, auxquels 11 est Im
possible de refuser le nom de chrStiens.
Ils n'y
sont pas plus h 6r€tiques que n'est h 6r 6tlque 1 'In
humanity d *Alvaro .82
And he continues In the same v e l m
, , . don Alvaro et ses pare11s . , , sont une "des
families splrituelles" du chrlstlanlsmei
11 en font
partle tout autant que la race des doux,83
Qh

Modern Christians, according to Montherlant,

are

fearful of seeing on the stage what Is repulsive In their
own lives, and more importantly, of seeing a mode of evan
gelical behavior which inspires them with dread because
It Is so vigorous, so ascetic.
Alvaro stands for.

In fine, they reject what

But Montherlant comes to his defensei

II n'est pas supportable d^imaglner que cette race
des intranslgeants pulsse etre exclue de la communion
qu'elle chfirlt, parce qu'elle en a suivl la lol avec
trop de puretfi, et de vlgueur, parce qu'elle a prls
a la lettre ce qui n'est pour ses fr&res heureux
qu'une rh 6torique anodlne et futile,
Cette race,
la mauvaise conscience des chrfitiens de la compromlssion la persecute lncessamment sur la terre,
PersficutGe lncessamment sur la terre, elle prend sa
revanche aux cleux,85
In "Le Blanc Est Noir," Montherlant presents an
apologetic in which he attempts to Justify, or at least
explain, the words and actions of his principal characters.

82Ibid,
83Ibld,. p. 675.
84 b l d .
85Ibid.
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He draws his support from Sacred Scripture and noted Christ
ian writers.

We can do no better than to quote him at

length.
On reproche a Alvaro de direi
"La famille par
le sang est maudite", et d'avoir peu d'amour pour
sa fille,
Mais je list
"Si quelqu'un vient k mol,
et ne halt pas son 5&re ou sa mfcre, son fr&re et ses
soeurs, 11 ne peut etre mon disciple". . . . "Laissez
les morts ensevelir leurs morts, suivez moll". , .
(Le "mort" est un homme qui enterre son perej. . ,)
"Les famlliers de 1*homme sont ses ennemls". . . .
Je lis aussi, de Saint Bernard . . . i "Nul ne peut
servlr deux maitres.
Le dftslr qu'a votre mire de vous
conserver aupris d'elle est contralre & votre salutj
il l'est ftgalement au sien,
II ne vous reste plus
qu'a cholsiri
ou de faire la volontfi d'une personne
alm$e, ou de faire le salut de deux ames.^ Si vous
l'almez vraiment, vous la quitterez plutot pour l'amour
d'elle-meme, de peur que, si vous quittez le Christ
pour rester auprfcs d'elle, elle ne se perde elle-meme
, . , Car, comment ne se perdrait-elle pas en perdant
celui qu'elle a enfant 6? . . .
Si je vous parle
alnsl, c'est afln de condescendre a vos affections
charnelles et de les aider en quelque sorte.
Car la
parole de Dleu est formelle et ne permet aucun compromisi
s'il est imple de mSpriser sa m&re, le comble de la
pi 6t 6 , c'est pourtant de la mfipriser pour le Christ,
car . . . "Celui qui aime son pfere ou sa mire plus
que moi n ’est pas digne de moi ".®6
There follows a series of critical accusations which
Montherlant takes in turn and gives reply.
On me reproche la volont£ farouche d'Alvaro de
preserver avant tout son ame et sa vie intSrleure,
et de rejeter le monde,
Maisi
"Appllquez-vous a la
garde de votre coeur". . , , "N'aimez pas le monde
ni ce qui est dans le monde.
Si quelqu'un aime le
monde, l'amour de Pfere n'est pas en lui". . . ,
"Prenez done garde a n'aimer jamais aucune partie de
cet ouvrage oii Dieu ne veut avoir aucune part . . .
On ne peut pas aimer Dieu et le mondei on ne peut
pas nager comme entredeux, se donnant tantot a l'un
86Montherlamt, "Le Blanc Est Nolr," (Plfiiade), pp. 676677.
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et tantot a 1 *autre, en partie a l'un et en partie
a 1'autre.
Dieu veut tout, , ." (Bossuet.)
On me reproche qu'Alvaro maudlsse l'acte de
chair.
Maist
"Qulconque seme dans la chair recueillera, de la chair, la corruption."
On me reproche qu'Alvaro ne respecte pas l'amour
de sa fille pour un Jeune homme. Maisi
"Si je
soupqonnais qu'il y eut dans mon coeur un seul mouvement d'amour qui ne tendft pas k Dieu ou qui fut
consacr£ a un autre amour que l'amour divin, ce
sentiment infidfcle et illfigitime de mon coeur, je
ferais tout pour l'arracher de mes entrailles et je
ne le tolSrais pas un seul instant,"
(St. Franqois
de Sales, . . .) Et encore, du memei
"II y a certains
amours qui semblent extr^mement grands et parfaits
aux yeux des creatures, qui devant Dleu se trouveront
petits et de nulle valeur.
La raison est que ces
amities ne sont point fondSes en la vraie charity,
qui est Dieu, alnsl seulement en certaines alliances
et inclinations naturelles, sur quelque condition
humainement louable et agrAable,"
(Les vrals
entretlens splrltuels. . . ,)
^On me reproche le silence dont Alvaro s'entoure,
et meme avec sa fille,
Maisi
"Autant qu'il est
possible, fuyez les conversations de ceux qui vous
entourent» elles Sgareralent votre esprit en
empllssant vos oreilles."
(St, Bernard . . . .)
On me reproche la parole d'Alvaroi
"Pfirisse
1 ’EspagneI p§risse l ’univers,' Si je fais mon salut
et si tu fais le tien, tout est sauvfe et tout est
accompli", parole qui est sans doute, chrfitlennement,
la plus aventurSe de ce personnage . . . , mais
seulement pace qu'elle n'est pas assez expliquSe.
II s'aglt du cor^s de l'Espagne, de la matiere de
I'univers,
Les ames du monde entier b 6n 6ficieront
du sacrifice d'Alvaro et de sa fille, Ne sommesnous pas ici en plein dans la reversibility des
mSrites?
On me reproche qu'Alvaro sente si fort de
1'§loi§nement pour les hommes. Mais cet Sloignement
est prech€ dans le llvre qui est considers comme le
llvre d'Amour par excellence, dans 1'Imitationt
"Vous devez etre mort k ces affections humaines jusqu'A
souhalter de n'avoir s'il se pouvait, aucun commerce
avec les hommes." Et encorei
"Les plus grands saints
Svitaient, autant qu'il leur Stait possible,
le commerce des hommes, et prAfyralent vivre en secret
avec Dieu.
Un ancien a diti
'Toutes les fols que
j'ai yty dans la compagnle des hommes, j'en suis revenu
molns homme que Je n'ytals,'"
C'est un texte de
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senfeque.
Dans 1 'Imitation, la seule rencontre du
Chrlstlanlsme et du Paganisme se fait sur l'filolgnement des hommes.
Et Saint Paul, toujours tres conclllanti
"En
vous lnterdlsant de frequenter les luxurieux, les
avares, les voleurs, Je ne vlsals pas tous les hommes,
Car, alors, 11 vous faudralt sortlr du monde,
Je
parlals seulement des luxurieux, des avares, des
lvrognes qui se disent Chretiens,
Ceux-lS., ne mangez
meme pas avec eux!" . . . Eh bienl meme de ce point
de vue, le plus Indulgent de tous, don Alvaro est
Justifie.
Car, ce qu'on reproche k ses compatrlotes,
c'est de commettre des crimes sous le couvert du
Christ, Saint Paul lui-meme serait impitoyable.
. . . II est stupeflant que des cathollques ne
reconnaissent pas un des visages certains de leur
religion dans celui que leur presente le Maftre de
Santiago. Ou plutot cela n'est pas stupSflant, se
Je me souviens qu'ayant un Jour cite les deux paroles
sulvantesi
"Doctrine de l'Evanglle, que vous etes
sfivfere," et "L'oeuvre de Dieu est une oeuvre de mort
et non de vie", a un cathollque pratiquant et militarjt,
11 sursauta et me dit avec Indignationi
"Je reconnais
votre JansenismeJ,— alors que la premiere de ces
paroles est de Bossuet, et la seconde de F6n€lon.87
Montherlant then sums up this lengthy but cogent
rebuttal.
. . . le catholicisme accuellle aussl, on le salt bien,
la race des douxi
tout ce qui s'etend de l'humlllte
et de l'onctlon Jusqu'A "cette incomprehensible
facilite d'aller k Dieu et de s'unlr a lui dans les
mouvements de tendresse" (Lacordaire), Peu importe
k laquelle de ces families on pense appartenlr.
La
question est de n'en pas exclure l'une qui, si
manifestement, y a droit souverain de cite .88
Perhaps the objections which precipitated such incisive
refutation arise from the actors' interpretation of their
roles in performance.

Montherlant recognizes this possi

bility
87ibld.. pp. 677-679.

88lbld.. p. 679 .
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. . . si le Christ tourmentfi de Mariano Andreu (sur
la scene), si les ficlats et le rictus satanlque
d'Henri Rollan nous inclinent parfois a voir dans
mon hSros quelque chose d'un peu monstrueux, qui serait
typiquement espagnol, 11s nous trompent (emphasis added)i
Je retrouve la race des intransigeants, voire des
farouches, d'abord dans le chrlstlanlsme primitif,
oii elle rfcgne et donne le ton, et puis dans l'hlstoire
du chrlstlanlsme fran$ais, dans l'hlstoire du
chrlstlanlsme allemand, dans l'hlstoire du Christianlsme itallen, presque autant qu'en Espagnet
les
exemples surabondent,
Je dlral plus, ou plutot Je
le laisse dire a mon confrere Jacques Lemarchand,
critique theatral d'un quotldlen ou 11 ficrlti
"Les
chrfitiens abandonnfis que sont les chrStiens du si^cle
vingt , , , auront peut-etre, tout au long de la
pi&ce, l'am&re surprise de retrouver, de rfiplique en
rSplique, et d'acte en acte, le visage qu'ils devralent
avoir grande honte de n'avoir plus," Oul, c'est
cela que Je n'osals plus dire.89
The stumbling block for most audiences and most critics
Is the expectation to find In Le Maftre de Santiago, a
religious play in which one or other of the characters is
a model Christian,

little realizing that what they are

witnessing Is the struggle of characters who are sincere
in their beliefs but who are misguided by these same
beliefs.

Montherlant writesi

Je n'al pas
II reste en deq&
force le premier
renonciation, le
le Todo.90

fait d'Alvaro un chr£tlen modele.
du Christianisme.
II sent avec
mouvement du chrlstlanlsme, la
N a d a i il sent peu le second, 1 'union,

Montherlant is not deceived Into thinking that Alvaro
and Soeur Angfilique are perfect Christiansj he is not
89Montherlant, "Le Maftre de Santiago Est-il Chretien?"
(PISiade), p. 6?5.
90Montherlant, "Le Maftre de Santiagoi
(PISiade), p. 660.
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preaching through them Ideal Catholic doctrinej he is simply
showing how some Christians live.

History furnishes suf

ficient examples to show that even the Church herself holds
up for the veneration of the faithful examples of men and
women It has canonized who dedicated their lives to God
In questionable activities,

St. Vincent Ferrer, the

Dominican roving preacher and politician, waged constant
and bloody war against the Jewsj9l St, Peter of Alcantara
carried his penance so far as to sleep In a room so small
that he could neither sit, stand nor lie comfortably in
It, and who to add to his penances wore a species of garment
made of tinj92 the enlightened St, Thomas Aquinas approved
the Inquisitionj93 St, Joseph Benedict Labre lived In
vermin,9^ and so on.
which people lived.

The point isi

these are ways In

If one were to write their lives,

he could not pass over these idlosyncracies without dis
torting the truth.

Montherlant has given us a picture—

and that not so extreme If the above examples are con
sidered— a picture of a soul in conflict with the world,
9lAbram Leon Sachar, A History of the Jews (New Yorki
Alfred A. Knopf, 19^8), p. 207,
92Herbert Thurston and Donald Attwater (eds,), Butler's
Lives of the Saints. Vol. II (New Yorki
P. J. Kennedy
and Sons, 1956), p. 107.
93a New Catechismi
Catholic Faith for Adults. Com
mission of the Hierarchy of the Netherlands.
(New Yorki
Herder and Herder, 1967), p. 222.
9^+Thurston and Attwater, o£, c l t .. Vol. IV, p. 1*1-5.
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a conflict heightened by his contempt and disgust for It,
_

IS LE MAfTRE DE SANTIAGO CATHOLIC?
Is l£ Maftre de Santiago a Catholic play?

has already been answeredi

The question

It Is a Catholic play about a

certain kind of Catholic.
In the collected theatre reviews of Gabriel Marcel
there Is a report of a debate regarding the Catholicity of
Montherlant's Maftre.

Marcel states that the eminent

Jesuit scholar R. P. Danlelou asserted that there was
Christian validity In the Intransigence of Alvaro, but
Marcel adds that Danlelou admitted "que la charit 6 telle
qu'elle y est SvoquSe n'a que les rapports les plus lolntalns avec celle du Christ et des saints."95
But Montherlant recognizes that Alvaro Is not a saint
according to Christ.

He says plainly that Alvaro is not

a model Christian, that he is "this side of Christianity."96
Marcel, who is for the most part highly critical of Monther
lant's Christian.' t y , conjectures,

"J'ai 1'impression

qu'aujourd'hui, 11 seralt assez portg a revenir sur cette
sort de concession."97
95Gabriel Marcel, L 'heure theatrale » De Glraudoux a
Jean-Paul Sartre (Parisi
Librairie Plon, 1959TI P^ 79.
96cf., supra.. p. 16?.
9?Marcel, oj>. clt.. p. 79.
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But Pierre Jobit takes an opposite standi

. . cet

homme (Alvaro), cette femme (Mariana) qui nous lnt^ressent
et qui sont, r^ellement, d'autres

C h r i s t . "98

In i960

Montherlant restated the theme and repeated the character
of Alvaro In Cisneros,

in le Cardinal d'Espagne. another

play he considers "Catholic," one which could expand the
trilogy Into a quartet.
Montherlant details99 the varied reactions which a
school production of le Maftre de Santiago elicited during
rehearsals, and he decries the parochialism of the clergy
affiliated with the school.
scandal.

They considered his play a

But Montherlant affirms that the Theatre-Hebertot

presented the play eight-hundred times and that there were
scores of productions outside Paris,

And he adds,

Or, Jamals cette pifcce, Jou6e dans tous les pays
d'Europe, n'a provoquS la molndre inquietude chez les
autoritSs religieuses,
Des sfiminaristes y ont St 6
men 6s, en corps, par leur supgrleurs.
La pidce a £t£
Jou£e par des colleges religieux, par des patronages
...
Et cependant on ne reve pas t la premiere
representation^(at the boarding school) en fut interdite par un Eveque,
La morale, c'est que le regard
qui regarde une oeuvre n'est pas le meme, a quelques
annees de distance 1 que dis-Je,' a quelques mols.
La morale, c'est que le pouvoir explosif de toute
98pierre Jobit, "Les moments mystiques dans le theatre
de Montherlant," La Table Ronde. No. 155 (November, i960 ),
p. 188,
99Henry de Montherlant, "Comment le Maftre de Santiago
falllit etre crSS dans un Penslonnat Religieux de
Demoiselles," Montherlant 1 Theatre (Paris 1 BIbliothfcque
de la Plfiiade, 1965), p. 687 .
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oeuvre va en s'affalblissant,— et c'est une autre
question, de savolr si cela est un bien ou un m a l .100
Such severe indictment of those who cannot see the
Christianity in the play, lends an air of urgency to
Montherlant's eagerness that his play be accepted for what
he Intended, a Catholic play.

The whole Idea of the play

is redemptive sacrifice, and even though Alvaro demonstrates
extreme selfishness in his dealings with others— even with
his daughter, Mariana--still Christian salvation for him
self and for Mariana is paramount in his thoughts.

The

very same thing that Soeur Ang 6 lique was deathly afraid
of losing is what Alvaro has uppermost in his mind of
gaining.
There are remarkable similarities between Port-Royal
and le Maftre de Santlago.

They express the same intense

desire for purity, the same spirit of renunciation, and
in so doing produce similar conflicts.

Soeur Ang61ique

and don Alvaro are kindred spirits, both blinded by pride,
sovereignly contemptuous of the world.

Both are convinced

that true devotion consists in total self-abnegation.

But

don Alvaro has hope where AngSlique gives way to despair.
Alvaro finds his salvation in sacrificei

all must be

renounced since, to him, creatures stand between him and
God.

Ang61ique sees no salvation, her renunciation is
lOOrbid.
lO lcf.,

supra.. p.

16*1-.
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barreni there Is nr faith,
Le Maftre de Santiago contrasts the empty Christianity
of the Castllllan Knights whose quest for God Is more a
matter of pride them of devotion, with the sincere,
though proud, Alvaro.

Port-Royal, on the other hand,

depicts the Christianity of silent suffering, the turmoil
In anxious souls,

Alvaro and Mariana Join hands In prayer

and face heavenj AngSlique and the Sisters are diverging
spirits, scattered to their convent prisons— each to herself,
LA VILLE DONT LE PRINCE EST UN ENFANT
As early as 1913 Montherlant conceived the idea of
writing la Vllle dont le prince est un enfant. but it was
not until 1951 that he set himself to the task of writing
It in e a r n e s t H i s

play Is based on an earlier novel,

la Relfeve du M a t I n . and together they form a sort of
memoire of his early home- and school life.l°3

The two

works are further complemented by the play, L*Exll. "qui
est un peu la suite de La Vllle."10^
There is evidence of more than a touch of anticlericalism in L'Exll and La Vllle. much more so in the
l°2Henry de Montherlant, "La Vllle clont le Prince est
1151 Enfant 1 Postface," Montherlant > Theatre T3?arlsi Blblio^heque de la P16iade, 1965). p . 937.
103ibld.. pp. 937-938.
IQ^Ibld.. p. 937.
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former than In the latter.

But it is a tempered feeling.

As Montherlant explains,
Le mSprls fait partie de l'estime,
On peut le
mSpris dans la mesure ou on peut l'estime.
Les
excellentes raisons que nous avons de m§priser.
Qui
ne mfiprlse pas le mal, ou le has, pactise avec le
mal, ne sait pas mfipriser? J'avals toujours pens 6
qu'on pouvait fonder quelque chose sur le mSprisi
maintenant Je sals quoii
la
morality. Ce n'est pas
l'orgueil qui mAprisei c'est
la vertu, Aussi serat-il beaucoup pardonnS k celui qui aura beaucoup
m 6pris 6 . Et encore J'aJoute cecli
qu'il n'y a
besoin de n'etre pas mfiprisable, pour m6priser,l°5
La Vllle dont le Prince est un Enfant is concerned
with those close ties among students which are called in
religious orders "Amitlfe particulleres," and as Robert
Kemp notes,

"et le terme a £t§ popularise, plus qu'il n'en

etait besoin, par un gros livre de M. Peyrefitte."106
Both the French expression and its English translation,
"Particular Friendships," are pejorative terms.

They smack

of the wanton, the obscene.
Needless to say, that this is a very delicate topic
to be treated in a play.

However, as Lemarchand remarks,

not only has Montherlant presented his subject and his
characters delicately, but with intelligence, sensitivity
and art.l°7
105Pierre Sipriot, o£. clt.. p. 157.
lO^Robert Kemp, La vie des llvres. I (Parisi
Albin Michel, 1955). P. 3<>E.

Editions

107jacques Lemarchand,
in Montherlanti Theatre
(Parisi Bibllothfeque de la P16iade, 1965), p, 960.
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Joseph Ageorges reiterates Lemarchand's assertion.
. . . La piece monte du mouvement Insensible de
la raer et s'approache de l*amour le plus sublime,
tandis qu'une voix d'enfant solitaire chante la glolre
du college.
Henry de Montherlant, dans la maftrlse
de son age mur, vient de r^ussir sa deuxieme "releve
du matin” .
Si dSlicat et meme scabreux qu'apparaisse le
sujet, la fa$on dont 11 est traitS fait que le llvre
devlent une reaction contre les tentatlves antfirleures,
L'habllet€ du dramaturge a 6t 6 de composer, avec un
sujet qui pouvalt devenlr si trouble, un drame d'allure
classique, d 6poulll 6 , sans concession A la fausse
Emotion ni a la curiositfi malsalne.10®
The title of the play is from the Book of Ecclesiastes t
"Woe to thee, 0 land, when thy king Is a child,"109
city is the school of La Relfeve du Matin.

The

The Prefect

of the "division des moyens" (Intermediate level), Abb 6
de Pradts, Is over-indulgent toward one of the younger
students, Serge Souplier,

But there exists a strong attach

ment between Souplier and an older student, AndrS Sevrais,
upon which the Abbfi de Pradts looks with serious misgivings.
He tries to keep the two boys apart, and in a confrontation
with the two students, forces from them the promise that
they will not see each other clandestinely.

But circum

stances bring the two boys together in what appears to be
a compromising situation, but in reality is a sober, mature
Joseph Ageorges, quoted in Montherlanti Theatre
{Parist
Bibliotheque de la Plfiiade, 1965), PP. 956-957.
Montherlant includes many such testimonials along
with his own comments following the text of la Vllle
dont le Prince est tin Enfant.
l°9Ecoleslastes. X

j

16.
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discussion of their relationship.

Sevrais proves his noble

motives, but the compromising circumstances cause the Abb€
de Pradts to dismiss him from school with the promise that
he will not attempt to see Souplier again.

De Pradts looks

upon Sevrais* dismissal as a triumph, but It is short
lived.

The Superior of the school in turn, dismisses

Souplier.

In a highly dramatic scene, he explains his

reasons for acting to de Pradts.

The Superior has found

that de Pradts* attachment to Souplier, a really intractable,
pusillanimous boy, Is dictated by self-interest.

The

Superior points out to de Pradts that his solicitude should
extend to all the students and that it Is harmful both for
him and for Souplier that he should single him out by his
attentions.

He reminds de Pradts of the sacrifice inherent

in his vocation as a priest and that he cannot see God's
blessing on such a human relationship.

He further recalls

that there were many previous occasions when Souplier
violated school discipline, following which he should have
been dismissed, but he was allowed to remain only through
the supplications of de Pradts himself.
The play closes with the following dialogue!
LE SUPERIEURi
Comme Sevrais, et pour les memes
raisons, Souplier vient de quitter le college.
L'ABBEi
Pendant que vous me reteniez lcl a me
parlerl
Et comment a-t-il prls cela? Que vous
a-t-il dit?
LE SUPERIEURi
II m*a dlti "Je pense qu'ici non
plus on ne me regrettera pas. J'al laissS un tres mauvais
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souvenir partout ou Je suls passS." Je lui al rSpondui
"Vous nous laissez un souvenir brulant. Un mauvals sou
venir et un souvenir brulant, ce n'est pas tout a fait
la meme chose," Vous, le souvenir qui vous reste est
celui d'un Episode de TOtre vie que vous pouvez
considSrer sans gene.
Par son immolation, vous l ’avez
entiSrement purif16.
L*ABBEi Non, non, pas de souvenir.* J'avais des
photos de lui, , , (II prend dans un tiroir des photos,
les dSchire, les Jette a la corbeille.) Autant de
perdu pour la souffranee.
Je veux que ce gargon
n'existe plus pour moi. Oul, Je vous en prie, Je
vous en conjure, faites-le envoyer dans un college de
province.
Que Je ne risque Jamais de le rencontrer
au coin d'une rue,
LE SUPERIEURi
Je vois done a fond ce qu'est un
attachement oii Dieu n ’est pas,
C'est affreux.
L'ABBEi Non, ce qui est affreux, selon vous,
c'est qu'on refuse de souffrir. Ah! Je sais ce qui
vous manque.
Vous avez du respect pour la pauvretS.
II vous arrive— parce que vous etes tres pur— d'avoir
du respect pour le pSchS. Mais vous n ’avez pas de
respect pour la faiblesse humaine.
LE SUPERIEURi
Je c'elebrerai demain la premlSre
messe k 1 *Intention de votre faiblesse partlcullSre.
Quelle sera la priSre qui se formera en moi, dans la
solitude de l'autel? ^Je ne le sais encore, mais Je
crois, mais Je suis sur que Dieu me dlctera celle
meme qu'il aura souhaitS d'entendre.
Dimanche, au
prone, Je demanderai k nos enfants de prier pour leurs
camarades dont nous avons du nous sSparer. Si Je le
pouvais, Je leur demanderais de prier aussl pour vous.
Je le demanderais surtout a Sevrais,
(Geste de 1'abbS.)
Oh,’ n'ayez crainte, Je ne le ferai pas.
Personne ici,
nl Sieves ni maftres, ne doit soupgonner qu'il y a
eu entre nous un dissentiment dans une affaire aussi
lourde.
Et Je devrais demander a. nos enfants de prier
aussl pour molt n'ai-Je pas a me reprocher de ne
vous avoir Jamais mis en garde contre cette rlchesse
de votre nature, qui vous a portS a. une prSfSrence
si vShSmente? Quant k vous, Je vous conseille de
fixer votre mSdltation de ce soir sur ce verset de
1 'Ecclesiastei
"Malheur a la ville dont le prince
est un enfant!" Je pense qu'aux vacances de cet StS
une retralte vous sera salutairei Nous en parlerons.—
Souvent, ces semalnes demleres, quand Je veillais
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un peu tard, dans le grand silence du Careme, Je voyais
votre fenetre allumfie elle aussli elle €tait la dernlere allumfie, avec la mienne, au-dessus du college
endormi.
A quol, a qui penslez-vous alors?
II me
semble que je le sals a present.
Et mol, a cette
heure-la, c'est & vous que Je pensals» nous pensions,
vous et mol, a ce qui nous paralssalt le plus en
danger,
Seulement, mol, Je ^rlais pour vous, d'une
prl&re dont je ne suis pas sur que vous
ayez Jamals
prlSe pour ce petit,
L'ABBEi
Je prlals a ma faqoni
la tendresse aussl
est une prlere.
Mais vous, avez-vous prl€, fut-ce
une seule fols, pour lui?
LE SUPERIEURi
Je n'al pas, monsieur de Pradts,
a rendre compte de mes prleres,
Et cependant , . ,
malntenant que vous etes en re^le avec Dieu, avec
chacun de nous, et avec vous-meme, le temps est peutetre venu que Je vous dlse un mot de mol.
J'al eu
moi aussl, au d 6but de mon sacerdoce, un dfivouement
trop exlgeant, pour une ame trop frele, que J'al
fatigufie. On m'ordonna de la confier a d ’autres*
cela me parut trfes dur* Je le fis,
Sept ans aprfes,
le vleux confesseur qui l'avalt recue 6tant m o r t ,
cette ame trouva tout simple de venir me demander
conseil,
Les risques avaient dlsparu* Je 1 'accuelllis,
— Vous retrouverez un jour Serge Souplier,
L'ABBEi

II sera trop tard.

LE SUPERIEURi
"Trop tard''i que voulez-vous
dire? Et n'aural-Je done connu de vous que des mouvements qui ne sont pas chrfitiens?
"Trop tard!"
Qu'avez-vous done aim 6 ? Vous avez almfi tine ame,
cela est hors de doute, mais ne l'avez-vous aimSe
qu'a cause de son enveloppe c h a m e l l e qui avait de la
gentillesse et de la grace?
Et le savez-vous?
Et
est-ce cela que vous avouez?
Et 6tait-ce cela, votre
amour? Alors, assez parlfi de lull q'a §t$ une espece
de reve sans s€rleux et sans importance* blen plus
encore que Je ne le pensals, comme J'al eu raison de
vous en arracher!
II y a un autre amour, monsieur
de Pradts, meme envers la creature.
Quand 11 atteint
un certain degrS dans l'absolu, par 1 'Intensity, la
p 6rennlt 6 et i'oubli de soi, 11 est si proche de
l'amour de Dieu qu'on dlrait alors que la creature
n'a 6t 6 conque que pour nous faire dSboucher sur le
CrSateur* Je sais pourquoi Je peux dire cela.
Un
tel amour, pulsslez-vous le connaftre.
Et puisset -11 vous mener, a force de s ’Spanouir, jusqu’a. ce
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d e m l e r et prodigieux Amour aupres duquel tout le
reste n'est rien.
(Le SupSrieur se retire lentement Jusqu'a la
porte.
L'abbA de Pradts revlent vers la table,
repousse vlvement le prie-Dieu qui se trouve
sur son passage, tombe assIs sur sa chaise la
tete contre ses avantbras qu'il a posfis sur la
table.
On volt ses Spaules secou6es par les
sanglots, pendant qu'une demifere fois s'Slfeve,
se suspend et retombe la volx d'enfant qui chante
la phrase leitmotiv du Qui Lazarum resuscltastl.
Le Sup^rleur est debout. Immobile, contre la
porte, et le regarde.)llo
It was mentioned before that Montherlant would not
allow La Vllle to be performed on the French professional
stage.

Animated debate pursued Montherlant's~refusal, but

in a letter to the Archbishop of Paris, Montherlant clari
fied the issue.
Ce qu'il y avalt, dans les milieux cathollques, ce
n'6talt pas crlse de conscience, c'Stalt divergence
d*opinions, non sur la valeur de 1*oeuvre, g€n£ralement reconnue, mais sur 1'opportunity de la faire
Jouer.m
It is not that opportunltles to stage the play were
wanting, for the professional, amateur and educational
groups urgently requested permission to mount the play,112
But Montherlant, along with others, was fearful that the
proper actors could not be found for the students’ roles.
He maintained this feeling until recently when he allowed
H O M o n t h e r l a n t , La Vllle dont le Prince est un Enfant
(PlSiade), pp. 933-93^7
U l M o n t h e r l a n t , "La Vllle dont le Prince est un Enfant t
Postface," Montherlant> Theatre (Pl£lade)", p.~9^1.
112Ibid., pp. 9 4 1 - 9 ^ 3 .
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La Vllle to be performed on the French stage,113
La Vllle presents two main Issues*
of two young boys be honorable?
for a young boy be harmful?

Can the friendship

Can the love of a priest

Both Issues are resolved In

the play where at least one of the boys (Sevrais) loves
strongly, but sacrifices nobly and the priest is reduced
to despair and apparent loss of faith,
De Pradts shows an unbecoming smugness when he announces
to Sevrais that he is to be dismissed because of his
untrustworthiness,

(Sevrais had met Souplier secretly

after promising de Pradts that he would not see Souplier
again, but in his meeting with Souplier, Sevrais had pointed
out to his younger friend that their friendship should
continue to be a noble part of their lives, one calling
for sacrifice).

De Pradts derides Sevrais*

d ’ames nous est bien connue,"11^

"Votre famille

Sevrais is taken aback.

His affection for Souplier is something noble, elevating,
something generous In his own eyes, but condemned by a
rigorous rejection as too intimate, too natural.

In the

final scene, de Pradts speaking to the Superior about Sev
rais, Indicates that he does not think that elevation of
sentiment can accompany such friendships as that between
Sevrais and Souplier, not realizing that he himself has
113lbld.
ll^Montherlant, La Ville dont le Prince est un Enfant,
III.ill, p. 915.
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fallen into the same abyss he makes reference toi

"Je le

voyais aspir6 par la g£n6rosit6 comme par un abfme, par
cette passion qui nous vlent si souvent, d'agir contre
nous-meme,

. .115

The Superior vainly attempts to show de Pradts that,
for him human love Is an obstacle to loving God.

Like don

Alvaro, de Pradts must detach himself from all earthly
things.
In de Pradts* affection for Souplier, there exists
frustrated paternal love, a strong urge for power and
control disguised as apostolic zeal, and a relish for bi
zarre and stormy situations.
problem clearlyi

The Superior identifies the

"un attachement ou Dieu n'est p a s , " H 6

Although de Pradts says,

"J’al commence a 1'aimer

quand je l'ai vu en pSril,"117 he deceives himself.
Certainly he is partial towards Souplier* he spies on him,
searches his belongings for evidence

ofhis waywardness,

looking upon himself as his protector.He encourages

the

*

students to tattle* he is over-curious and imprudent.

But

when the Superior tries to point out his erratic behavior
and attitude, he says that he is no worse than the rest
of the faculty*

"1'lncroyance y est partout.

H 5 lbld.. H i t

il., p. 921.

H 6Ibld.. Ill* vii, p. 934 .

H 7 lbld.. p. 929.

Vous etes
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dupe de la facade.

. . .

L'incroyance non seulement chez

les Sieves, mais chez les professeurs ,"118

The kindness

and understanding of the Superior are wasted on M. de
Pradtsi

he is a man without friends, without love, without

faith.
The primary conflict of the play, then, is not over
the dismissal of a student, but the struggle between divine
and human affection which rends assunder the soul of de
Pradts.

It is less the troubled friendship which unites

Sevrais and Souplier than the Jealousy of the A b b 6 . H 9
IS LA VILLE DONT LE PRINCE EST UN ENFANT CATHOLIC?
In the Preface to La Vllle dont le Prince est un Enfant.
Montherlant writes,

"...

J'al aimS qu'une oeuvre dont Je

puis bien dire qu'elle a 6 t 6 6crite a genoux (emphasis
added) invoquat moins ce qui trone dans les hauteurs que
ce qui se cache dans les retraltes et les ombres de la
charitS ,"120
Henri Danlel-Rops states that such an affirmation by
Montherlant may surprise some readers, but he adds t
A tout esprit de bonne foi, cependant, 11 apparaftra
qu'il y a, tout au long de ces trois actes, un respect,
H 8 lbld.. Illivil, p. 932.
H 9 G e o r g e s Bordonove, o£. c l t .. p. 80.
120Montherlant, "La Vllle dont le Prince est un Enfant t
A Monsieur l'Abb€ C. Riviere," Montherlantt Theatre
(Pl^iade), p. 847.
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une ferveur, une sorte de tremblement de l'ame qui
vlennent du plus profond de 1 'homme qui les exprime.
Vrale au sens humain du terme et, en ce sens,
catholique. . , cette plfece est aussl cathollqueraent
vrale parce qu'elle respecte les hierarchies authentlques, donne leur vrale place aux exigences de la
conscience et lalsse k la grace son role dficlsif dans
les destlns humains.
L*Intention la plus profonde
que semble blen avoir eue Montherlant en ficrlvant la
Vllle est celle-cli
blen loin de diffamer les maftres
de sa Jeunesse, faire sentlr qu'une certaine hauteur
de sentiments, un certain appel de l'ame a soi-meme,
une certaine noblesse Jusque dans les d 6chirements de
la passion, ne sont possibles qu'autant que la fol
leur sert de base.
Tout cela, pour un homme qui se
veut 61oign6 de l'Eglise, ne manque nl de courage nl
de beautS ,121
Then he adds, a propos the present discussion
La V llle peut-elle choquer ou satisfalre les
catholiques? . . .
II faudra certalnement etre profondSment catholique pour accepter cette piece et en
entendre toutes les vSritables resonances, Mais ma
conviction, quant a moi, est faitei ne la jugeront
scandaleuse que les p h a r l s lens .122
Few critics have censured Montherlant for his treatment
of the delicate subject matter of La Vllle.

The vast

majority have only glowing praise for the play, both as
an artistic achievement and as an elevated, Christian work.
The following form part of the vast array of tributes.
They are taken from notes appended to the collected plays
of Henry de Montherlant, where,

Incidentally, he has also

Included the few objections which appear in a small number
of reviews.
12lHenri Danlel-Rops, quoted in Montherlant t Theatre
(Paris i Blbliotheque de la PlSiade, 19^5). p"i 955.
122ibld.. p. 956.
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. . , Jouera-t-on cette oeuvre, cette grande oeuvre
path€tlque, sobre, vigoreuse, si audacleuse et
cependant si noble, si proche parfols de scandale et
qui s'en Scarte toujours grace a cette hauteur de
ton, a cette 6l6vation d'ame, a ce gout de chevalerle
et de Jeunesse lmmarcesclble qui n'appartlent qu'a
M. de Montherlant,123
Renfi Ballly writes 1
Un sobre tfimoignage, dont on ne sauralt se re
fuser a d^gager, quolque pulssent en penser certains,
1 'Incontestable portSe m o r a l e . 124
Abb 6 Louis Cognet, director of Studies at Juilly, and
supervisor of lectures at the Catholic Institute writes:
Le llvre refermS me lalsse une Intense impression
de nouveautfi.
C'est la premiere fols, a ma connalssance,
que le theme du college est abordS, avec une profonde
sympathle, avec une Emotion et une dfilicatesse qui
donnent a 1 'oeuvre sa tonality orlglnale.
Pour un
Sducateur, 11 est difficile de rester Indifferent en
face de cette piece. . . .
En toute franchise, 11
me faut avouer que, pour ma part, Je suis heureux
que cette piece alt etS Scrlte. . . . Jamais Monther
lant n'a rien Scrlt de plus parfaitement dfipouilie,
de plus net et de plus Intense* les caractfcres y
sont desslnSs avec une sobrl^tS chargee d'Emotion.
Les dialogues sont, a mes yeux, un veritable tour de
force 1 sans vulgarity nl rSalisme trop d 6monstratif,
mais d ’une absolue v€rit 6 . Ces quallt 6s, certes, se
rencontrent dans d'autres pifeces de Montherlant.
II
me semble pourtant qu'elles atteignent ici leur
plenitude. . . .
Je vois la non seulement un chefd'oeuvre llttfiraire. mais un document humain d'une
prodigieuse valeur.125
Jacques Lemarchand, close friend of Montherlant,

yet

generally a severe critic, writes 1
1 2 3 B e m a r d Slmlot, "Critiques sur La Vllle dont le
Prince est un Enfant." Montherlant 1 Theatre (Blbllotheque
de la Plfiiade, 1965)* p. 957.
124ibld.

125lbld.. pp. 957-958.
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Comblen Je lui suis reconnaissant d'avolr lndlqu 6 ,
soullgnfi, tout au long de ces trols actes, et avec
courage, cette "tempete de 1 *esprit" dans laquelle
sont pris dlrecteurs de conscience et Sieves dans un
college rellgieux.
Et d'avolr eu la force de ne pas
dScrire le naufrage, et l'art de lalsser devlnftr tous
les naufrages possibles,
"Meme ce qui, chez nous,
peut sembler etre sur un plan assez bas est encore
ffllllc fois au-dessus de ce qui se passe au dehors,
Ce qui se passe chez nous bientot n'exlstera plus que
dans quelques lieux privilSgiSs." II me semble que
cette phrase peut laver V a m e de tant de garqons, a
deml victlmes de ces tempetes cathollques, et qui
ne savent plus— lachSs dans le monde— s' 11s doivent
ou ne doivent pas rouglr d'avolr 6t 6 tels que Monther
lant les volt,— tels, qu'ils ne peuvent pas oubller
qu'ils ont St^.126
And finally, Frans Muller, critic for Courrler du Solr.
writes »
Jamals peut-etre rien de plus grave, de plus
dSpouillfi, de plus chrStlen n'a £t 6 Scrlt sur le
sujet. . . .
Ce llvre est un chef-d’oeuvre que
goutaront les lecteurs profond&nent chr€tlens,12?
La Vllle dont le Prince est un Enfant is perhaps the
most Christian of Montherlant's plays.

In it he discovers

the action of grace, of divine complacency in the Superior,
In Sevrais, and even In Souplier.
notesi

"C'est blen lui

Grace . . . .

But as Robert Kemp

Montherlant

1'Instrument de la

Mais 1 'auteur volt toujours grand.

II

fait ce qu'il veut, et ne veut rlen de moyen, de mediocre.
II transpose,

II orchestre.

Une syrinx lui devlent

grandes orgues,"128

126ibid.. p. 95fc.
127lbld.. p. 960 .
128R0bert Kemp, La vie des Ilvres I, P. 309.

CONCLUSION
The preceding chapters have led us through the
labyrinth of the background culture and the personal
history and the peculiar talents and shortcomings of Henry
de Montherlant,

His Jansenistic upbringing was shown as

one of the most important influences on his personal and
professional life.

Furthermore, had it not been for the

long-standing tradition in the French theatre subscribing
to the theatre of ideas and the theatre of elevated
language,

it Is doubtful that Henry de Montherlant would

have turned from the novel to the theatre, and become one
of the foremost playwrights of the present century.
The great bulk of Montherlant's theatre is character
ized by pessimism and nihilism, and herein lies one of
the most serious difficulties facing the critic of the
Catholic plays of Henry de Montherlant,

Their refinement

of style and their excellence of dramatic expression are
widely recognized.

But it is only with reservations that

most critics accept Montherlant's plays as Catholic.

Yet,

despite the monstrous nature of at least one principal
character in each play, the "Catholic trilogy" is certainly
Catholic in nature.
For one to hold that Montherlant's characters provide
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examples deserving imitation must be qualified.
lant has taken the Gospels literallyi

Monther

contempt for the

worldj detachment from creaturesi sacrificing all to God!
finding everything in nothing! dying in order to live.
In their fanatic zeal for self-realization, Montherlant's
characters destroy themselves and bring ruin upon those
they most earnestly desire to help.

But this destruction,

this ruin, demand of the audience a Judgment of the per
sonal success or failure of the characters in the play.
What criteria does the audience employ to Judge such
success, such failure?

Herein lies the most potent argu

ment in evaluating favorably the Catholicity of Monther
lant's plays.

In order to understand Port-Royal, le Maftre

de Santiago and La Vllle dont le Prince est un Enfant. one
must Judge them against Christian standards.

If to the

Christian standards delineated in the Gospel Is added the
characteristic feeling of waste attendant upon tragic
destruction, then the Christian elements assume broad pro
portions,

There is this sense of waste about Soeur Angfi-

lique as she departs for her convent prison, with no hope
to sustain her, no faith to guide her; waste in Alvaro and
Mariana who voluntarily prepare to shut themselves within
the cloistered w a l l s ! waste In de Pradts who sees himself
abandoned and insulated when his greatest need is for
companionship.
But each of these characters has his life centered
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In Godi to be sure, not the God of philosophers and sages,
but a personal God who, as these characters see Him,
requires of each the complete divesting of self.
ly this Is the God of Christianity.

Essential

But zealots that they

are, Montherlant's characters make of this divesting, this
-becoming nothing, their primary end In life, their God, so
to speak.

But It Is God.

His presence can be felt In the

elevated sentiments of Mariana,

Just as His absence can be

felt in the misunderstandings of Alvaro.

But they are

misunderstandings which he follows to the sacrifice of
everything In life.

This Is strongly reminiscent of the

God St. Paul speaks of as "God who shall Judge the secrets
of the heart,"1 and who In this unfolding of each personal
drama sees each one's personal salvation.
Notwithstanding Montherlant’s Incredulity and dis
avowal of Catholic practice, his plays give evidence of
the Catholic intellectual whose frame of reference is
Catholic tradition but who Is unable to subscribe to the
current code of Catholic dogma and morality.

Nevertheless,

"Le catholicisme n'en reste pas molns la plus grande tentation d'Henry de Montherlant,

. . ."2

This is part of

the conditioning of French Catholicism, where all too
often belief and practice are looked upon as separate facets
1-Romans. 2il6.
2Henri Massis, oj>, c l t .. p. 9*1-.
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of religion, and one is free to choose both, either or
neither,

Montherlant is yet to be convinced that Catholic

teaching can satisfy him intellectually, but he has been
convinced that it can satisfy him spiritually.

As evidence,

"la Trilogle Catholique" can be cited.
Perhaps Montherlant cannot subscribe to Catholicism
because he is repulsed by the examples of Catholic living
he witnesses.

There is the feeling that Montherlant

considers AngSllque, Alvaro and de Pradts as better examples
of Catholic living than that of self-declared pious Catho
lics whose religion is seldom translated into devotion to a
cause, but rather employed as a means of security in medio
crity,

Further, he looks upon his Catholic characters as

better Christians than the so-called militant Catholics
whose struggle exhibits neither courage nor conviction.
Montherlant's Catholic plays, therefore, are mainly
plays about Catholics, not ideal Catholics, but Catholics
who have existed historically, and whose salient features
are the product of his fruitful imagination.
Perhaps, to Montherlant, Ang^llque, Alvaro and de
Pradts are ideal Catholics.
1

They follow theii* religious

convictions with a devotion noticeably lacking in the
majority of Catholics.
The question immediately arisesi
characters saved?

Are Montherlant's

No one can answer with certainty.

But

they have found themselves and they have found their God,
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Alvaro and Mariana have found him In voluntary seclusion,
to which of course they will bring their humanity with
all Its defects, but also with all its virtues.

However,

their Intense pursuit of Evangelical perfection will not
be without Its difficulties for such ardent and untempered
natures.
The Abb 6 de Pradts is an enigma,
play he is in a state of despondency.

At the close of the
He has given up

everything to follow Christ, and now he has neither Christ
nor earthly goods.
from that moment.

His salvation depends on what he does
If he follows the example of the Superior,

his salvation is assured.

It is not so much a matter of

what he will do, as what he will becomei

it cam certainly

be inferred from Montherlant’s plays that men are not judged
so much on what they do as what they a r e .

De Pradts has

but to reevaluate his priestly vocation, and join the long
list of sacrificial victims who spend their lives in quiet
submission to a will which they cannot understand, or to
channel his capacity for love in God's direction.
AngSllque faces the darkness of doubt and despair,
but her state at the end of the play suggests that of
Catherine of Sienna who, thinking herself abandoned by
God, bitterly complainedi
needed you most?"

"Where were you, Lord, when I

And she reports that the answer came
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to her, "I was in your heart, fortifying you by my grace,3
The Superior in La Ville dont le Prince est un Enfant
seems to have the answer for all of these misguided mysticsi
what is merely human in one's interior life should be
spiritualized.

He understands that all too frequently

human attachments are means of avoiding divine love, but
he also understands that G o d ’s secret ways, which can be
cluttered with detours and snares catering to human weak
ness, can be the very means by which God draws men closer
to Him,

3Herbert Thurston and Donald Attwater,
P. 193.
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